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1. Preface

1.1 Using the manual
1.1.1 General: This manual contains software programming and definition instructions.
This manual does not cover hardware installation, for hardware installation instructions
see the “Galileo Set Up” manual. In addition this manual does not provide instructions
for greenhouse components construction (windows fans, thermal screens, heating
system etc.). These instructions can be obtained via the greenhouse provider. It is
necessary to install PC software (see Galileo PC Center).
1.1.2 Manual layout: The manual goes from the simple to the complex. It starts off with
general knowledge for the operator. The “basic climate operation” chapter describes
the simple greenhouse operation. It is followed by “advanced operation” containing
more detailed explanations of varying components operation. Each section (climate,
irrigation) contains the relevant definitions. These chapters are for the system
installer’s use and not for the operator.
1.2 Software Description
1.2.1 General Description: The software consists of two main parts: irrigation and
climate. It is possible to define, in the same controller, up to four climate systems and
one irrigation system.
1.2.1.1 Climate Control System: This system controls the ambient condition in the
greenhouse according to the climate sensors. The system controls components such
as: windows, fans, thermal screens, heating and cooling systems – in order to create
the desired temperature and humidity. In addition the system controls processes
such as: spraying, CO2 enrichment, lighting and ventilation. The temperature
and humidity control method works according to a table containing the desired
values according to different parts of the day. If the system is correctly defined
it automatically maintains the desired temperature and humidity. In addition the
processes must be defined (spraying, CO2 enrichment, lighting and ventilation).
1.2.1.2 Irrigation System: Greenhouse cultivation is normally soil less. Soil less
irrigation requires controlling electrical conductivity (EC) and acidity (pH) of
the irrigation water. To achieve this purpose Galcon supplies three types of
machines (see the varying machine manuals).
1.2.1.2.1 Fertimix: fertigation machine including a mixing tank.
1.2.1.2.2 Fertigal: fertigation machine with direct mainline injection.
1.2.1.2.3 Fertijet: fertigation machine installed as a mainline bypass.
The greenhouse software irrigation program operates one irrigation head
which can be defined as one of these machines. In addition the program
controls the irrigation valve opening and assigns the irrigation, fertigation
programs to each valve.
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2.1 The Main Screen
The main screen shows a sketch of the greenhouse with its varying operational components.
Clicking on any component icon opens the relevant data properties and programming
screen. This screen also shows meteorological data in the upper left hand side: windows
status and activities, alarm status, sensor values inside the greenhouse and required
temperature humidity data. The main sketch shows animation of the different components
operation. In the upper right hand side a list of processes is displayed whereby the currently
active process is marked. Clicking one of these flags opens the relevant screen.
2.2 Basic Operation The principal of the basic operation is that if the system was correctly
defined (in accordance with the greenhouse construction) all that remains is to assign the
temperature and humidity values to the different day segments.
2.2.1 Temperature and Humidity Required Setup (Operating Table): In order
to oper the following table, click on the title “Required” (on the upper right hand side
of the main screen).
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Screen Explanation:
2.2.1.1 Definition of the day segments: it is possible to define the different day
and night segments. For each segment it is necessary to define start time. The
segment lasts until the start time of the next segment.
2.2.1.2 Transition Time: The column “transition time” is in the format: hours:hours >
minute:minute. In this “transition time” the system gradually changes between
the value of the previous segment and the value of the current segment.
2.2.1.3 Definition of Temperature and Humidity: In the following columns of
the required temperature (degrees) and humidity (%) must be entered for each
defined segment.
2.2.1.4 Temperature change by radiation: The right hand column is designed for
correction of the required temperature according to radiation data. If correction
for radiation is required, the temperature change of the radical radiation value
must be entered for each segment. In the right hand side enter the radiation
values for which above and below the radiation is considered radical. For
example if in segment number 3 “temperature change by radiation” is 3°and
the sensor reading is below the defined “Radiation Below” in the daytime the
required temperature changes from 25 to 23 degrees. If the radiation reading is
above the “Radiation Above” the required temperature changes from 25 to 28
degrees.
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2.2.1.5 Day and Night definitions: The top two lines of the table show data and
enable definitions for the day and night (if the segments are not defined). The
first column shows the start time of the day and night. This data is defined
according to the sunrise and sunset table (see below). Transition time in the
second column is irrelevant (therefore always “not exist”). It is possible to
define temperature and humidity values and temperature change according to
radiation for day and night.
2.2.1.6 Current Data: In the upper right hand side of the screen the current values
are shown (the current segment, the calculated required temperature and
humidity).
2.2.2 Sun rise and Sunset table: To open the sunrise and sunset table click on the
on the hour of “start day” or “start night” in the previous screen.

Screen explanation:

In the lower part of the screen enter the
sunrise and sunset data for the first of each
month. The system calculates linearly the
sunrise and sunset time for each day. This
calculated data can be seen in the upper
part of the screen on line number 3 and
4. In the default definition the sunrise and
sunset times must be entered. These values
take affect if any month is not defined or if
the operation is not required according to
months. In the parameter “sunrise definition”
it is possible to define according to default
(“not active”), according to the months
table (“table”) or according to definition in
other controllers (”communication” (see
communication between controllers in
the Galileo PC Center manual)). It is also
possible to define the beginning of the day
and night with offset to the sunrise and
sunset. The beginning of the day and night
shown in line number 5 and 6 in the upper
part of this screen is calculated sunrise/
sunset time + offset.
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2.3 Advanced Operation
The explanation in this chapter is according to the different system components. Definition
and operation of each component is explained. As stated in the basic operation chapter
the operator does not usually need to access the components definition screen unless
basic changes must be carried out or if process programming is necessary.
2.3.1 Windows (curtains)
2.3.1.1 General: The windows are the most important components of the climate
system. They are usually installed on the longer sides of the greenhouse and
make up most of the wall area. There are also special roof windows (defined
in the controller as the same component as the side windows). The windows
open and close in steps according to temperature, humidity and processes
requirements. In addition the windows are controlled according to wind speed
and direction data, rain and even snow. Up to 10 different windows (side and
roof) can be defined.
2.3.1.2 Description of the Windows Operation: The basic operation of the
window is according to temperature. When the current temperature (sensor
reading) rises above the required temperature + differential (defined for stability
reasons), the controller “wants” to open the window. The window opens
gradually. Each window has a number of defined opening stages (usually 5).
When the window opens, it opens one stage first and then waits the defined
“window operation time” (see window setup table). If during this delay time
the temperature stabilizes between “opening temperature” and “closing
temperature” then the window stays in the same position. If the temperature
remains high then the window opens another stage, if the temperature is lower
than the “opening temperature” minus the “differential to close” then the window
closes one stage. In some of the processes, weather condition or temperature
and humidity requirement in the greenhouse, the window range is limited.
2.3.1.3 Windows Information: The following table shows the window status and
the reason why it is in this status. Sometimes the reasons are complex and
experience is required to understand the system. The upper right hand side
contains meteorological data. The last data is “calculated humidity” – this is
the calculation of the relative humidity level of the outside air in the inside
temperature of the greenhouse. This data helps in decision making about
letting in outside air. In the center part of the screen the actual window status
(the window stage) can be seen and the window activity (opening or closing).
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To open this window click the windows status in the main screen

Screen explanation: This table is for information purposes (cannot be edited).

2.3.1.3.1 Temperature and Humidity Data: The first two lines show the
temperature in degrees and the relative humidity as measured by the
sensors defined for the specific window.
2.3.1.3.2 Window Level Required: If the “window stage method” in the
temperature condition screen is “divide” then the “window level required”
is shown here.
2.3.1.3.3 Window Level: The actual window level.

2.3.1.3.4 Required Temperature: The temperature as calculated by the
temperature humidity requirement table and the humidity correction etc.

2.3.1.3.5 Average Temperature: The average temperature during the waiting
time of the last stage. During this waiting time the average changes and
is shown in the “momentary average temperature” on the last line of the
screen. At the end of the waiting time this data is copied here.
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2.3.1.3.6 Temperature Operation Required (OK, Opening, Closing):
The operation that the window has to carry out. Please note that even if
the window is not currently operating it can be in an opening or closing
process (it is currently in “waiting time” between levels).
2.3.1.3.7 Window in Wind Direction (Yes/No): Every window faces a certain
direction (see windows setup). If the wind comes from the direction in
which the window faces it is considered “window in wind direction” and
visa versa
2.3.1.3.8 Operation Delay: As previously explained there is a delay between
the stages of opening and closing the window. When the window is in
delay this data shows the remaining time.
2.3.1.3.9 Minimum and Maximum Opening Level: In many cases even
though the temperature dictates a certain stage of the window it is limited
to a certain range (because of processes, wind etc.). These data show
the range.

2.3.1.3.10 Reason for Minimum: The options are: Defin.(definition), Cooling,
Fan, Vnt Process (ventilation process), Hi.Hum (high humidity), Ntrl.
Vnt (natural ventilation), Hig.Tmp (high temperature), Calib (calibration),
Manual.
2.3.1.3.11 Reason for Maximum: The options are: Defin (definition), Cooling,
Fans, Wind, Spray, CO2, Gen.Out (general output), L.Hum (low humidity),
Ntrl. Vnt (natural ventilation), Snow, Ex.Temp (external temperature),
Calib. (calibration), Manual.
2.3.1.3.12 Low/High Humidity Condition (Yes/No): The humidity status as
defined in the “Humidity Condition” screen.
2.3.1.3.13 Window Calibration (Yes/No): Is the window currently calibrating
(see Window Setup).
2.3.1.3.14 Window Closed Input and Window Input Fault: It is possible to define
an input for closed window status and connect it to a micro switch that
changes to “on” when the window closes. In this case if the controller
“thinks” that it is open but the micro switch shows that it is closed then an
alarm is issued. In most case this option is not used.
2.3.1.3.15 Window Located Sensor and Sensor Fault: It is possible to connect a
special senor (potentiometer) that shows the status of the window opening. If
there is a large difference between the window stage as shown by the sensor
and what the controller “thinks” the window status is, an alarm is issued
2.3.1.3.16 Momentary Average: The average temperature between stages (see
above explanation of average temperature).
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2.3.1.3.17 Press for Calibration: A calibration button for manual calibration (see
explanation of calibration in Window Setup).
More Window Screens: The right hand side button opens more window
screens, they are described in the order that they appear.
2.3.1.4 Operate Window According to Temperature Conditions:

This screen is not usually accessed. Normally the temperature conditions
are programmed in the “Operating Table” (see basic operation). This table is
accessed during the controller setup process. It is also possible to use the old
version method by which the temperature condition is programmed in this table.

Screen Explanation:
2.3.1.4.1 Windows Operation Setup: There are several options for window
operation:
2.3.1.4.1.1 N. Active: The window is not active (will not operate even if other
data are programmed).
2.3.1.4.1.2 Nominal: Opening and closing conditions are according to the
temperature entered here. E.G. if the window should open above
26° then 26 is entered here.
2.3.1.4.1.3 Relative: The opening and closing condition are relative to the
data programmed in the operating table. E.G. if the “temperature set
point – daytime” is 2 and in the “Operating Table” the requirement
for this segment is 24° it means that the current requirement is 26°.
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It is possible enter a value of zero for these data thus the window will
open according to the “Operating Table”.

2.3.1.4.1.4 Manual Opening and Closing: It is possible to manually
operate the window – open manually means window fully open,
close manually means window fully closed.
2.3.1.4.2 Window Stages Method: There are several options for defining the
method by which window opening is calculated:
2.3.1.4.2.1 Automatic: Automatic method using PID calculation (recommended).
2.3.1.4.2.2 Divide: In this method the Window Temperature Differential” is
divided by the number of window stages. Each part of the differential
range opens a different stage. E.G. if the “Required Daytime
Temperature” = 24° and the Window Temperature Differential” = 3,
it means that the window operation is defined as 21 to 27°. And if
there are 6 defined window stages then every degree above 21° will
open 1 stage.
2.3.1.4.2.3 Conservative: The method in use in the previous versions.
The window opens according to the “Temperature Set Point” +
“Differential” and closes according to the “Temperature Set Point”
- “Differential”.
2.3.1.4.3 Temp. Set Point (or Differ) Daytime/Nightime: These two
parameters are the values of the temperature according to the previous
parameters.
2.3.1.4.4 Window Temperature Differential: The differential for opening and
closing as previously explained.
2.3.1.4.5 Operation During Ventilation: It is possible to link window operation
with fan operation or with ventilation processes that require window cooperation. E.G. closing windows situated on the fan side or opening
windows for natural ventilation etc. The options are:
2.3.1.4.5.1 Operation During Fan No. 0 - 1234: The fan program according
to which the window operation is conditioned. The combination of
the fan programs is programmed. E.G. 13 = program 1 and program 3.
2.3.1.4.5.2 Window Stage During Fans: The stage at which the window
opens when the previous condition exists.
2.3.1.4.5.3 Window Stage During Ventilation Process: There are
several procedures that are considered ventilation processes (Cyclic
Ventilation, Special Ventilation, Ventilation Before/After Spray,
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Natural Ventilation etc.). This data determines the window stage
when a process exists.

2.3.1.4.5.4 Operation During Natural Ventilation (Open/Close): When
conditions for natural ventilation exists it is advisable to open the
window in the right direction and to shut down the fans (for energy
conservation). It is possible to define whether each participates in
the process.
2.3.1.4.6 Operation During Cooling: Cooling by wet pad requires operating
fans on the opposite wall and closing windows. There are two parameters
for closing:
2.3.1.4.6.1 Operation During Cooling No. 0 – 1234: The combination of
the cooling program to operate the window.
2.3.1.4.6.2 Window Stage During Cooling:
2.3.1.5 Window Operation by Humidity Conditions:
2.3.1.5.1 General: The window operation by humidity is secondary to temperature
condition. Different operations must be made when the humidity is high
and when the humidity is low.
2.3.1.5.1.1 High Humidity Conditions: The aim is to lower the humidity by:
2.3.1.5.1.1.1 Raising the Greenhouse Temperature: If the
percentage of the water in the air is constant, raising the
temperature lowers the relative humidity.
2.3.1.5.1.1.2 Letting Cool Air From Outside Into the Greenhouse:
The outside air has a lower humidity level.
2.3.1.5.1.1.3 Exhausting the Humid Air Out of the Greenhouse:
For any outside condition.
2.3.1.5.1.1.4 Operating Air Circulator: In order to prevent accumulation
on the leaves.
2.3.1.5.1.1.5 Special Absorption Devices: For small systems.
2.3.1.5.1.2 Low Humidity Conditions: The aim is to raise the humidity by:
2.3.1.5.1.2.1 Foggers/Cooling Pad
2.3.1.5.1.2.2 Humidity Accumulation by Preventing Window Opening
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Clicking the right button in the “Window Information” screen opens the following screen.

2.3.1.5.2 Screen explanation:
2.3.1.5.2.1 High Humidity:
2.3.1.5.2.1.1 Window Required Temperature: Information data only
(cannot be edited here) taken from the “Operating Table” and
the “Temperature Condition Table”.
2.3.1.5.2.1.2 Difference From Required Temperature Day/Night

for Operation – Above: The difference above the required

temperature according to the “Operating Table” in which the
window opens to the minimum open stage (see below). A
value of zero means that the specific window does not operate
according to humidity conditions.

2.3.1.5.2.1.3 Humidity Differential to Cancel - Below: The value
below the set point for operation below which the high humidity
condition is cancelled. E.G. If the difference = 10% and the
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set point in the operating table is 70%, it means that the
window will open to the “minimum stage “above 80% and the
“differential to cancel” is 5%. The opening condition ceases
when the humidity goes down below 75%.

2.3.1.5.2.1.4 Minimum Window Stage – 0-10: Please remember that
the humidity activity is secondary to the temperature activity.
If the temperature opened the window the action of releasing
humidity will be carried out anyway but if the temperature closed
the window the humidity can force a certain window opening
stage. This minimum opening stage must be entered here.
2.3.1.5.2.1.4 Difference Below Required Temperature to Cancel

High Humidity Opening: If high humidity conditions exist,
the window opens to release the humidity but this action can
cause a temperature drop. It must be decided what is more
important. The minimum temperature permitted is entered here.

2.3.1.5.2.2 Low Humidity:
2.3.1.5.2.2.1 Difference From Required Temperature Day/Night
for Operation – Below: When the humidity is low the
window opening is usually limited. This data determines the
percentage below (difference from the operating table) to
activate the limitation. Similar to the high humidity condition
here the limit is “maximum stage in low humidity”.
2.3.1.5.2.2.2 Humidity Differential to Cancel – Above: The
differential in percentage above the previous data to cancel
the process.
2.3.1.5.2.2.3 Open Window Temperature Increase: It is possible to
define additional degrees to the opening condition (in case of
low humidity) in order to keep the window closed for a longer
period of time.
2.3.1.5.2.2.4 Maximum Window Stage 0-10): Similar to the “High
Humidity Minimum Stage”. This parameter defines the
maximum stage.
2.3.1.5.2.2.5 Difference Above Window Temperature to Cancel
the Process: Similar to the high humidity, here too it must be
decided up to which temperature the window will stay closed
in order to accumulate humidity.
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2.3.1.6 Manual Operation: It is possible to define a time range in which the window
will be opened to a certain stage.

2.3.1.7 Wind and Rain Condition: One of the most important roles of the window
is to prevent strong wind and rain entering the greenhouse. The condition for
closing the window in accordance with the wind and rain are programmed in the
following table.

Screen Explanation:

The above table is divided into 4 parts: 1. No rain, wind not in window direction.
2. No rain, wind in window direction. 3. Rain, wind not in window direction. 4.
Rain, wind in window direction.
Each of these parts is divided into 5 wind levels. In accordance with the wind
level defined in “Meteorological Conditions” (the definitions can be directly
accessed by clicking on the “Meteorology Setup” button on the lower part of
the screen).
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For each window in each part for each wind level the maximum opening stage
must be entered, whereby 0 is fully closed and 10* is fully opened. (* Depending
on the stage number definition).
The last line on this screen defines if the window is open or closed during snow
conditions.

2.3.1.8 Natural Ventilation: See explanation in the Fan Chapter.
2.3.1.9 Window Setup:

Screen Explanation:
2.3.1.9.1 Window Operation Setup: See explanation in “Operation According
to Temperature Condition”.
2.3.1.9.2 Window Full Open/Close Time – Sec.: During the operation of opening
and closing the window, the controller calculates the opening and closing
time for each stage relatively to the total opening/closing time. The total time
from fully closed to fully opened and visa versa must be entered here.
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2.3.1.9.3 Window Level for Full Open (number of stages) 0-10: See
explanation in “Window Operation”.
2.3.1.9.4 Time for Opening 1st Level – Sec: The first level is usually the
most significant level (especially in cold regions). Therefore the first level
must be defined separately. The remaining levels will be divided equally
according to the total opening time.
2.3.1.9.5 Window Operations Delay –Sec: As described in “operation during
temperature conditions” the window opens to a certain level then waits
the “waiting time” (this parameter), “checks” the conditions and continues
accordingly.
2.3.1.9.6 Wind Direction for Window: Some of the conditions for window
operation are according to wind speed and direction (wind and rain table).
The direction, in the range of 180 degrees, the window faces must be
defined, for example: A south facing window is defined from 90 to 270.
2.3.1.9.7 Sensors for Window Control: The number of sensors according to
which the window is operated (see “sensor definition”).
2.3.1.9.8 Delay

Time

Decrease

between

Window

Operations

Dependent of Temperature: When the temperature changes rapidly

it is necessary to react quickly and shorten the “waiting time” between
levels. This decrease can be automatic. The time will be decreased by the
number of seconds defined here for each degree of temperature above
the “set point”. For example: if the “set point temperature” is 25° and a
“decrease time” of 5 seconds is defined here and “waiting time” between
levels is 120 seconds – for a temperature of 28° the waiting time will be
decreased to 105 seconds. This and all of the following data apply to all
of the windows.

2.3.1.9.9 External Low Temperature to Close Windows: In extreme
external weather conditions it is possible to react by opening or closing
all of the windows.
2.3.1.9.10 Window Located Sensor Fault: The located sensor is a potentiometer
which is defined as a general sensor and provides a continuous indication
of the position of the window. If the controller “thinks” that the window is
in a certain position but the sensor shows a different position an alarm
is issued. The percentage of the deviation must be defined as well as
“window located fault reaction” (ignore, alarm and calibration).
2.3.1.9.11 Window Calibration: As previously explained the controllers control
window operation according to time. Sometimes motor sliding, power
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fault and other occurrences lead to the controller losing control of the
window (especially in the absence of a “window located sensor”). During
the calibration process the controller fully closes the window (the motors
are operated longer than the closing time). The window closes until the
limit switch is reached. Now the controller “is sure” that the window is
fully closed so the window’s position is definitely known. The controller
reopens the window to the required level. This process can be executed
automatically every few hours. The range of time during the day and
the hourly cycle must be defined. In addition there is another parameter
defining whether to calibrate all of the windows at once or sequentially
(“sequentially” is recommended).

2.3.1.9.12 Window Level during Sulfur: Sulfur is a special treatment
carried out by many small devices with heating elements (see “spray
programming”).
2.3.2 Fans: The fans are normally the second most important element in the climate
control. Four groups of fans (that are connected electrically to the same output) can
be defined for each greenhouse and operated in four different combinations by special
programs. The fans are normally installed on the greenhouse wall and extrude the air
out of the greenhouse. As a result fresh air enters the greenhouse from the opposite
window.
2.3.2.1 Fan Operation Information: Clicking on the fan icon in the greenhouse
drawing opens the following screen:
This table shows the
reason for the fan
operation: temperature,
one of the processes
(explained further on)
and the condition to stop.
If both start and stop
conditions exist then the
stop condition applies.
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2.3.2.2 Fan Programming: click the “fans programming” button to open the following
screen:

Screen explanation: for each fan group the following parameters must be

defined:

2.3.2.2.1 Fan Operation Setup: the options are:
2.3.2.2.1.1 Direct: The temperature condition is according to the nominal
temperature defined in the following parameters.
2.3.2.2.1.2 Relative: The temperature condition will be relative to the “operation
table”, for example: if the “temperature set point day – above” is 2°
and the current segment in the “operation table” is 24°, the window
will open at 26°.
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2.3.2.2.1.3 Manual: Manual operation independent of controller operation is
optional. This operation is mainly for checking the definition and
outputs of the controller. It is not recommended for use for normal
fan operation.
2.3.2.2.2 Fan Operation at High Temperature:
2.3.2.2.2.1 Temperature Set point (differ.) – Day/Night – Above: The
nominal temperature or the difference above which the fans will start
operating.
2.3.2.2.2.2 Operate during Cooling Number – 0-1234: The combination
number of the cooling system in which the fans must be operated
should be entered here. For example: 13 means cooling programs
1 and 3 (see explanation on cooling).
2.3.2.2.2.3 Temperature Set Point (differ.) – During Cooling –Above:
The temperature set point above which the fans start operating if the
previous condition (“operate during cooling number”) exists.
2.3.2.2.2.4 Temperature Differential to Stop – Below: Whether the
start is “according to temperature” or “temperature during cooling”,
the fan will stop when the temperature drops below the differential
from the temperature set point. For example: if the “temperature
during cooling” is 25° and the differential is 4° the fans stop when
the temperature drops below 21°.
2.3.2.2.2.5 Delay between Fan Groups – Seconds: Delay between
one fan program and the next one. The delay is between the fan
programs (the table columns) and not between the outputs defined
for each program (column).
2.3.2.2.3 External Condition to Pause Fan Cooling: Because the fans
replace the air in the greenhouse it must be checked if the outside air
is in fact beneficial to climate control. The fan operation can be stopped
according to outside conditions:
2.3.2.2.3.1 Temperature Diff.: External Higher than Internal – Above:
The controller compares the meteorological station temperature
sensor with the internal greenhouse sensor. If the difference is high
and the greenhouse should be cooled there is no reason to operate
the fans. The difference for stopping the fan should be entered here.
2.3.2.2.3.2 External Humidity to Stop Fans – Below: If the outside
temperature is lower than the required temperature inside the
greenhouse then fan operation will only worsen the greenhouse
condition and therefore the fans must be stopped.
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2.3.2.2.4 Operate Fans during Ventilation Processes: Some ventilation
processes (that will be explained in this chapter) in which fans must be
operated. In each of these processes there are ventilation sub programs.
For each fan program the combination of the process sub program (01234) must be programmed. The processes that can be programmed
here are: cyclic ventilation, special ventilation, operate before and after
spray process.
2.3.2.2.5 Wind level to Operate Fans for Vacuum: Greenhouse construction
is stronger against winds when there vacuum conditions exist inside the
greenhouse (the plastic sticks to the walls and therefore adds construction
strength). In order to create vacuum conditions the windows must be
closed and the fans operated. In this parameter the wind level (as defined
in the meteorological sensor) must be defined.
2.3.2.2.6 Stop Fans during Processes: Some of the processes require
fan stopping (usually because the greenhouse must be closed). The
processes are: spray and CO2. In addition fans can be stopped according
to “natural ventilation” or “condition input”.
2.3.2.2.7 Operate Fan Number – 0-1234: In each of the fan programs the
combination of the fan numbers must be entered. For example: 134
means fans number 1,3 and 4 operate for this program (column).
2.3.2.3 Natural Ventilation: During natural ventilation the greenhouse is ventilated
only by window operation when the appropriate weather conditions exist.
2.3.2.3.1 Natural Ventilation Programming: If the appropriate weather
conditions exist (wind in the right speed and direction and during certain
hours) it is possible to ventilate the greenhouse without the use of energy
consuming devices (fans, cooling systems etc.).
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Screen explanation:

2.3.2.3.1.1 Start Condition Setup for Natural Ventilation:
2.3.2.3.1.1.1 Natural Start/Stop Time: The time range to operate
natural ventilation if the appropriate weather conditions exist.
2.3.2.3.1.1.2 Wind Direction To/From – 0-360: The wind direction to
operate the process.
2.3.2.3.1.1.3 Wind Speed Setup – Above: If the wind speed sensor
reading is above the value entered here the process will start.
2.3.2.3.1.1.4 Wind Speed Differential to Stop: If the wind speed
sensor reading is below the “start” minus the “differential” the
process stops.
2.3.2.3.1.1.5 Start and Stop Delay – Minutes: In order to prevent the
system from frequent operation a delay time for start and stop
must be entered. The condition will be executed only if the
condition exists throughout the entire delay time.
2.3.2.3.1.2 Operate by Time: It is possible to operate natural ventilation
during specific times regardless of the external conditions. In this
case it is not necessary to define the above conditions.
2.3.2.3.1.3 Window during Natural Ventilation (Open, Close, Void):
For each window (1-10) define whether the window will be open or
closed during natural ventilation.
2.3.2.3.1.4 Stop Fan during Natural Ventilation (No, Stop): For
each fan (1-4) define whether the fan will operate during natural
ventilation.
2.3.2.4 Cyclic Ventilation: The main purpose of cyclic ventilation is exhausting
humidity. The cyclic ventilation, as its name implies, work in cycles. The work
method for this process (as in other processes) is as follows: There are 4
programs; each program raises a flag when it is operating. To complete the
programming the parameter “operate during cyclic ventilation number” in
“fan programming screen” must be entered. In addition there are some other
elements such as heaters that relate to the cyclic ventilation.
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2.3.2.4.1 Cyclic Ventilation Information: Click on the “cyclic ventilation”
button in the “fans operation” screen to open the following screen.

This screen shows how and why the cyclic ventilation is operating. The
upper part of the screen shows the status of the sensor readings according
to which the cyclic ventilation operates, the time requirements and the
status according to the time. The second part of the screen shows the
conditions for operation. The third part of the screen shows the conditions
for stopping natural ventilation. The fourth part shows the pause conditions
according to external conditions. For further explanations of these features
see explanation in the programming chapter.
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2.3.2.4.2 Cyclic ventilation Programming: Click on the “cyclic ventilation
program” button in the previous screen to open the following screen:

Screen Explanation:
2.3.2.4.2.1 Process Operation Method:
2.3.2.4.2.1.1 Timing: This option is for cyclic ventilation operation according
to time only. Operating conditions are ignored if this method is
selected. Stop condition are always active (in this method also).
2.3.2.4.2.1.2 Windows: When the windows are closed for a long period
of time the air inside the greenhouse must be replaced. If this
option is selected then after the “waiting time” in “cycle time”
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the cyclic ventilation will operate alternately as long as the
window remains closed.

2.3.2.4.2.1.3 Sensors: Operating method according to humidity or general
sensors – as defined in “operate conditions”. Stop condition
are always active (in this method also).
2.3.2.4.2.2 Cyclic Ventilation Start/End Time: If the selected operation
method these parameters must be programmed. For the other
methods it is optional. If the time is not programmed the cyclic
ventilation will be operated only according to the other conditions.
2.3.2.4.2.3 Operate Conditions: It is possible to operate cyclic ventilation
according to humidity or another general sensor. In humidity, since
the target is exhausting the humidity the operation is carried out
when the humidity rises above a certain level. The process is ended
when the percentage of the humidity is below the value for operation
minus the differential. By the same method it is also possible to
operate by a general sensor. In this case operation is possible in
both directions (above and below).
2.3.2.4.2.4 Cycle Time: The most important principle of cyclic ventilation
is alternate operation. The operation and wait time must be
programmed. In addition it is possible to program the minimum time
of operation according to condition in order to enable minimal affect
of fast changes (in the sensors).
2.3.2.4.2.5 Heating Fail Condition: When heating is applied and a fault
occurs, the temperature drops. In some situations cyclic ventilation
can help. Detection of the fault is by “alarm input” that must be
defined in the “heat failure number” (see “input definitions” in the
“definitions chapter”). The temperature range is defined by the
“internal temperature to operate” and “internal temperature to stop”
parameters. The first value must be greater than the second value.
Accordingly a range of temperature is defined by which cyclic
ventilation operates. In addition special cycle time (“work time” and
“wait time”) must be defined.
2.3.2.4.2.6 Stop Condition: Since cyclic ventilation enters the outside air,
in some of the processes this operation can be inefficient and even
harm the greenhouse. The condition to stop the cyclic ventilation are
according to external and internal temperature, cooling, spraying
and CO2. The stop conditions outweigh all other conditions and
immediately stop the process.
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2.3.2.4.2.7 Manual Operation: The cyclic ventilation process can be operated
manually and can even be manually forced to stop. The parameter
here is for checkup and services and is not recommended for use
during normal operation. In addition there are two more parameters
“time to end of cycle” and “time to start next cycle” that are mainly
for information but can be manually changed during operation.
2.3.2.4.3 Operation According to External Condition: Since cyclic
ventilation enters fresh air from outside of the greenhouse it is a good
idea to consider the relative ambient conditions (between the external
and internal conditions) in order to decide whether to operate the cyclic
ventilation. Click the “operation according to external condition” button to
access the following screen:

Screen Explanation:
2.3.2.4.3.1 Change Wait Time by External Temperature: It is possible to
shorten or extend the wait time of the cyclic ventilation in relation
to the external temperature. Above a certain temperature the wait
time is shortened and above a certain temperature the wait time is
extended.
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2.3.2.4.3.2 Pause Process According Ext. Sensors High (Temp
and Hum.) than Internal: In some relative conditions between
the external and internal temperature (higher external temperature
and humidity), entering fresh air from the outside can result in an
undesired affect or even in direct contrast to the desired affect. It is
possible to define the process stop for this situation.
2.3.2.4.3.3 Pause Process if Calculated Ext. Humidity Higher than
Current Internal Humidity: The calculated external humidity is
the current humidity of the outside air in the condition the internal
temperature of the greenhouse. This data appears as “Cal.Hum” in
the main screen under “G.H Sen.”. First program whether to pause
or not during ineffective calculated humidity and then enter the
difference between current humidity and calculate.
2.3.2.5 Special Ventilation: This is a one time process operated according to time
and defined duration. Similar to the cyclic ventilation there is no direct operation
but it must be programmed in “fan operation” – “operate in special ventilation
number”. Click on the designated button in “fans screen” to enter the special
ventilation screens:

Similar to the other elements first open the information screen and then the
programming screen.

Programming Screen Explanation:

2.3.2.5.1 Special Vent. Process Operation Setup: It is possible to define
“Active” in which the special ventilation works according to time or “Manual”
in which the special ventilation works all the time. The second option is
only for service and check up purposes.
2.3.2.5.2 Start Time and Working Time: The condition of special
ventilation is only according to time.
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2.3.2.5.2 Stop Conditions: Similar to the other ventilation processes here too
the greenhouse must be protected from radical temperatures. In addition
the ventilation must be stopped in processes that will be inefficient during
a ventilation process such as cooling, CO2 enrichment and spraying.
2.3.2.5.3 Manual Overriding: It is possible to force operation and manually stop
the process of special ventilation. The parameter “time to end of cycle” is
for information but can also be altered manually.
2.3.3 Thermal Screen: It is possible to define up to 4 thermal screens for each
greenhouse. The operation of the thermal screen depends on the temperature and/
or radiation. To access the thermal screens click on the title of the “TH. screen” on
the main screen.
2.3.3.1 Thermal Screen Information: This screen shows the status of the thermal
screens and the reason for this status. If the screen is “spread” then the reason
for the spreading appears below the title “spread condition”. The same applies
for “rolled up”. The programming data appears for comparison. It is also possible
to calibrate the thermal screens directly from this screen – thermal screens are
not automatically calibrated.
2.3.3.2 Thermal Screen Programming: Click the button “thermal screen definition”
in order to access the following screen:
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Screen Explanation:

2.3.3.2.1 Screen Spreading Operation Setup:
2.3.3.2.1.1 Not Active: The controller will not operate this screen even if it is
elsewhere programmed.
2.3.3.2.1.2 Temperature: The operation of the thermal screen is conditioned
by temperature only.
2.3.3.2.1.3 Radiation: The operation of the thermal screen is by radiation only.
2.3.3.2.1.4 Temp. or Rad.: The spreading is executed if the requirement is
either temperature or radiation. The roll up is executed only when
there is no requirement from both temperature and radiation.
2.3.3.2.1.5 Temp. and Rad.: The spreading is executed when both
temperature and radiation are required. The roll up is executed
when there is no requirement from either temperature or radiation.
2.3.3.2.2 Required Temperature Definition: The definition of the set point,
there are 2 options:
2.3.3.2.2.1 Related: Relates to the operation table (see “basic operation”
chapter 2.2)
2.3.3.2.2.2 Nominal: The nominal set points.
2.3.3.2.3 Temperature (or Diff.) to Spread Screen – Above: The set point
according to the definition in the previous paragraph (related or nominal).
When the temperature is higher than this parameter the spreading starts.
2.3.3.2.4 Temperature Differential to Roll-Up: When the temperature is
below the set point minus the differential the roll up starts. For example:
If the temperature set point for spreading is 20º and this parameter is 3 º
then the roll up will start when the temperature (according to the sensor)
is below 25 º.
2.3.3.2.5 Radiation to Spread/Roll-Up Screen – above: When the radiation
(in the sensor) is higher than the spread set point the spreading starts.
When the radiation is lower than the roll up set point the roll up starts.
2.3.3.2.6 Temp. and Radiation Conditions Delay – Sec: A stabilization
delay for spreading and roll up. The temperature and/or radiation must be
above/below the set points throughout this delay.
2.3.3.2.7 Roll-Up during Processes: In some processes it is necessary to roll
up the screens. These processes are: spray, CO2, ventilation process,
fan operation and high wind level. The combination of the process must
be entered.
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2.3.3.2.8 Spread and Roll-Up By Time: It is possible to program spread
and roll up according to the hours of the day (“start time” and “time”) for
spreading and/or roll up. If a conflict exists between other conditions the
roll up is always dominant.
2.3.3.2.9 Spread for Heating: The need often arises for spreading the thermal
screen for heating at night. There are several parameters for this purpose.
2.3.3.2.9.1 Shift from Sunrise/Sunset or by Time: Shift means the
difference in hours and minutes after sunset for spreading and after
sunrise for roll up according to sunrise and sunset definitions (see
“basic operation”). Time means that the specific hours in the evening
for spreading and the specific hours in the morning for roll up.
2.3.3.2.9.2 Shift from Sunset/Time to Start and Shift from Sunrise/
Time to Stop: These two parameters are the times for spreading
and roll up according to the previous parameter.
2.3.3.2.9.3 Delay Between Roll-Up Pulses at Process End: If the
special need for a roll up delay arises for spreading according to
heat it is possible to define the delay time here.
2.3.3.2.10 Screen Settings:
2.3.3.2.10.1 Motor Operation Time for Full Spread: The time duration
from screen fully rolled up and screen fully spread must be entered
here. This time is used by the controller to calculate the duration
time for each stage.
2.3.3.2.10.2 Stages of Operation (1-4): It is possible to divide the spreading
to up to 4 stages.
2.3.3.2.10.3 Screen Operation Delay – Sec.: When the spread condition
exists the screen waits the waiting time. If after this time the spread
condition still exists it open one more stage. If after the waiting time
the condition is between spreading and roll up the screen stays at
this stage. If roll up conditions exist the screen rolls up.
2.3.4 Cooling/Misting: Cooling is normally by a “cooling pad”. It is controlled by a water
valve (up to 4 can be defined). In cooling as in ventilation there are 4 programs. For
each program the combination of the 4 cooling devices can be defined. To access the
cooling screens click on the “cooling pad” drawing in the drawing of the greenhouse
in the main screen. An information screen opens in which the status of the cooling
system is shown. In order to program the system click the button “cooling system
programming”.
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The following screen appears:

Screen Explanation:
2.3.4.1 Cool Operation Setup:
2.3.4.1.1 Nominal: the set points of temperature and humidity are defined in
nominal values (not related to “operation table”).

2.3.4.1.2 Relative: The set point of set point and humidity are defined according
to the difference of the definitions in the “operation table”.
2.3.4.1.3 Manual: Manual operation of the cooling system for service and check
up purposes. It is not recommended for normal operation.
2.3.4.2 Operation according Queue: An option of limiting the number of programs
working simultaneously. When “not according to queue” the programs will
operate simultaneously. When “according to queue” the program will operate
according to the last parameter of the screen (“maximum cools together”).
2.3.4.3 Process Operation Condition:

2.3.4.3.1 Start/End Time: The time range in which the cooling is operated.
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2.3.4.3.2 Temperature/Humidity Set-Point (Differ.) – Day/Night: The
temperature/humidity or the difference (according to the explanation in
the first paragraph in this chapter) above/below which the process will
operate/stop.
2.3.4.3.3 Temperature/Humidity Differential to Stop: The differential from
the set point (above for operation, below for stop).
2.3.4.3.4 Operation Condition:

2.3.4.3.4.1 Temp. or Hum.: The program starts when either the temperature
or humidity is required and stops when they are both required.
2.3.4.3.4.2 Temp.+Hum.: The program starts when both the temperature or
humidity is required and stops when there is either requirement .

2.3.4.4 Stop Conditions:

2.3.4.4.1 Low Temperature to Stop – Below: When the sensor reading is below
this parameter this process is stopped. Normally this parameter protects
the greenhouse when only the humidity conditions are programmed.
2.3.4.4.2 High Humidity to Stop – Above: When the sensor reading is above
this parameter this process is stopped. Normally this parameter protects
the greenhouse when only the temperature conditions are programmed
2.3.4.4.3 Very High Temperature to Stop – Cool System Fail: When the
cooling system is working and the temperature rises too highly it means
that there is a system failure. When the process stops because of this
parameter an alarm is issued.
2.3.4.4.4 Outside Temperature to Stop – Below:
2.3.4.4.5 Outside Humidity to Stop – Above:

2.3.4.4.6 Fail Input Number to Stop Cool Operation: A number of fault
input (see “climate input definition”) when it is “on” the process stops.
2.3.4.4.7 Stop While CO2 Process (0-1234): It is possible to stop the cooling
system while treating with CO2. The combination of the program numbers
can be entered.
2.3.4.5 Cooling Cycle Operation: It is possible to operate the cooling system in
cycles according to the different conditions.
2.3.4.5.1 Operation Time: The time in which the cooling valve is open.
2.3.4.5.2 Wait Time: The time in which the cooling valve is closed.

2.3.4.6 Change Cycle: The time change is made by enlarging the operation time
and/or shortening the waiting time (as defined in the previous paragraph).
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2.3.4.6.1 Difference from Require Temperature to change Cycle – Above:
The temperature set point above which the time is changed.
2.3.4.6.2 Increase Work Time - %/1°: For each degree above the previous
parameter the operation time is extended by this percentage.
2.3.4.6.3 Maximum Work Time – Sec. Maximum time above which the time
will not be extended.
2.3.4.6.4 Decrease Wait Time - %/1°: For each degree above the previous
parameter the operation time is decreased by this percentage.

2.3.4.6.5 Minimum Wait Time – Sec.: Minimum time below which the time will
not be decreased
2.3.4.7 Operate Cool Number (0-1234): The combination of cooling outputs for
this program.
2.3.4.8 Misting/Cooling Constants: If more than one program “want” to work
simultaneously and they are defined to work “by queue” only the numbers of
programs defined here will work together.
2.3.4.8.1 Max. Cool/Mist Together (1-4):

2.3.5 Heating: To access the “heating screen” click on the first heating circuit (from the
right) in the main screen.
2.3.5.1 Heating Information: Information
screen (cannot be edited)
shows the status of the heating
system and the reason for the
status. In the heating system
each of the programs (column)
operates one specific output.
The screen shows the status
of the program, the reading
of the current temperature
and humidity, the operation
temperature and humidity (as
programmed) and the condition
to start and stop the heating.
“Heating programming” can be
accessed from this screen as
well as a special program called
“special system – circulation
heating”.
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2.3.5.2 Heating Programming: Access this screen by clicking the “heating
programming” button on the “heating information” screen:

Screen Explanation:
2.3.5.2.1 Heating Operation Setup:
2.3.5.2.1.1 Direct: The temperature set point for the heating operation is
according to the nominal values.
2.3.5.2.1.2 Relative: The temperature set point is the difference from the
values in the “operation table”.
2.3.5.2.1.3 Manual: Manual operation for service and checkup purposes. It Is
not recommended for normal operation.
2.3.5.2.2 Temperature Set point (Different) at Day/Night – Below: The
temperature according to the previous paragraph below which the heating
operates. For example: If in “heating operation set up” “relative” is selected
and the relevant segment in the “operation table” is 22º and this parameter
is 2 º -the heating operates when the temperature drops below 20º.
2.3.5.2.3 Differential Temperature to Stop – Above: When the heating is
operating it will stop when the temperature rises above the temperature
set point plus this parameter.
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2.3.5.2.4 Heating Operation During High Humidity: When the humidity is
high normally the temperature in the greenhouse must be raised in order
to lower the relative humidity. It is possible to combine this operation with
the window operation (roof window) in order to exhaust the rising vapors:
2.3.5.2.4.1 Different from Required Humidity to Operate – Above:
The difference in % from the required humidity as defined in the
“operation table” above which the humidity is considered extreme
and the required temperature must be altered.
2.3.5.2.4.2 Add to Heating Oper. Temp. at High Hum. Condition:
The addition in degrees to the temperature set point for heating
operation when the humidity is above the parameter in the previous
paragraph. For example: if the temperature set point is 22º and
high humidity conditions occur and this parameter is 3º the heating
system will start operating below 25º.
2.3.5.2.4.3 Special Heating Setup After Cyclic Vent. No. 0-1234:
When the heating is active it is recommended to heat up the
greenhouse after each pulse of cyclic ventilation to a higher
temperature than the required temperature for a certain time. This
is for pesticide treatment (fungus etc.). Enter the combination of the
cyclic ventilation programs.
2.3.5.2.4.4 Special Heating Duration – Minutes: The time to operate the
special heating (see previous “special heating” paragraph).
2.3.5.2.4.5 Add to Heating Oper. Temp. at “Special Heating”: The
temperature to add in the case of special heating see “special
heating” paragraph)..
2.3.5.2.4.6) Maximum Heating Temp. Setup: Since the temperature
is raised in “special heating” this parameter limits the change.
2.3.5.2.5 Stop Condition: Some processes require stopping the heating even
though it is needed.
2.3.5.2.5.1 Stop Heating During Fan Operation – 0-1234: enter the
combination of the ventilation programs.
2.3.5.2.5.2 Stop Heating During Spray Process – 0-1234: Enter the
combination of the spray programs.
2.3.5.2.5.3 Stop Heating While Window is Open: Yes/No
2.3.5.2.5.4 Temperature/Humidity Sensor Number: These parameters
are part of the “system constants”. The numbers of the sensors (see
“definitions”) must be entered.
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2.3.5.3 Circulating heating: see special manual for Circulating Heating.
2.3.6 CO2 Enrichment: CO2 enrichment is carried out according to time during the day
and if the right conditions exist (temperature and humidity). It is common to enrich with
CO2 at the beginning of the day as long as the temperature allows closed windows.
To access the CO2 screens click on the CO2 icon in the greenhouse drawing in the
main screen.

2.3.6.1 CO2 Enrichment Information: Information only (cannot be edited). The
status and the reason for the status of the process is shown. The information
shows the output status: “Active”, “Not Active”, temperature, humidity, and CO2
and radiation readings. In addition the CO2 flow rate, time to end the process,
operation conditions, wait, pause and stop conditions are displayed.
2.3.6.2 CO2 Enrichment Process Programming: To access the following
screen click on the “CO2 processes” button:
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Screen Explanation:
2.3.6.2.1 CO2 Operation Setup: There are several options:
2.3.6.2.1.1 Active: The normal status – the system operates according to the
defined time and conditions.
2.3.6.2.1.2 Manual Output: The CO2 device output is open - for check up
purposes only.
2.3.6.2.1.3 Manual Process: All the elements connected to the CO2 process
(windows, fans etc.) enter their positions (the CO2 output stays
closed) – for check up purposes only.
2.3.6.2.1.4 All Manual: Both output and the other elements are in position of
the CO2 process – check up purposes only.
2.3.6.2.2 Process Operation/Stop Time: The time range of each process
should be defined.
2.3.6.2.3 Operation Conditions: It is possible to define temperature and
radiation conditions to start the enrichment process. For the temperature
– define a range starting below temperature set point that ends above the
differential to stop.
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2.3.6.2.4 CO2 Enrichment Value Definition: Operation definition according
to CO2 sensor.

2.3.6.2.4.1 CO2 Required for Output Operation – Below: When the
CO2 sensor reading is lower than this parameter the process starts.
2.3.6.2.4.2 CO2 Differential to Cancel – Above: When the CO2 sensor
reading is higher than the set point plus this parameter the process stops.
2.3.6.2.5 Stop Conditions: Humidity stop condition. Since CO2 process requires
the greenhouse to be closed it causes humidity accumulation. At a certain
point this humidity must be exhausted by opening the greenhouse thus
stopping the process.
2.3.6.2.5.1 Process Stop Humidity – Above: When the humidity sensor
reading is above this parameter the CO2 process stops.
2.3.6.2.5.2 Process Stop Humidity Delay – Minutes: The damage
due to humidity only occurs when the humidity is high for a long
period of time. Therefore it is possible to define delay time to avoid
unnecessary CO2 process stops.
2.3.6.2.6 Delay Conditions: The conditions are external temperature and radiation.
These external conditions affect the conditions in the closed greenhouse.
When the external conditions are too high it is not recommended to leave
the greenhouse closed and continue the CO2 process.
2.3.6.2.6.1 High External Temperature – Above: When the external
temperature sensor reading is above this parameter the process
stops. If the process is defined as “one time” (see below) the process
will not resume.
2.3.6.2.6.2 High Radiation – Above: Same as the previous paragraph.

2.3.6.2.7 CO2 – Output Operation: Alternate operation of CO2. This definition
is only for cold CO2. When using a burner (hot CO2), the process takes
a long time and is not practical. The next two parameters “working time”
and “wait time” must be programmed.

2.3.6.2.8 Change Wait Time: When working alternately (as described in the
previous paragraph) it is possible to change the waiting time according to
the concentration of CO2 in the air.
2.3.6.2.8.1 Change Wait Time – Sec./10PPM: Number of seconds to add/
substract from the waiting time for every 10 PPM distance from the
parameter “CO2 required for output operation below”. If it is below
this parameter the waiting time is reduced and if it is above the
waiting time increases.
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2.3.6.2.8.2 Minimum/Maximum Wait Time: These two parameters limit
the waiting time changes.

2.3.6.2.9 CO2 Process Setup
2.3.6.2.9.1 One Time/ Multi Times Per Day Process: Hot zones use
“one time” processes usually once early in the morning. In cold
zones it is possible to enrich all day long.
2.3.6.2.9.2 Stop CO2 Output When Window Open (No/Stop): It is not
efficient to enrich CO2 when the window is open. It is possible to
stop the process when the window is open.
2.3.6.2.9.3 Maximum Window Stage During CO2 Process: It is also
possible to enable the window to open up to a certain stage.
2.3.6.2.9.4 Window Open Delay at Process End – Sec.: It is possible to
delay the window opening in order to cause the CO2 to stay longer
in the greenhouse.
2.3.6.2.10 CO2 Enrichment System Constants:
2.3.6.2.10.1 Radiation Sensor for Control (External/Internal): The type
of sensor must be defined. The system automatically relates to the
appropriate sensor. Internal sensor is defined “sensor definition part
A” – “inside sensor for display”.
2.3.6.2.10.2 Reference to Radiation From Time: When there is an
operation condition according to radiation but it is also required to
operate the CO2 process when there is no radiation (darkness) the
time from which the radiation condition is affective is entered here
(until this time the radiation condition is ignored).
2.3.6.2.10.3 High Wind Level To Stop Process – Above: When the wind
is strong, the windows are not well insulated and vacuum (start fans
operation) is necessary the CO2 process must be stopped.
2.3.6.2.10.4 High Critical Temperature to Stop Process – Above:
During extreme temperatures the importance of opening the
windows is greater than the importance of CO2 therefore the CO2
process must be stopped.
2.3.6.2.10.5 Restart Process Delay – Minutes: Before resuming the process
a minimum time for ventilation or other reason is necessary.
2.3.6.2.10.6 Maximum Enrichment Outputs Together (1-4): Usually
applicable for cold CO2 only as a flow limit of the CO tanks.
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2.3.6.2.11 Other Processes During CO2: It is possible to access other
processes connected to CO2 via the CO2 screen.

2.3.6.3 CO2 Scanner: CO2 scanner is a Galcon device composed of a CO2 sensor
and up to 8 directing solenoids. It is possible to layout 8 mm micro tubes in
different zones of the greenhouse or even in different greenhouses and to read
the CO2 level in these zones.

2.3.6.4 CO2 Scanner Information In the upper part of the information screen the
reading of the current point is shown: the number of the point, the actual reading
value and the measuring time. The lower part of the screen shows the average
reading of each of the points during the last reading cycle. Please note that the
definition point 1-10 becomes sensor number 91-100 in this screen and is used
in the definition of the CO2 sensor for the greenhouse.
2.3.6.5 CO2 Scanner (Multiplexer) Setup: The definition of the scanner includes:
system activity (yes/no), the number of general sensor that measures the
CO2, how many points are connected to the scanner and the range of time it
operates. In the lower part of the screen the active point must be defined and
the measuring time for each point. The assignment of the solenoid (output) to
the scanner points are in “general connections” in “system definitions” screen.
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2.3.7 Spray: The spray system includes several stages: 1. closing windows. 2. Operating
the air circulators. 3. Starting the spray. 4. Stopping the spray. 5. Stopping the air
circulators. 6. Opening windows and sometimes operating fans. To access the “spray
information screen” click on the spray icon on the left hand side of the greenhouse
floor in the main screen.

2.3.7.1 Spray Information: Information only (cannot be edited) showing the status
of the spray processes. See more in the explanation of the spray system
program.

2.3.7.2 Spray Programming: To access the following screen click on the “spray/
evapor. Program” button on the previous screen:
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Screen Explanation:
2.3.7.2.1 Spray Process Setup:
2.3.7.2.1.1 Active: The normal status – the system operates according to the
time and conditions.

2.3.7.2.1.2 Manual Output: The spray output is open - for check up purposes only.
2.3.7.2.1.3 Manual Process: All the elements connected to the spray process
(windows, air circulators etc.) enter their positions (the spray output
remains closed) – for check up purposes only.
2.3.7.2.1.4 All Manual: Both output and the other elements are in position of
the spray process – check up purposes only.

2.3.7.2.2 Process Start/End Date – DD:MM: The date range the process
is required must be programmed. The process will operate every day
during the defined range.
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2.3.7.2.3 Manual Overriding – Operate Today (Off/Oper.): The date range
can be overridden by selecting “operate” for the desired program (column).
2.3.7.2.3.1 Process Start Time: At the time the process starts: the window
closes and the air circulators start.
2.3.7.2.3.2 Output Start Time: The time when the spray starts.
2.3.7.2.3.3 Output End Time: The time when the spray ends.
2.3.7.2.3.4 Air Mixers (Free Out) End Time: The time the air circulators
stop (see process stages).
2.3.7.2.3.5 Process End Time: The time the process ends: windows open.
2.3.7.2.4 Stop Conditions: Similar to the CO2 process the windows should be
closed. This status can cause a rise in temperature and humidity. If this
condition becomes critical the process must be stopped.
2.3.7.2.4.1 High Temperature to Stop Process Above:
2.3.7.2.4.2 High Wind Level To Stop Process Above:
2.3.7.2.4.3 High Humidity To Stop Process Above: When the humidity
sensor reading is higher for longer than the delay time (next
paragraph) then the process stops.
2.3.7.2.4.4 High Humidity Delay Above: Delay for stability (see previous
paragraph).
2.3.7.2.4.5 Fail Input Number to Stop Spray Process: See “general
connections” in “System Setting” screen (Accessed by clicking
“Elgal Sevice”).
2.3.7.2.5 Vent. Before/After Spray: pre-spray ventilation is recommended in
order to exhaust the unwanted gasses before closing the greenhouse.
Post spray ventilation is recommended for preparing the greenhouse for
human labor.

2.3.7.2.5.1 Vent Before/After Spray – Min.: The time before and after the
spray to start ventilation.
2.3.7.2.5.2 Low Temperature to Stop Vent. - Below: When the temperature
must be maintained the fans can lower the temperature.
2.3.7.2.6 Spray Settings:
2.3.7.2.6.1 Maximum Window Level at Process: It is possible the maximum
window stage (normally it will be limited to zero=closed window).
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2.3.7.3 Other Processes Connected to Spray: Other elements connected to
the spray process are accessed from this screen.
2.3.8 General Outputs: Simple programs that control outputs that are used in controlling
certain elements. The elements using general outputs are mainly: air circulators, lighting, evaporators (sulfur). In order to access the “general output” screen click the air circulator icon in the upper left hand side of the greenhouse drawing in the main screen.

2.3.8.1 General Output Information: Information only (cannot be edited) shows
the status of the 6 programs of the general output and the reason for the status.
In addition it is possible to see the control sensors reading and the operation
and stop condition.
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2.3.8.2 General Output Programming:

Screen Explanation:

2.3.8.2.1 General Output Operation Setup: General outputs can be different
types of elements. In some cases the type of element is information
only (a reminder). In some cases there this definition is referred to in the
control process.
2.3.8.2.1.1 Air Circulators: The controller refers to this definition for control
purposes for example: in spray process.
2.3.8.2.1.2 Lighting: The controller refers to this definition for control purposes
for example: in heating circulating.

2.3.8.2.1.3 Sulfur: The controller refers to this definition for control purposes
for example: in windows definition and CO2 (because it is forbidden
to mix CO2 with sulfur).
2.3.8.2.1.4 General (1-4): For information only.
2.3.8.2.1.5 Manual: The output will operate continuously – this operation is
only for check ups or special needs.
2.3.8.2.2 Operate by Sensors/Time: It is possible to operate the general
output according to sensors and time or according to other processes.
2.3.8.2.2.1 Operate/Stop Time: The time range to start the general output.
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2.3.8.2.2.2 Low Temp./Hum./Gen. Sensor to Operate – Below: When
operating according to sensors – if the sensor reading is higher than
these parameters the general output operates.

2.3.8.2.2.3 High Temp./Hum./Gen Sensor to Operate – Above: When
operating according to sensors – if the sensor reading is lower than
these parameters the general output operates.
2.3.8.2.2.4 Differential to Cancel: When operating according sensor for
each type of sensor (temperature, humidity and general sensor)
the value to stop the general sensor is calculated according to the
starting set point +/- the differential. The differential is always in the
opposite direction to the start condition.
2.3.8.2.2.5 Operation/Waiting Time – Sec.: The general output can be
operated alternately. If continuous operation is required a waiting
time of zero should be entered. Operation time is the minimum
operation time. It is recommended that operation time will be no
less than 10 seconds and no higher than 10 minutes.
2.3.8.2.3 Operate During Processes: Fans, Heating, Spraying, CO2,
Cooling, Ventilation Process. For each of these processes the
combination of programs to operate the general output must be entered.
2.3.8.2.4 Stop During Processes: Fans, Heating, Spraying, CO2, Cooling,
Ventilation Process. See previous paragraph.
2.3.8.2.5 Operation According to Queue (Queue/No Queue): Sometimes it
is necessary to limit the number of general outputs working simultaneously.
For each general output it must be programmed.
2.3.8.2.6 Max. Outputs Together: General outputs that are programmed to
work in queue as described in the previous paragraph. This number limits
the number of general outputs that can work simultaneously.
2.3.9 Alarms: To access the alarms screen click on the bell icon in the main screen. It
is possible to define 10 temperature alarms, 10 humidity alarms, 20 input alarms
and several general alarms. The numbering A-J of the sensor alarm is separate for
each type of sensor. For example: there is not necessarily any connection between
temperature “C”, humidity “C” and definitely not to general sensor “C”. Each of the
alarms is related to the specific sensor as defined in the “alarm and data collection
table” (see “sensor definition” paragraph: 2.4.5.5)
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2.3.9.1 Alarm Information: Information (cannot be edited) shows the alarm according
to the definition of temperature, humidity and the alarm input. In addition, on
the lower left hand side of the screen the general alarms are shown.
2.3.9.2 Alarm Setup: To access this screen click on the “climate alarms” button on
the previous screen:
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2.3.9.2.1 Defining Values for Alarms: For each sensor as defined in “alarm
and data collection sensor” table it is possible to define values for alarm
(above/below).

2.3.9.2.2 Defining Output and Time: For every sensor alarm input or general
alarm it is possible to define which output it operates (see input/output
definition in the definition chapter) and when to issue the alarm according
to: 0=never, 1=always, 2=night only, 3=day only. The number of the
output should be placed on the left of the “/” and the number code of the
timing on the right. For example: 15/2 means that alarm is issued only at
night operating output number 15.
2.3.10 Meteorological Data Meteorological information is very important data for climate
control. All of the external sensors are considered meteorological. Part of this data
appears in the upper left corner of the main screen. To access the following screen
click on the title “meteorologic”:
The screen shows data from the
different sensors according to the
definition of the meteorological
sensors (see climate definitions). In
addition daily accumulation values
of the same sensors are shown.
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2.4 Climate Definitions:

2.4.1 Control System Constants: In order to define the climate system the general
system must first be defined. See “general controller definition” chapter number 4.

2.4.2 Green House Setup In order to access this screen click on the GH Active/Inactive
button in the center of the main screen:

Screen Explanation: This screen is for one
greenhouse only (not for all of the controller).

2.4.2.1 Green House Active? (Yes/No):
Each greenhouse in the controller (up to 4)
must be defined whether it is active or not.
2.4.2.2 Green House Message No.: The
number of the greenhouse for data
collection (see explanation of Galgraph
in “Galileo PC Program” manual).
2.4.2.3 Data Collection Cycle – Minutes:
The cycle of sensor reading registration in
the data collection program every record
appears as a point in the graph. For
example: 10 minutes means that every
10 minutes all of the defined sensors are
registered and a point is added to the
sensors graph.
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2.4.2.4 Messages of Window Operation, Ventilation Process, CO2 and Spray:
These 3 parameters enable receiving messages from the appropriate elements
in the event data logger. Usually these events occur frequently and it is not
recommended to send them to the logger unless there is a problem to be
followed up.
2.4.2.5 Climate Control Date: Displays the date of the controller and can be
updated manually.
2.4.3 Climate Outputs Definition: In order to define the climate output the following
“system setting screen” must be accessed by clicking “Galileo Service” in the drop
down menus.
Click the “climate output connection” to
open the “climate output” screen and
select the number of the greenhouse to
be defined.

The following screen appears:
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In this screen every command must have an output assigned. For example: Open
Window Number 1 – output number 1, Close Window Number 1– output number 2.
The output number is defined according to the hardware construction (see “Galileo
Setup Manual”) whereby the numbering is fro upper loft to lower right. In Galileo W the
numbering starts from the first card (upper left from left to right) and then the second
card from left to right and so on. Every type of I/O (output input analog) is counted
separately. As explained in the screen it is possible to define the same output for
two different elements: fogging, general output, CO2, ventilation and normal heating.
Deviation from this rule will cause “double output alarm”.

2.4.4 Climate Input Connection: Access the following screen by clicking “climate
input connections” on the “system settings” screen (Accessed by clicking “Elgal
Service”):

It is possible to define fault inputs that are received as dry contacts from certain
elements. In addition it is possible to define the status of closed windows. Normally
closed window is not defined although there is a limit switch at the window closed
position (see “window operation”). The method of input definition is identical to the
output definition (see the previous chapter).

2.4.5 Sensor Definition: Sensor definition is more complicated than output and input
because every sensors’ properties must be defined.
2.4.5.1 Sensor Properties Definition: In order to access the following screen
click the “sensors setup” button in the “system setting” screen (Accessed by
clicking “Elgal Service”):
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The sensor number is the same as the analog hardware input number as
explained in the “output explanation”.

Screen Explanation: For every existing sensor the following parameter
must be defined.

2.4.5.1.1 Sensor Type: Most of the sensors are of 4-20mA type. For humidity
sensor define “wet 4-20mA”. See recommended specifications on the
lower part of the screen.
2.4.5.1.2 Minimum and Maximum Value: The end values to define the reading
of the sensor. In a 4-20mA sensor the minimum value is received when
the sensor transmits 4mA and the maximum value is received when the
sensor transmits 20mA. Any transmission between these values shows
the value linearly. This data appear in the data sensor data sheet.
2.4.5.1.3 Calibration: In order to calibrate a sensor (by comparison to a manual
sensor) it is possible to add or subtract the calibration value.
2.4.5.1.4 Alarm Minimum and Maximum Value: These values define when
the sensor is out of range and an alarm must be issued (optional).
2.4.5.1.5 Standard Galcon Sensor Specification: Specifications for sensors
supplied by Galcon.
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2.4.5.2 Sensor Connection Definition: To access the following screen click on
the “sensor name” button in the “system setting” screen (Accessed by clicking
“Elgal Service”).

There are three sensor types in the Galileo climate control: temperature
sensors, humidity sensors and general sensors. The reason for this is that
the temperature and humidity is installed in the same device called “breathing
cell” (see following explanation). Since temperature and humidity are the most
important sensors in the greenhouse many “breathing cells” numbered from 1
to n are installed. The temperature and humidity are numbered according to the
number of the “breathing cell”. For example: breathing cell number 3 composes
temperature number 3 and humidity sensor number 3.
For each of the sensors in the above table a sensor number from the ”analog
input setup” table must be entered.

2.4.5.3 Non Linear Sensors: To access the “non linear sensor” screens click in the
“not linear sensor” button in the previous screen. As explained in the “sensor
property definition” most of the sensors are linear sensors whose graph is a
straight line. However in some cases the sensors are non linear. This system
enables entering the non linear graph into the controller memory in order to
correct the 4-20mA reading.
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2.4.5.3.1 Entering the Correction Points in the Sensor Tables (right screen):
The non linear sensor graph is corrected by entering up to 10 points in
one of the 10 sensor tables (5 are shown here, 5 more are accessed by
scrolling) on the right screen.
2.4.5.3.2 Defining the Analog Input Number and Assigned Sensor Table
(left screen): Enter the number of the analog input (from “analog input
setup” table) and the number of the sensor table.
2.4.5.4 Sensor Groups: Sometimes it is necessary to receive readings from a group
of sensors. For example: When there are several “breathing cells” (temperature
and humidity) in the same greenhouse and the climate control is operated by
the
average
readings.
It
is possible to
create groups
of up to four
sensors
according to
temperature
sensors,
humidity
sensors and
general sensors.
To access the
“sensor group”
screen click
on the “sensor
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group” button in the “system setting” screen (Accessed by clicking “Elgal
Service”).

Screen Explanation:
2.4.5.4.1 Current Value: Data for information only – the reading of the group.
2.4.5.4.2 Set Group Type: The type of reading received from the group according to:
2.4.5.4.2.1 Average: Mathematical average of the group sensor readings.
2.4.5.4.2.2 Lowest: The lowest sensor reading.
2.4.5.4.2.3 Highest: The highest sensor reading.
2.4.5.4.2.4 Difference: The difference between the first and second sensor
in the group. The reading can also be negative. If the there are
more than two sensors in the group then the remaining sensors are
ignored.
2.4.5.5 Alarm and Data Collection Sensors: In order to receive alarms from
sensors, and/or data for the Galgraph program (data collection) a special object

must be defined. These objects are also ordered according to temperature,
humidity and general. In order to access the “data collection” screen click “main” in
the pull down menus and select “alarm and data collection sensors”>”display”.
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2.4.5.5.1 Data Collection Sensor Information: The “display” screen shows
the readings of every defined object. Each object in the above table
is independent. For example: Temperature A, Humidity C, General F.
The current reading, minimum, average and maximum of each of these
objects is displayed.

2.4.5.5.2 Data Collection Sensor Definition: To access the following screen
click on the “sensors for data collection setup” button on the previous screen.
The numbering A-J is built for convenience although there is no necessary
connection between temperature of a certain letter, the humidity of the
same letter and definitely not between the general sensor. Every sensor is
numbered independently. The number of the sensor from “sensor name”,
“sensor group”, “sensor for communication”, “non linear sensors or “CO2
scanner” sensor must be entered for each object. The columns “current
value” is for information only.
2.4.5.6 Control Sensor Definitions: The control according to sensors is carried
out according to the “control sensors”(open/close windows, fans operation,
cooling, heating etc.). There are two tables (part A and part B) that can be
accessed from various places (from every element screen). It is also possible
to access the screen by clicking on the pull down menu in the main screen:
“settings”>”control sensors” and then selecting “part A” or “part B”.
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Screen Explanation: For each element a number of sensor according to which the element

operates must be defined. In “part A” there are also definitions of “inside sensors for display”.
These sensors will be displayed in the main screen under the title “GH sensors”.

2.4.5.7 Breathing Cell: The sensor measuring temperature and humidity are
supplied as a special device in which two temperature sensors are installed
in a ventilated box (ventilated by a fan). One of these sensors has a wet cloth
sleeve on it. This sleeve is soaked in distilled water. The “wet” sensor shows
a lower temperature than the dry sensor. The two sensors must be defined
consecutively in the “sensor definition” table whereby the dry sensor is always
first. For example: Dry number 4, Wet number 5. The definition property for
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the wet sensor also includes “wet 4-20mA” for the wet sensor. The controller
“knows” how to calculate the relative humidity according to the difference
between the temperatures of the sensors.

2.4.5.8 Meteorological Definition: The meteorological station supplied by Galcon
includes: wind speed, wind direction, radiation and rain sensors. Usually a
“breathing cell” is also added. The readings are displayed on the upper left corner
of the main screen. In order to access the “meteorology setup” click on the title.

Screen Explanation:
2.4.5.7.1 Wind Speed and Direction for Control: The wind levels are used
for conditioned control according to wind. For example: opening/closing
windows according to wind level and not the actual wind speed (km/h).
2.4.5.7.1.1 Wind Speed Levels: The maximum wind speed (km/h-MPH)
must be defined for each level.
2.4.5.7.1.2 Wind Stage Check Time – Sec.: The wind level is defined by the
average wind speed over a certain period of time that is defined here.
2.4.5.7.1.3 Wind Stage Decrease Delay Time – Sec.: In order to stabilize
the wind level in gusty conditions enter a delay time.
2.4.5.7.1.4 Wind Direction Check Time – Sec.: The percentage of the
time the wind is in the window direction is checked for each window.
This parameter defines the time of the checking cycle. As a result
of this check the controller determines if the wind is in the window
direction or not.
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2.4.5.7.2 Rain Condition: Rain status is a general status that can cause leaf
disease therefore measures must be taken to prevent the rain from
entering the greenhouse. See explanation of “wind and rain” table in the
“window” chapter.
2.4.5.7.2.1 By Rain Counter: The status is defined according to the pulse of
the rain counter.
2.4.5.7.2.2 By Rain Detector: The status is defined according to the output
of the rain detector (a device that detects rainy conditions and issues
a dry contact).
2.4.5.7.2.3 By Counter or Detector: According to one of the above detectors
(whichever appears first).
2.4.5.7.2.4 By Communication Table: According to communication
between controllers whereby the rain counter or detector is connected
to another controller that does not control the greenhouse but is
connected to the same PC computer (see “communication between
controllers” in “controller setup”).
2.4.5.7.2.5 Rainy: “Common Variable Table” no.: When working with
“communication table” the data indicating “rainy status” must be
defined here (see “communication between controllers”).
2.4.5.7.2.6 Minimum Time at “Rainy” Status: The minimum time in
minutes that the controller shows “rainy status” after receiving the
last reading from the rain counter or detector.
2.4.5.7.3 Snow Conditions: “Snow status” is similar to “rainy status” with the
addition of the temperature below which there is snow and not rain. The
status will be “snow” with special conditions for snow.
2.4.5.7.4 Sensors for Meteorology: The sensor numbers for meteorological
display must be defined. The sensors are defined from: “connection
table”, “sensor groups”, “common table”, “non linear sensors” or from
“CO2 scanners”. Please note that the temperature and humidity sensors
are of the temperature or humidity type. Rain counters and rain detectors
are of the digital input type.
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The basic characteristic of the irrigation system in greenhouses software is that there is only
one main irrigation head. There are several types of main irrigation heads. There are three
typical types of irrigation heads that are suited to the devices supplied by Galcon. The system
is based upon proportional fertilizing (liter of fertilizer per cubic meter G/THG) with acidity
and conductivity control (ECpH control). Please note: if the system is not defined first see the
“definition” chapter.
To access the “irrigation” screen click on one of the irrigation fertigation
machine types in the irrigation module of the greenhouse software.

3.1 Fertigation System Types: The fertigation system types include:
“Fertigal” – a fertilizer injection head of up to 8 injectors (normally
Venturis) without a mixing tank. This software module is also suitable
for the “Fertijet” Galcon machine. “Mixer” – fertilizer injection head of up
to 8 injectors including a mixing tank. “Fert. Only” – A simple fertilizer
injection head that does not include a mixing tank or irrigation programs
but only includes fertilizer programs.
3.1.1 Fertigal: Access this screen by clicking the “fertigal” button in the
“irrigation module” screen.

Fertigal Screen Explanation: In the center part of the screen there is an active

drawing of the system from which one can learn about the system activity: whether
the system is working, whether any of the injectors are working, the flow rate of the
system, ECpH readings, which of the valves are open. By clicking on the drawing of
on of the components the relevant screen opens. On the right hand side of the screen
there are current irrigation data. The upper right hand side is the operational part. The
irrigation and fertilizer programs, by which the system is operated, can be accessed.
In the upper center part of the screen there are three buttons: “pause irrigation” pause
the irrigation program – the program stops for the time defined in “irrigation constants”.
The “terminate irrigation”
button finishes the irrigation
as if the correct amount of
water has been delivered.
In addition there is direct
access to “manual irrigation”
(see “manual irrigation” in
the “programming” chapter).
In the lower part of the
screen there are several
buttons for accessing special
components. It is possible to
access all of the irrigation
system screens via this
screen.
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3.1.2 Fertimix: To access the following screen click on the “mixer” button in the “irrigation
module” screen:

Screen Explantion: As previously explained “Fertimix” includes a mixing time.

Most of the features explained above for the “Fertigal” software apply to the “Fertimix”
as well. In addition there are some definitions and displays for the mixing tank.

3.1.3 Fert. Only: To access the following screen click on the “Fert. Only” button in the
“irrigation module” screen:
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Explanation: This is a small simple system of “Fertigal” or “Fertijet” that usually

includes a small controller without control of the irrigation valves. In fact the “Fert.
Only” software is the same as downgraded “Fertigal” software. The system only
includes the fertigation programs (there are no irrigation programs) that are operated
by conditions. There are two ways of operating the fertigation program. The simple
method is by condition inputs (see definition of condition input). Every condition input
in contact will operate the same number of fertigation program. For example: condition
input number 5 operates fetigation program number 5). The other option operates
the fertigation program according to logical conditions (see “logical conditions” in
“general definition of the controller” in chapter 4). In the “then” clause of the general
condition in “element type” select “irr. prog” (it means fertigation program). The
fertigation program screens and the properties are identical to the fertigation in the
other systems (fertigal and fertimix). The difference is that the number of programs
in the other systems is 50 whilst in the “fert. Only” there only 20. The system also
enables operating auxiliary components such as misting and filtration.

3.2 Irrigation Operation: The operation of greenhouse irrigation is based on the principle
that all irrigation is with fertilizer. The fertilizer injection is executed proportionally throughout the whole irrigation and with ECpH control. There are two main components in the operation of the irrigation system: the “fertigation program” and the “irrigation program”. The
fertigation programs must be programmed first and then assigned to a specific irrigation
program.
3.2.1 Fertigation Programs: Click on the “fert programs” button in on of the main
screens to access the following screen:

Screen Explanation: There are 50 fertigation programs that appear in the different
columns (each column is a different program). For each program the following
properties can be programmed:
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3.2.1.1 Fertilizer Quantity – Liter of Fert. / Qubic Meter of Water: Up to 8
fertilizer pumps can be programmed according to the fertilizer pump definition.
For each pump the quantity l/m3 (G/THG) must be programmed.
3.2.1.2 Water Before/After Fertilizer: In some cases there is a need to stabilize
pressure and/or to flush the system from the fertilizer after the irrigation. The
quantity of water in m³ must be entered.
3.2.1.3 EC / pH Required: These parameters are the EC and pH level targets of the
system when ECpH control is applied. The method of operation is: the system starts
working according to the proportion of fertilizer to water according to the definition
of the different fertilizer pumps. Next these quantities change in order to reach the
required target. Some of the fertilizer pumps are defined as EC and the others
(usually only one) are defined as pH. The system operates independently to reach
the EC target and the pH target. To reach the EC target the system increases or
decreases the amount of fertilizer injected for all of the fertilizer pumps defined EC
for the same percentage maintaining the constant ratio of the amount of fertilizer
between the different pumps. The same applies for the pH pump.
3.2.1.4 Fert. Selector Combination: There are some cases when there are more
than one fertilizer tank for every fertilizer pump (see “Fert. Selector” definition). It is
possible to define several sets of tanks and to operate each set by one selector. In the
program it is to set the combination of the selectors for operation in the program.
3.2.1.5 Water Mixing Program: Enable the operation of water mixing program
(mixing junction) in connection with the fertigation program (see more in the
explanation of the “mixing junction” in the “irrigation system definition”).
3.2.2 Irrigation Programs:
The irrigation programs are
the heart of the system via
which the valves to irrigate
are defined, the irrigation
times, the quantities and
which fertigation to operate.
Up to 100 programs can
be programmed. Only
one program can run at
any given time because
once a program occupies
the irrigation head no
other program can use
it. Clicking the “irrigation
programs” button opens
the following screen:
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This screen shows in matrix form three types of data for each program. The matrix
form has one cell (columns are tens, rows are units) for example: program number
35 is in the fourth column from the right and the fifth row). The upper part of the
screen shows the status of all of the 100 irrigation programs (see explanation of the
status in “irrigation program programming”). The center of the screen shows the days
to next irrigation. The lower part of the screen shows the date of the last irrigation.

3.2.2.1 Irrigation Program Information: Click on the “program data”
button in the previous screen to access the following screen:

Screen Explanation: Information only (cannot be edited).
3.2.2.1.1 Program Status: This parameter is the same as in the previous table.
The optional statuses are:
3.2.2.1.1.1 Non Alarm Statuses:
• Not Active
• Active: The program is active, well defined and ready for
operation (not running)
• Wait: The programs “wants” to run but since there is
another program running it cannot and is therefore waiting.
The program can be in a queue with several other programs.
• Irrigat.: The program is running and carrying out its roles.
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3.2.2.1.1.2 Definition Error Statuses: When there is a definition error the
following status will appear (with red background).
• Valve: There is no valve or incorrect valve definition.
• Def.Flt.: Definition fault – general definition fault.
• Dates: Incorrect date range.
• Wtr.Prg: Water program – one of the water program
elements is incorrect (water unit or quantity).
• Frt.Prog: Fertilizer program – one of the fertilizer program
elements is incorrect.
• Mix.Prog: Mixing program – one of the mixing programs is
incorrect.
• Mix.Sys: Mixing junction – incorrect definition.
• Timing: incorrect timing factor in the irrigation program.
• Wtr.Flow: Nominal water flow range out of range or non
existent when necessary (for example: when operating without
water meter).
• Opr.Cnd: Operating conditions – incorrect definition of the
operating condition.
• Frt.Flow: Fertilizer flow rate – the ratio of the fertilizer time
multiplied by the flow rate is greater than the fertilizer pump
flow rate.
3.2.2.1.1.3 Operation Alarm Statuses: In the case of an operational alarm
the following statuses appear (with red background).
• Active (red background): Active during alarm.
• Waiting (red background): Waiting during alarm.
• Irrigat. (red background): Irrigating during alarm.
3.2.2.1.2 The remaining screen data show: next irrigation time (days and starting
time), irrigation status concerning quantity of water delivered and remaining, data of the last irrigation (water, fertilizers, ECpH readings), radiation
data, daily data, start condition status, fertilizer cancellation, time waiting
in queue, unirrigated irrigations. See detailed explanation of these parameters in “program programming”.
3.2.2.2 Irrigation Program Programming: This is the part of the program where
the operator enters the irrigation requirements. To access this screen on the
“program settings” button in the first irrigation program screens:
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Screen Explanation:

3.2.2.2.1 Valves In the Program: The number of the valves operated by the
program must be entered. Up to 4 valve numbers can be entered directly.
However if you want to operate more than 4 valves in one program follow
the instructions in the lower right hand side of the screen.
3.2.2.2.2 Priority Activity Setup: If a program “wants” to irrigate but another
program is irrigating, the program enters “wait status” and to a queue.
The queue order is according to the time waiting in the queue and also
according to the priority level.
3.2.2.2.3 Start/End Irrigation Date: It is possible to enter a range of dates in which
the program is operational. If the range of dates is not entered, the program will
operate according to other conditions (starting time, logical conditions etc.).
3.2.2.2.4 Irrigation Cycle – Days: The cycle in days for irrigating. 1 means
daily, 2 means every other day, 3 means every 3 days and so on.
3.2.2.2.5 Irrigation Unit (m³, minutes): The duration of the irrigation can be
according to m³ or according to minutes.

3.2.2.2.6 Quantity for Each Cycle: Unit quantity (m³, minutes) according to
“irrigation unit” for the irrigation duration.
3.2.2.2.7 Fert. Program (1-50): Assignment of on the fertigation programs to the
irrigation program. When the irrigation runs it operates the fertigation program.
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3.2.2.2.8 Irrigation Start Time (5 Starts): The irrigation timing can be according
to certain times of the day and/or according to cycles. For each of these 5
parameters it is possible to program a different starting time.
3.2.2.2.9 Cyclic Operation: If it is required to run a large number of irrigations in
one day it is possible to use cyclic irrigation. For this feature 3 parameters
must be programmed: “start time of cyclic irrigation”, “end time of cyclic
irrigation” and “cyclic duration in minutes”. Cycle duration is one from one
irrigation start to the next irrigation start. It is possible to combine cyclic
irrigation with irrigation according to hours. The start in this case will be
according to whichever occurs first. Pay attention to the fact that if the
cyclic duration is less than the actual operation time the irrigations will be
continuous (the same applies if an hourly start occurs when the program
is working according to cycle).

3.2.2.3 Manual Operation: This allows one time intervention in the operation of the
program – usually for immediate operation.

Screen Explanation: The data appearing in this screen are very important

for information, for example: when the next irrigation will occur. In addition it is
possible to change the data once for the next irrigation.

3.2.2.3.1 Next Cycle Time: The time in minutes remaining until the next irrigation.
3.2.2.3.2 Days Until Next Irrigation: The number of days until the next
irrigation. Zero means today.
3.2.2.3.3 Next Hourly Cycle: The next hourly starting time.
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3.2.2.3.4 Cancel Irrigation Today (Yes/No): It is possible to cancel today’s
irrigation. This parameter will become “no” automatically at midnight.
3.2.2.3.5 Cancel Fertilization (Now, Today, Always): There are three
options for this parameter: now – only for this irrigation, today – until
midnight and always – the fertigation will be cancelled until this parameter
is altered here.
3.2.2.3.6 Irrigate Now (No, Normal, No Fert.): Immediate operation of
the irrigation program. The water quantity must be entered in the next
parameter. It is also possible to operate with fertigation (“normal”) or
without fertigation (“no fert”).
3.2.2.3.7 Current Water Required: The quantity of water for immediate
irrigation (as defined in the previous parameter).
3.2.2.3.8 Restart Program: Reset all of the temporary parameters of the
program.
3.2.2.3.9 Status Irrigations “By Hours”: The lower part of this screen
shows the status of the hourly irrigation. The “late” status means that the
irrigation program is behind schedule more than the time defined for it. It
is possible to manually change the status. For example: it is possible to
operate irrigation number 1 again although it has already finished. The
relevant flags that can be manually programmed are “finished”, “required”,
“cancel” and “N. today” (not today).
3.2.2.4 Irrigation by Conditions: In irrigation according to conditions it is possible to
irrigate according to sensors or other conditions. If the program is programmed
with conditions and timing, pause and stop conditions will always work. Start
and operate conditions work only when the timing is according to cycle and if
the program is within the time range. “Cycle duration” in the irrigation program is
irrelevant in this case and the program will ignore it. If timing is not programmed
the program works only according to conditions. To access the following screen
click on the “irrig. by conditions” in the first “irrigation” screen or in the “program
programming” screen”:
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Screen Explanation:

3.2.2.4.1 Accumulation Unit (Direct, Joule): Accumulation is radiation
accumulation. The software “accumulation sensor” is designed to measure
the unit micro Einstein/ m3/sec. It is possible to convert this unit to Joules.
Note: this conversion also depends on the type of radiation sensors used.
Please consult radiation sensor data sheet.
3.2.2.4.2 Joule Conversion: If Joule is selected in the previous parameter the
conversion constant should be entered. The recommended conversion
constant for Galcon’s radiation sensor is listed in the lower left hand side
of the screen.
3.2.2.4.3 Accumulative Radiation to Start: In irrigation according to radiation
accumulation the principle is that from the start of irrigation the parameter
“accum. radiation” (in the “irrigation program information screen) accumulates
the reading of the radiation sensor every minute. When this parameter
is greater than this data the irrigation starts and the parameter “accum.
radiation”is reset. This method is advantageous because in this way there
are more irrigations when the radiation rate is high and vice versa.
3.2.2.4.4 Conditions from “Condition Input Table”: Input conditions
are discrete nputs (On/Off). They are defined as condition inputs (see
“definitions”). The number of the condition input must be entered when
the condition input is “On”.
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3.2.2.4.5 General Conditions: In general conditions there is a conditioning
element. There are 5 relevant parameters.
3.2.2.4.5.1 Condition Type Definition:

3.2.2.4.5.1.1 Pause: Pauses the program until the condition ceases. The
program continues from the same point that it was paused.
3.2.2.4.5.1.2 Start: The program starts and will deliver its quantity of
water. Please note that if the condition ceases the program
will continue running until it delivers its quantity of water.
3.2.2.4.5.1.3 Stop: The program stops immediately and will only run again
when the start condition occurs.
3.2.2.4.5.1.4 Operate: The program starts immediately when the condition
exists and immediately stops when the condition ceases.
3.2.2.4.5.2 Element Type Definition: Temperature, Humidity, General
Sensor, Valve-EC, Valve-pH, EC-Drain, pH-Drain, Gen.Counter
3.2.2.4.5.3 Element Number: The number of the conditioning element.
3.2.2.4.5.4 Relation Definition (Above/Below/On/Off): Only statuses
“above” or “below”. Statuses “on” and “off” are not relevant and
should not be used.
3.2.2.4.5.5 Relation Value: The value above/below which according to the
above “relation definition” the program is operated.
3.2.2.4.6 Logical Conditions: It is possible to program up to 4 logical condition
numbers (see “logical condition programming” in “controller general
definitions” – chapter 4). When using logical conditions here it is not
necessary to program the element type and number in the “then” clause.
3.2.2.4.7 Cycle Duration Time: In order to protect the system from irrigation or
waiting times that are two long it is possible to limit them.
3.2.2.4.7.1 Minimum Duration Time: Even if there a start condition but
the duration time from the last start is less than this parameter the
program will not start.
3.2.2.4.7.2 Maximum Duration Time Without Condition: Even if there is
no start condition, after this time the program will irrigate anyway.
3.2.2.4.8 Conditions Between Programs: In addition to the priorities it is
possible to program for each program a number of another program
whose waiting time will be reloaded if the current program is working.
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3.2.2.4.9 Adjust Due Drainage: See explanation in the “adjustment according
to drainage” chapter.

3.2.2.5 Program Accumulation Data: To access the following screen click on the
“accum. Data” button in any of the irrigation screens:

Screen Explanation: The accumulation table shows the daily accumulation

data and the periodical accumulation. It is possible to enter the “start accumulate
date” manually or to force a periodical start by selecting “Restart” in the last
parameter “restart accumulation”. In this case all of the periodical parameters
are reset and the date is according to the controller date whenever the first
pulse enters.

3.2.3 Water M u l t i p l i c a t i o n :
Water multiplication is used as a
fast reaction for extreme and rapid
weather changes. For example
during a very hot day increasing
water quantities for irrigation
is essential. This parameter
affects all of the irrigation
programs in the system. It is possible to multiply water quantities for today or permanently.
The range for multiplication is from 50% - 200%. For example if the water quantity in
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a certain program is 25 m3 and the water multiplication parameter is 150% the actual
amount will be 37.5 m3. 100% 0r 0% mean no change. This screen can is accessed
by clicking on the “water multiply” button in the irrigation screens.

3.2.4 Fert. Adjust By Radiation: The following screen is accessed by clicking on the
“fert adjust by radiation” button in the irrigation screens.
Screen Explanation:
When irrigating by cyclic
programming according
to radiation accumulation
see explanation written
on the screen. The cycle
times are shortened but
additional fertilization is
not necessarily required.
For this purpose it is
possible to reduce the
quantities of fertilizer in
order to receive similar
amounts of fertilizer.

3.3 Irrigation System Constants and Components:
3.3.1 Irrigation Constants: This table is essential for minimal operation of the system.
At least the “irrigation
system constants”
must be defined. To
access the following
screen click on the
pump icon in the
drawing or on the
drop down menus
“setting”>”irrigatio
n”>”irrig. system”
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Screen Explanation:

3.3.1.1 Irrigation System Constants: If these parameters are not defined the
irrigation system will not work.
3.3.1.1.1 System Operation Setup (N. Active, Active, Pause): The
normal status is “Active”. When the system is in “Not Active” status all
of the controller variables (accumulations and more) are reset. “Pause”
status pauses all activities but does not reset the controller variables.
3.3.1.1.2 System Type Setup (Fertigal, Mixer, Fert only): As previously
explained there are three types of devices that must be defined here.
3.3.1.1.3 System No. – For messages and Data Collection: The number for
the data loggers (diaries) and the data collection program (Galgraph).
3.3.1.1.4 Data Collection Cycle – Minutes: In order to collect data of continuous
reading (sensors, flow rate etc.) the cycle of registration (resolution) must
be entered. Later in the data collection program (Galgraph) it is possible
to see these readings displayed as a graph.
3.3.1.1.5 Irrigation Programs No. (0-100): The maximum number of irrigation
programs operated by the controller. For example: if 50 is defined,
program from 51 and more will not run. It is recommended to enter the
lowest possible number in order to reduce the controller workload.
3.3.1.2 Water Counter Definition: This software can work even without a water
meter in this case the nominal flow rate must be entered. This feature allows
programming by quantity of water (m3). The system calculates the irrigation
duration time and the fertilizer concentration according to the nominal flow rate.
3.3.1.2.1 Water Counter Exist (No, Exist): Select “No” if there is no water meter.
3.3.1.2.2 Water Counter Pulse Size – Litre: If there is a water meter the
pulse size must be entered.
3.3.1.3 Cancel “Late Hourly Irrigation Cycle”: When a program is programmed
by hourly irrigations and when the time arrives the irrigation cannot be executed
(due to fault, power failure or controller pause), it will irrigate the moment the
limitation ceases. In some cases after a certain period of time it is not necessary
to irrigate and the hourly irrigation must be cancelled. This parameter is the
time after which the irrigation will be cancelled.
3.3.1.4 Main Water Pump Constants: Since the main water pump can be for both
irrigation and misting the construction of the system must be defined.
3.3.1.4.1 Operate Main Water Pump During Irrigation: If the main pump is
only for misting enter “No” here.
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3.3.1.4.2 Main Water Pump Method (When Irrigation Req./ Parallel to
Main Valve): In connection with the misting definition it is possible to
define whether the irrigation pump will serve the irrigation only or will also
serve the misting (the main valve must be defined for misting also).
3.3.1.5 Order of Valves Operation: In order to avoid pressure shocks at the
beginning of irrigation, to allow pressure detention at the end of irrigation or to
prevent emptying the line the order of opening and closing the main valve versus
the irrigation valve must be defined. There are four parameters “Open Main Valve
Before/After Irrigation Valve” and “Delay Time” and the same for closing.
3.3.1.6 Fertilization Method (Change Pulse Duration/Change Wait
Duration): The method of calculating the pulse rate for fertilizer pump
operation is determined by this parameter. In “Change Pulse Duration” the
controller calculates how many pulses of fertilizer must be injected to a pulse of
water according to the programmed pulse duration. In “Change Wait Duration”
the controller looks at the flow rates of the water and the fertilizer and changes
the pulse waiting time accordingly whilst the pulse duration remains constant.
The second method is recommended.
3.3.1.7 EC/pH Sensors for Irrigation Control: The number of EC and pH
sensors that control the EC and pH of the irrigation (see “sensor definition” in
the “climate definition” chapter).
3.3.1.8 Check EC/pH Irrigation Sensors: In order to ascertain that the ECpH
sensors readings are correct it is possible to install another set of ECpH sensors.
When there is a difference between the readings of the two sets an alarm is
issued. The number of ECpH sensors as well as the maximum difference must
be entered.

Recommendation: Galcon’s ECpH control is based on proportional

fertilization (liter of fertilizer per cubic meter of water). Corrections are later
made in order to maintain the ECpH target. The size of the correction can be
limited. If a sensor is faulty the system will make the correction up till a certain
point and then will issue an alarm.

3.3.1.9 Irrigation During Misting: As previously explained for “Main Pump
Operation”. The use of the main motor pump for misting must be defined. There
are three parameters that must be defined.
3.3.2 Fertilization Definitions: The fertilizer system is a very complex system requiring
many definitions for correct functioning. The fertilizer pumps, the fertilizer constants
of the irrigation head, automation methods etc. must be defined.
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3.3.2.1 Fertigation Setup: In order to access the following screen click on “settings
”>”irrigation”>”fertigation setup” in the pull down menu in the main screen:

Screen Explanation:
3.3.2.1.1 EC/pH Sensors For Irrigation Control: See “irrigation system
constants” screen.
3.3.2.1.2 Check EC/pH Irrigation Sensors: See “irrigation system constants”
screen.
3.3.2.1.3 EC/pH Measured Setup:
3.3.2.1.3.1 Measure Delay at Irrigation Start – Sec.: In order to enable
the sampling water to reach the sampling cell at the beginning of
irrigation there is a delay time. During this time the fertilizer pump is
operated according to the last program data.
3.3.2.1.3.2 Change Fertigation Delay – Sec.: After the controller makes
an adjustment a time must be waited in order to see the affects of
the adjustment before deciding about a new adjustment. It takes
between 8 and 20 seconds for the new fertilizer concentration to
reach the sampling cell and this must be taken into consideration.
This waiting time must be entered here.
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3.3.2.1.4 Automatic Adjustment Limits By EC/pH: The maximum increasing
and decreasing percentage for fertilization correction for ECpH control
must be programmed. This is in order to protect the system in case of
sensor failure and prevent overshooting and undershooting in reaching
the target.
3.3.2.1.5 EC/pH Alarms: This alarm type is always important in order to maintain
the correct concentration of fertilizer in the water. It is especially important
when the fertilization is by ECpH and there is no fertilizer meter because
this is the only indication of no fertilizer pulse and fertilizer flow rate etc.
There are two levels of alarms. The low level only stops the fertilizer. The
high level stops the irrigation.

3.3.2.1.5.1 EC/pH Difference From Required: This is a low level alarm
and will only stop fertilization.
3.3.2.1.5.2 EC/pH Differ. To Stop Irrigation: This is a high level alarm
and will stop irrigation.

3.3.2.1.6 Reset Stop Irrigation (Manual/Auto): When an alarm is issued
and the physical problem is solved the fault in the controller must be
cancelled. It is possible to cancel the fault in two ways – manually and
automatically. See more in “controller general definitions” chapter 4.

3.3.2.2 Automation Fertilization Setup: To access the following screen click on
the button in the previous screen:
Screen Explanation:
In ECpH definition the distance
from the target and the size
of the correction in % must
be defined. This definition
only works when “change
rate duration” is selected in
“automation methods”. After the
“change fertigation delay” the
controller checks the distance
from the target and corrects the
fertilization dosage (l/m3 – G/
THG) according to the % change
in this table. The direction of the
change depends on the direction
of the reading in comparison to
the target. For example: In EC
if the reading is lower than the
target the correction is adding fertilizer and if it is higher the correction will be
decreasing the fertilizer. For the pH the opposite is obviously true.
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3.3.2.3 Mixer Definitions: To access this screen click on the drawing of the tank in
the drawing in the main screen:

Screen Explanation:
3.3.2.3.1 General Settings: The following parameters must be defined: The size
of the water meter pulse (this data also appears in “general irrigation setting”),
the data connected to the “Mixer Tank Volume”, “Emptying Tank Max Time
(to detect failure)”, “Delay to Restart Tank Filling”, Level Meter Type (Analog,
Level switch), “Level Meter in Failure” (OK, Lower, Upper, Both).
3.3.2.3.2 Analog Level Meter For Mixer: The following parameters must be
defined: The number of the General Sensor (see “Sensor Definition”
in “Climate Setup”), the definition for “Stop Mixer Pump-Below”, “Stop
Filling Valve-Above/Below” (the main valve is located on the outlet of the
machine towards the field.
3.3.2.4 Fertilizer Pumps: The fertilizer pumps similar to the irrigation valves are
mainly definition elements. The fertilizer pumps are operated by the fertilizer
program and according to their definition. To access the following screen click
on the fertilizer pump drawing in the main screen:
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3.3.2.4.1 Fertilizer Pumps Information: This screen is for information only
and cannot be edited. It includes information about the operation and
programming of the fertilizer pumps. The first parameter is “Pump
Status”, it is composed of two parts: operation status and definition
errors. The operation statuses are: “Not Active”, “Active” and “Fertilizing”.
The definition error statuses (with red background) include: “No Output”,
“Pump Type”, “No Meter”, “Pulse Size”, “Pulse Duration” and “Flow Rate
Definition”. In addition there are more parameters showing information
about “Fert Required” (after ECpH correction), “Prog Fert” (as programmed
in the fertilizer program) and all the other relevant data concerning pump
operation (see explanation in “Pump Setup”).
3.3.2.4.2 Fertilizer Pumps Setup: To access the following screen click on the
“fertilizer pump setup” in the previous screen:
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Screen Explanation:

3.3.2.4.2.1 Fert. Pump Type: There are several types available:
3.3.2.4.2.1.1 Electronic: A pump type whereby the controller sends a
pulse for every movement of the pump.
3.3.2.4.2.1.2 Electric: The controller starts the pump motor for the duration
of the pulse.
3.3.2.4.2.1.3 Venturi: The controller opens a solenoid for the duration of
the pulse.
3.3.2.4.2.1.4 By Pulse: The calculation for the pump operation is according
to the ratio of the pulses between the fertilizer meter and the
water meter, independently of the type of the pump. (This
option is mainly used in open field operation).
3.3.2.4.2.2 Fert. Material Type: The definition of the fertilizer type is for
ECpH correction. All of the fertilizer pumps that are EC type change
the ratio l/m3 by the same % in order to reach the EC target. The
same applies independently for the pH pumps.
3.3.2.4.2.2.1 EC: The fertilizer correction is executed according to the EC
sensor. For a lower reading fertilizer will be increased.
3.3.2.4.2.2.2 pH: The fertilizer correction is executed according to the pH
sensor. For a higher reading fertilizer will be increased.
3.3.2.4.2.2.3 OH: The fertilizer correction is executed according to the pH
sensor. For a lower reading fertilizer will be increased.
3.3.2.4.2.3 Fert. Pump Flow Rate (L/Hr): This is the nominal fert pump flow
rate. Enter this data according to the manufacturer’s data sheet or
according to the adjustment of the Galcon transparent fertilizer flow
meter. The calculations of the operation of the fertilizer pump that are
not “by pulse” are carried out according to this parameter. For example:
If the fertilizer requirement is 3 l/m3 and the water flow rate is 50 m3/hr
then the calculated fertilizer flow rate is 150 l/hr. If this parameter is
300 l/hr the pump operates 50% of the time. This parameter also is
used for fertilizer over flow and under flow protection.
3.3.2.4.2.4 Pulse Duration (Sec.): The duration for operation of the fertilizer
pump. This duration is usually constant and the changes in the
fertilizer injection are carried out according to the changes in the
wait time. (See previous paragraph)
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3.3.2.4.2.5 Electronic Pump Pulse (ml): This parameter is for fertilizer
flow rate and quantities in electronic fertilizer pumps.

3.3.2.4.2.6 Existing Fert. Meter (Yes/No): If “Yes” is selected and
the fertilizer pump type is not “By Pulse” the accumulation is by
the fertilizer meter (the fertilizer pump operation is carried out
by calculation of time). If “No” is selected the calculation of the
accumulation is carried out by the multiplication of the work duration
and the nominal flow rate. The fertilizer meter also serves to protect
fertilizer over/under flow.
3.3.2.4.2.7 Continuous Operation (Yes/No): In continuous operation
the fertilizer pump injects the fertilizer continuously between two
pulses of water. In non- continuous operation the fertilizer is divided
into several pulses during the duration between two water pulses.
Normally non-continuous is defined.
3.3.2.4.2.8 Maximum Fert. Increase/Decrease (0-100%): In ECpH
control the controller changes the initial fertilizer quantities in order
to reach the target. If one of the sensors is damaged a danger exists
that the controller will increase the quantities without limit. Therefore
the % of correction must be limited. These parameters are also
used in order to stabilize the system in the case of overshooting
and undershooting.
3.3.3 Filtration: It is possible to define up to 10 filters for back flushing and divide them into
2 groups. To access the filter screens click on the “flushing” button in the main screen.
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Flushing Programming Screen Explanation:

3.3.3.1 Flushing Group Active (Yes/No): If “No” is selected the group will not
work even when programmed.
3.3.3.2 Water Quant. Between Flushing - M³: It is possible to operate the flushing
according to the quantity of water passing in the system since the last flush or
according to time (see next paragraph).
3.3.3.3 Time Between Flushing – hh:mm: If one of the three: quantity passed, time
passed or condition input on, then the system will flush (whichever occurs first).
3.3.3.4 Cond. Input No. For Flush. Operation: The condition input (see
“definitions”) to which the differential pressure stat is connected (see operation
in previous paragraph).
3.3.3.5 Max. Continuous Flushing Cycle: If the condition input is defined a case
could occur whereby the condition input stays “on” after flushing (for example:
due to clogged filters that are so clogged that they are not cleaned by the back
flush) – this is considered a fault and must be treated. In this parameter the
maximum number of flushes must be entered.
3.3.3.6 Filter Unit to Operate – From/Until (0-10): Since it is possible to define
2 groups the filters belonging to each group must be defined. It is only possible
to define consecutive filters.
3.3.3.7 Flush Unit Working Time: The flushing time for each filter in the group.
3.3.3.8 Delay Between Flush Units: In some cases (for example: “spin clean”) it
is necessary to define wait time between filters. If not defined - the flushing will
be continuous.
3.3.3.9 Stop Irrigation During Flushing: The higher the downstream pressure
the better the filter flushes. If the system lacks pressure it helps to stop the
irrigation during flushes.
3.3.3.10 Manual Overriding: Immediate, one time operation of the flushing sequence.
3.3.4 Irrigation Valves: This component is mainly a definition component but it also
includes information of accumulations. The operation of the irrigation valves is by the
irrigation programs. In order to access the following screen click on the number of the
valve currently working in the drawing in the main screen:
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3.3.4.1 Valve Information: This is for information only and cannot be edited.
It shows: Valve status (N.Active, Active, Irrigating and Output Fault), which
program is operating it (up to 2 first programs), next operation time, all of the
information about the last irrigation and all of the information about the current
information.
3.3.4.2 Valve Accumulations: The “valve accumulation” screen is identical to the
“program accumulation” screen. It shows daily and periodical information about
the water, time and fertilizers for each valve.
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3.3.4.3 Nominal Flow Rates (Valve Constants): The nominal flow rates are the
flow rates defined by the operator according to the system specifications or
actual measurement of the flow rate of each valve. This data is used for flow
rate protection (overflow and underflow) and also for accumulation calculation
and fertigation operation when working without water meter.
3.3.5 Misting: The misting system is parallel to the irrigation system. Therefore some
of the definitions are common to both systems such as main valve and main water
pump (see irrigation constants).It is possible to define up to 40 misting valves in the
system that each work for a few seconds. The left screen here shows a general view
of the working misting valve. To access this view screen click on the title “active/
not active misting” in the drawing in the main screen. From this screen the “misting
information” screen can be accessed (it can also be accessed by clicking on the
”misting” button in the main screen).

3.3.5.1 Misting Information: This screen is for information only and cannot be edited.
It shows information about the misting valves – each valve has one operation
program. (See more about these parameters in the “misting programming”)
3.3.5.2 Misting Programming: To access this screen click on the “misting program”
button in the previous screen.
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Screen Explanation: It is possible to operate the misting system according
to temperature sensors in order to cool, according to humidity sensors in order
to humidify or only according to time. It is also possible to create a group of
misting valves that work sequentially.

3.3.5.2.1 Operation According To Sensors: Operation according to
temperature and humidity sensors.
3.3.5.2.1.1 Start/End Time By Condition: The start and stop time when
working according to sensors must be entered.
3.3.5.2.1.2 Temperature/Humidity to Operate: Set point values for the
temperature and humidity. The temperature operates when the
temperature is above and the humidity operates when the humidity
is below.
3.3.5.2.1.3 Differential Temp./Hum. To Stop: The differential from the
set point in the opposite direction from the operation.
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3.3.5.2.1.4 Operation Condition Setup (By Time/One Condition/
Two Conditions): “By Time” means that operation is only by
time (see below) “One Condition” means that when either of the
conditions (temperature or humidity) exists misting will operate.
“Two Conditions” means that both of the conditions (temperature
and humidity) exist misting will operate.

3.3.5.2.1.5 Temp. to Decrease Wait – Above: This parameter works together
with the parameter at the bottom of the screen “Decrease Wait Time Above
Tmp”. When the temperature in the greenhouse (temperature sensors)
rises above the value in this parameter the waiting time is decreases. For
each degree above this parameter the wait time decreases by the % of
the parameter found below. Minimum waiting time must also be defined.
3.3.5.2.1.6 Temp./Hum. To Stop: These parameters must be defined
when working according to only one of the conditions (temperature
or humidity) when it is important to protect the greenhouse from
dangerous values of the other condition.
3.3.5.2.1.7 Working/Wait Time: The working time and wait time must be
programmed for each valve. For example: 2 sec work time and 120
sec wait time.
3.3.5.2.1.8 Temp./Hum. Sensor Number: The number of sensors (see
“Sensor Definition” in “Climate Control” chapter).
3.3.5.2.2 Operation Without Sensors: It is possible to operate the misting
valves according to time only (independent of sensors). Two working
programs can be defined, for each program enter: “start time”, “end time”,
“work time” and “wait time”.
3.3.5.2.3 Misting Group Setup: When sequential operation of misting is
necessary (for example: in the case of lack of flow rate) it is possible to
add several valves to a group and to limit the number of valves working
together in the group (see misting constants). For example: If misting
number 1,2 and 3 are defined to group number 1 and in “misting constant”
for group number 1 “one valve at a time” it means that these 3 valves
never work together. If all of the other parameters are equal they will work
sequentially consecutively.
3.3.5.3 Misting Setup: To access the following screen click on the “misting general”
button in the “misting information” screen:
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The “Manual Overriding” screen is
accessed by clicking on the “Manual
Overriding” button in the “misting

information” screen.

Misting Setup Screen Explanation:
3.3.5.3.1 General Sensor No. to Stop Misting: It is possible to stop the
misting by a general sensor. The sensor number and the values of low
and high to stop must be defined
3.3.5.3.2 Misting Counter Exist: It is possible to define a water meter for
the misting to receive alarms for uncontrolled pulses (water flows in the
counter while all of the valves are closed) and no water pulse. The number
of “uncontrolled pulses” and the maximum number of seconds between
pulses for “misting not executed – sec” must be entered.
3.3.5.3.3 Main Misting Valve: It is possible to operate a main misting valve
according to “misting require” (only when one of the misting valves opens
this valve will open) or “misting hours” (the main valve stays open for
the time range defined for misting). It is also possible to define the time
duration the main misting opens before the misting valves and closes
after the misting valves.
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3.3.5.3.4 Water Source Operation: As previously explained (in “irrigation
setup”) there is an option to choose the water sources for the misting:
together or without irrigation and if to stop irrigation during misting.
3.3.5.3.5 Misting Groups: As previously explained in “misting programming” it
is possible to operate the misting valves in sequential groups. For each
group the maximum number of valves working together must be defined.
3.3.6 Drain Sampling: In soil less culture irrigation water that is not absorbed by the plant
goes out under the substrate. A great deal can be learnt about the plant absorption
by measuring the quantity and the fertilizer concentration of this drainage water. With
the aid of a device called “Dagan” produced by Galcon it is possible to collect samples
from this water and to measure the quantity and ECpH, fed back to the controller
and even correct the next irrigation. Normally one sampling point is installed for an
area of 1,000 – 10,000 m3 (1 to 10 acre). Each sampling point composes of a tray
measuring 1 – 1.5 m (3-5 ft) by the width of the bed laid below the bed that collects
the drainage water to a bucket installed below. One device can collect from up to 8
sampling points. The devices compose of a small electric pump that sucks the water
from the bucket via an 8 mm micro tube. The device measures the quantity and
ECpH levels. The control of the device, the readings and the applications is carried
out by the drainage programs.
• To access the following screen click on the “drainage” button in the main screen:

3.3.6.1 Drainage Information: This is information only and cannot be edited. This
information is about the operation and the readings of the device described
above (see explanation in the following paragraphs).
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3.3.6.2 Irrigation/Fert. Adjustment By Drainage:

Screen Explanation: Pay attention to the note in the lower part of the screen.
In order to operate according to drainage “adjust due drainage number” in the
“irrigation according to condition” screen” must be programmed”.
3.3.6.2.1 Operate By Valve Number: The drainage will operate according
to this irrigation valve number and according to the time the valve is
programmed in “drainage general settings”.
3.3.6.2.2 Irrigation Cycles Before Drainage: It is possible to collect the
drainage water every few cycles only.
3.3.6.2.3 Water Quantities Adjust. By Drain.: It is possible to correct the
quantity of the water for the next irrigation according to the amount of
water and/or a measurement of high EC measured at the drainage point.
3.3.6.2.4 EC/pH Fert. Adjust. By Drain.: The correction for decreasing fertilizer
carried out according to high EC or lower pH from a certain level.
3.3.6.2.5 Emergency Leaching: When the ECpH drainage readings are high
it means that too much fertilizer has accumulated in the substrate. It
is possible to define the low concentration with which to carry out the
leaching. In addition the leaching times must be defined.
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3.3.6.3 Drainage Settings:

Drainage Settings Screen Explanation:
3.3.6.3.1 Max, Time Until First Pulse – Sec.: The controller measures the
time from the operation of the pump till the first pulse. If the time is greater
than the time defined here the pumping ends and the quantity is zero.
3.3.6.3.2 Max. Time After Last Pulse 0 Sec.: Once the first pulse is received
the next pulses arrive relatively fast. If there is a long delay (more than
this parameter) it means that the suction has finished.
3.3.6.3.3 Drain Oper. Delay From End of Irrig. – Min. After the irrigation
and before starting the suction of the drainage there must be a time to
allow the water to drain.
3.3.6.3.4 Drainage Quantity Before Measure – Litre: Water that arrives but
is not taken into consideration in the measurement (water from the tubing).
3.3.6.3.5 High EC / Low pH for Alarm: It is possible to receive alarms for
extreme ECpH readings.
3.3.6.3.6 Separate Sampling Cell For Drain.: It is possible to define the
irrigation ECpH sampling cell to the drainage also. This is not recommended
because it does not enable irrigating while draining or draining while
irrigating. In addition one of the reasons for drainage monitoring is to
protect the system in the case if a failure in the ECpH system.
3.3.6.3.7 Drainage Pulse Volume- cm³: The size of the pulse of the fertilizer
meter of the device.
3.3.6.3.8 Max. Quantity to Stop Drainage - Litre:
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3.3.6.3.9 EC/pH Sensor Definitions: The number of the general sensor of the
controller to which the drainage ECpH sensors are defined.
3.3.7 Emptying Valves: There are systems in which pots, trays or tables are filled with
water and are emptied a few minutes later. “Wait After Irrig. Finish” and “Emtying
Operation – Minutes” must be programmed. It is also possible to operate it manually.

3.3.8 Mixing Junction: the water junction controls two motored irrigation valves that
can be opened by stages. The aim is to mix two water sources according to a certain
ratio, to EC readings or other (as described in the following). Up to 5 different water
junctions can be defined. The following diagram shows the hardware installation.

Click on the “Water Mixing” button in the main screen. The following screen opens:
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3.3.8.1 M i x i n g

Junction
Information:

The
above
screen on the
right, displays
information of the
water junction
actions
whilst
operating. The
three buttons on
the lower part
of the screen
allow accessing
properties and
settings.

3.3.8.2 Mixing Junction Setup: Click on the button “Water Mixing Setup” to enter
the following screen:

Screen Explanation:
3.3.8.2.1 Mixing Junction Setup:

3.3.8.2.1.1 Mixing Junction Setup:
define whether the mixing
junction is active or inactive.
3.3.8.2.1.2 Activate

PID

for

Valve

Control: It is possible to work with
two methods for EC adjustment
as explained further on.

3.3.8.2.1.3 EC

Mixing Junction –
General Sensor: Enter the

sensor number
after the mixing.

connected

3.3.8.2.1.4 Control Precision: (low,
medium, high) sensitivity level
of the controlling system.

3.3.8.2.1.5 Stability Check Time – seconds: time between adjustments
in seconds.
3.3.8.2.1.6 EC Deviation Alarm (+-): percentage deviation from target EC
value allowed before an alarm is issued.

3.3.8.2.1.7 EC Alarm Delay - seconds: if the mechanism does not succeed in
reaching the target during the EC alarm delay in seconds an alarm is issued.
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3.3.8.2.1.8 System Bypass During Water Source Fault: several
actions are possible (see water source constants below). This
parameter safeguards the system and has to be active in order for
this mechanism to work.
3.3.8.2.2 Water Source Setup: this part defines the two water sources as
follows:
3.3.8.2.2.1 Action Full Way Time - seconds: time in seconds that the
motored valve takes to go from full opening to full closing.

3.3.8.2.2.2 Action Number of Stages: into how many stages to divide full
opening. Operating motored valves is by opening stages. Each time
the controller wants to open the valve the controller opens one stage
and in this way reaches the required opening stage. The time for
opening each stage is the full opening time divided by the number
of stages.
3.3.8.2.2.3 Maximum Water Flow rate – M3/H: the water flow rate when
the valve is fully open.
3.3.8.2.2.4 Water Source Pulse Volume – liters: water meter pulse size
as defined in the inputs (see above).
3.3.2.2.5 Water Source Pulse Fail Delay – seconds: the maximum time
between two pulses above which it will be considered a fault. This is also
the time waited before the first pulse upon starting operation.
3.3.8.2.2.6 Water Source Uncontrolled Pulses: when the water source
is closed, water flow rate means there is a fault. In order to avoid
false alarms define how many pulses can pass without the alarm
uncontrolled water being issued.
3.3.8.2.2.7 Action at Source Fail: when one of the sources is faulty it is
possible to fully open the second source. Define here whether to
do this or not. In order for this action to occur enter bypass system
during water source fault in the water mixing constant’s screen.
3.3.8.2.2.8 Water Source Stage While Mixing/Irrigation Off: these
two parameters determine to what stage the valves will open when
there is no mixing or irrigating.
3.3.8.2.2.9 Differential Source Control: it is possible to use two methods
for controlling (PID and differential). In the differential method the
controller makes adjustments according to the difference between
the measured and target value. For example: if required EC is set
as 1.8 and the measured EC is 1.3 the difference is 0.5.
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3.3.8.2.2.9.1 Maximum Stage Change - %: the maximum number of
stages in one correction. (It is defined as the percentage of the
total number of stages. For example if the number of stages
(as defined in paragraph 8) is 50, 10% means 5 stages).

3.3.8.2.2.9.2 EC Change and Flow Change at Maximum Stage:
these two parameters determine the level of adjustment in
accordance with the previous parameter. The change of flow
rate and EC for one step of the maximum is entered. For
example: the EC Change At Max is 20%, the Flow Change
At Max is 30%, the current EC reading is 1.3 and the flow rate
is 50 m3/h. For a Maximum Stage Change of 10% (as in the
previous example 5 steps), the new EC reading will be – 1.3 +
20% = 1.56 and the new flow rate will be 50 + 30% = 65 m3/h.

3.3.8.2.2.10 PID Source Control: valve adjustments upon reaching the target
are carried out by PID. It is recommended to enter the values shown
in the above table. (See more about PID adjustments in the section
describing ECpH control in the fertilizer center).

3.3.8.3 Water Mixing Programs: The water junction can be programmed with up
to 5 programs. Clicking on the water “mixing programs” key on the main water
mixing screen opens the following screen:

Screen Explanation:

3.3.8.3.1 Mixing Methods: there are 4 options:
3.3.8.3.1.1 Inactive: program not active.

3.3.8.3.1.2 Manual: the valves will open according to percentage from full
opening as programmed by the next two parameters.
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3.3.8.3.1.3 EC: the valves will open to maintain the required EC as defined
below. In this case the controller ignores the next two parameters.

3.3.8.3.1.4 Percentage: the valves will operate according to percentages
of the general flow rate (of both the fresh and pipeline water).
For example: when programming 30% pipeline water and 70%
freshwater the valves will maintain these percentages.
3.3.8.3.2 Freshwater/Saline Water Required - %: (two Parameters)
percentage of opening or the ratio between freshwater source and
pipeline source (see above).
3.3.8.3.3 Required EC: EC value to be maintained (target).
3.3.8.3.4 Allow Irrig. Program Changing:
3.3.8.3.5 Fert. Pump During Bypass:
3.3.8.3.6 Mixing Program Information: All other data in this table are purely
informative and cannot be edited.
3.4 Irrigation Alarms: Clicking on the bell (usually when red and animated) in the main
screen opens the following screen:

3.4.1 Irrigation Alarm Information: Information only (cannot be edited), shows the
alarm status of each of the features.
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3.4.2 Irrigation Alarm Setup: To access this screen click on the “Alarms Setup” button
in the previous screen:

Screen Explanation:

3.4.2.1 Water Flow Failure: In these two parameters the following must be defined:
The deviation % of the nominal flow rate of the valves that are currently
working. If the flow rate measured by the water meter is higher/lower by this %
in comparison with the nominal flow rate an alarm is issued. In order to prevent
false alarms in the beginning of irrigation (due to main line filling) the “Line
Filling Time” must be defined.
3.4.2.2 Water and Fert. Failures: One of the most important roles of the water
meter and fertilizer meter is to give an alarm when the controller issues an
irrigation or fertilization command but actually the irrigation/fertilization is not
executed. For this reason the “Irrig” and “Fert” “not executed” in seconds must
be defined. If the irrigation/fertilization starts and after this time a pulse does
not arrive an alarm is issued. The water meter and fertilizer meter are also used
for another type of alarm: When the system is not working (all of the irrigation
programs are idle) but pulses of water are received by the water meter an alarm
“uncontrolled water” is issued. In order to prevent false alarms the maximum
acceptable daily amounts (small leaks, manual opening of valves for a short
period of time etc.) must be defined. The same applies for fertilization.
3.4.2.3 Low Water Pressure: The indication of low pressure is received by a
discrete input that is connected to a pressure stat (see irrigation definitions).
Define here whether to stop and/or the fertilization when the input is on.
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3.4.2.4 Check EC/pH Irrigation Sensors: it is possible to install two sets of ECpH
sensors (see more in “irrigation settings”).
3.4.2.5 EC/pH Irrigation for Alarm: See explanation in “fertigation setting”.

3.4.2.6 EC/pH Irrigation to Stop Irrigation: See explanation in “fertigation setting”.

3.4.2.7 Irrigation Pause by General Sensor: It is possible to pause the irrigation
according to general sensor (for example: wind speed). The number of the
general sensor, the type of condition (greater than, lower than) and the delay
for stabilization must be defined.
3.4.2.8 Irrigation Stop and Alarm Reset:

3.4.2.8.1 Stop Irrigation Time (By Stop Button) – Minutes: The time the
system will pause after clicking the “pause irrigation” button the main
screen (see explanation of the “main screen”) after this time the system
will resume from the same place that it stopped.

3.4.2.8.2 Automatic Cancel Faults Time – Minutes: There is a certain

mechanism in the programming for automatic canceling of the alarm fault every
certain period of time. After this defined time all of the alarms will cancel.

3.4.2.9 Stop Irrigation Status Change: After clicking the “pause irrigation” button
the controller starts counting down the time remaining until resumption. This
time is shown here. It is possible to manually alter this time in order to increase
or decrease the pause time.

3.4.2.10 Reset Fert. Pump/Stop Irrigation – Auto/Manual: Definition for the
use of the automatic canceling (as explained in the “Automatic Cancel Fault
time”) if “automatic” is selected the fault will be automatically period after the
defined time.

3.4.3 Irrigation Alarm Operation: To access the following screen click on the “alarm
operations” button in the “alarm information” screen.
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Screen Explanation: Normally when the alarm is issued there is an indication

in the bell icon (red and animated) and by some flags in different places. It is also
possible to define an output for an alarm ant connect it to a siren, flashing lights,
cellular alarm device in order to send an SMS etc. It is also possible to define times
by which an alarm is issued: 0=never, 1=always, 2=night only and 3=day only. In
order to define the number of outputs and the timing for every item in the alarm list
in this screen use the following format: The number of output is written on the left
and the timing number is written on the left. For example: 14/3 means output number
14 only at day time. Please remember that alarm outputs operate oppositely from
normal outputs I.E. when there is no alarm the output is open (24V A.C.)

3.5 Irrigation Definition: If there is an irrigation system this definition must be made first. To
access the following screen click on “Elgal Service” in the pull down menu in the main screen.

3.5.1 Output Input Definitions: The inputs and the outputs are the physical connection
of the controller to the components (see Galileo Set Up manual). This definition
must be made after the connection has been made or after the system has been
designed.
3.5.1.1 Output Definitions: To access the “output definitions” screen click on the
“Irrig. Outputs Connection” button in the previous screen.
3.5.1.1.1 Valve Outputs: The screen opens after clicking on
the “Valves Outputs” button. Enter an output (according
to the connection) for every existing valve.
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3.5.1.1.2 General Outputs: To access the following screen click on the “General
Outputs” button in the previous screen.

3.5.1.1.2.1 Miscellaneous Operations: These are the outputs of the
irrigation heads. These outputs are operating according to the
system definition as explained in “system constants” screen. “Stop
Signal” is a special output that turns on when the system stops.
This can be connected to an external device e.g. a light. “System
Bypass” is used in a mixing junction when there is a fault and a
bypass of the system is needed (see mixing junction).
3.5.1.1.2.2 Mixer Outputs: In the mixer system there are some additional
definitions that are connected to the tank control.
3.5.1.1.2.3 Fert. Selector: The fertigation system enables working with more
than one fertilizer for one fertilizer pump. It is possible to install many
fertilizer tanks and to connect a number of them to the same fertilizer
pump. Every selector output (which is connected to a solenoid) can
operate (via a micro tube) several fertilizer valves that are located
at the outlet of the tanks (represented by the circle in the drawing)
(these groups of tanks are a set for each selector) – see drawing.
It is possible to operate one selector or a combination of selectors
with every fertilizer program (see fertilizer programs).
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3.5.1.1.2.4 Fert. Pumps: The output that operates the fertilizer pump must
be entered.
3.5.1.1.2.5 Filters: The output that operates the back flush for each filter must
be entered.
3.5.1.1.2.6 Emptying Plates: The output for the emptying valves (see
explanation of emptying valves).
3.5.1.1.2.7 Mixing Junction: In a mixing junction there are two motorized
valves that are each controlled by two outputs (open, close). In
addition to the two outputs for every source (fresh/saline) the main
valve of the source must be defined.
3.5.1.1.3 Drainage Outputs: Click on the “Drainage Outputs” button in the
“irrigation output” screen and define the output of the “Dagan” device.
3.5.1.1.4 Misting Outputs: Click on the “Misting Outputs” button in the “Irrigation
Outputs” screen and define the output for the misting system.
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3.5.1.2 Inputs:
3.5.1.2.1 Irrigation Head: The number
of the input of the “Water Meter”,
“Pump Failure” (if installed), “Low
Pressure” (pressure stat – if
installed), “Misting Meter” (see
“Misting Chapter”), “Drainage
Meter” (in the “Dagan” device).
3.5.1.2.2 Mixer Inputs: Normally fertigation
machine or fertilization machine
of the mixer type are supplied
with an analog level meter for
the tank. It is also possible to use
discrete indicators (on/off) located
at the top and bottom of the tank
(old systems). The number of the
inputs must be entered.
3.5.1.2.3 Fert. Counters: When exists
– the number of the input must be
entered.
3.5.1.2.4 Mixing Junction: The number
of input for the two sources (fresh/
saline) must be entered. Fail input
must be defined if installed.

3.5.1.2.5 Condition Inputs: Click on the “Condition Inputs” button in the “Main
Input” screen to access the “Condition Inputs” screen. Enter the number
of input for each “Condition Input”. The condition exists when the input
is “On”. The “Condition Type” (2nd column) must be defined according to
the condition type in logical conditions. Delay is for stability. The condition
must exist throughout the delay time in order to operate.
3.5.1.2.6 General Counter: Click on the “General Counter” button in the
“Main Input” screen in order to open the relevant screen. These meters
function in a similar fashion to the water meters but are independent of
the irrigation system (for example: electric meter). Access the “General
Meter Information” screen by clicking on the “General Counter” button in
the “System Setting” screen (Accessed by clicking “Elgal Service”).
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3.5.3 Irrigation Messages for Diaries: To access the following screen click on “Logs”
in the pull down menu in the main screen and select “Diaries Messages Setup”.
Screen Explanation:
In order to dilute the diaries it is possible
to program which of the messages are
“important” (and are sent to the diaries).
Define whether to send each message type.
There are many events or alarms whose
information is not generally necessary but
in the case of a problem connected to them
they must be followed up.
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4.1 Diaries: The diaries are divided into two: event diary and fault diary. Clicking on one of
the diaries opens the following screen:
The center of the screen contains
a list of events/faults in descending
chronological order. The left
hand column shows the controller
number (this screen can show
several controllers’ diaries). The
second column from the left shows
the date and time of the event. The
third column from the left shows the
number of the system in the controller.
There can be up to five systems (4
climate and 1 irrigation). The right
hand column is the message text.
The system (PC computer) saves
the last 1000 events and last 1000
faults. An integrated report will usually contain 2000 messages (the number of messages
on the screen is shown on the left hand side of the screen above the list).
There are several options on the tool bar:

4.1.1 The button
allows immediate updating of the events – when the table is
displayed it does not update and does not show recent events that have occurred
since display.
4.1.2 The button
screen:

allows filtering the list. Click on the button opens the following

4.1.2.1 Messages between: only messages between the desired date range will be
shown. Check the check box and select the desired dates.
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4.1.2.2 Messages including the text: only messages including the defined text
string will be shown. Tick the check box and type the exact text string.
4.1.3 The button

opens the following screen:

4.1.3.1 A number of controllers can be defined in the top part of the screen (for a system
consisting of more than one controller). In the case of a multiple controller
system the events/faults listed will be of the selected controllers.
4.1.3.2 The center of the screen allows selecting diary type (event diary or fault diary)
or a combination of the two (Both). The right hand side of the screen allows
selecting whether to show all or a number of messages.
4.1.4 The next button (scissors) allows deleting all of the messages in the diary (it is not
possible to delete only part of the messages).
4.1.5 The save button (disk) and open file button (standard form) allow saving the current
display to a text file. Clicking on the save button allows writing the file name and
selecting the directory. Clicking on the open file button allows selecting the saved file
name and displaying it as an image (filters can not be carried out on saved files).
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4.2 Control System Constants: To access the “System Settings” screen click on the
“Eglal Service” in the pull down menu in the main screen. To access the “Control System
Constants” click on the blue “System Setup” button.

4.2.1 Control System Constant Screen Explanation: This is the first screen that
must be defined (when not defined nothing works).
4.2.1.1 Controller Active: If “Not Active” the programs in the controller do not
run. All of the RAM variables are reset (accumulations etc.). This status is
recommended for setup because it is possible to check input and output by
changing the statuses.
4.2.1.2 Data Collection Cycle – Minutes: The cycle of registration for data
collection.
4.2.1.3 Trans Day Timing for PC Diaries (Start Day/Midnight): The data
collection reports can change the date registration at midnight or at the beginning
of the day according to the beginning of the day definition.
4.2.1.4 No. Of Climate Control Sys. (0-4): Up to 4 climate controls can be defined
for one controller.
4.2.1.5 Irrigation System? (Exist/Not Exist):
4.2.1.6 Climate Control Date: The date of the controller is presented and can be
updated according to the date of the PC computer.
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4.3 Hardware Activity Display: In the left hand side of the “System Settings” screen there
are several buttons that open direct presentation screens of “IO Status”. Clicking on the
relevant button opens the screen according to:
4.3.1 Outputs: Displays the output status. Every output that is not = zero is open.
4.3.2 Inputs: Displays the input status. Every input that is not = zero is open.
4.3.3 Sensors: Displays the actual direct reading of the sensors. Sensors whose reading
is -32756 is not connected.
4.3.4 I/O Cards: Displays the definition and whether the card and the communication is OK.
4.3.5 RTU: Remote Terminal Unit. Normally in greenhouse control there is no use of
RTU. If it is necessary to use RTU it is possible. The screen whether the RTU are
communicating or not.

4.4 Logical Conditions: To access the following screen click on the “Logical Conditions” in
the pull down menu in the main screen:

Screen Explanation: The logical condition is a tool that aids carrying out special tasks
that can not be carried out otherwise. A condition means that there is condition instigator
(if something occurs) and the action carried out (then something happens). Therefore the
logical condition table is constructed in a If…….Then format.
4.4.1 The “If” Clause:
4.4.1.1 Element Type: The condition instigator must be selected. There are three
main types:
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4.4.1.1.1 Element of Discrete Type (On/Off): This type of element can be
in two defined positions. In the “Condition Type” column only “On’ or
”Off” must be defined when used. The element belonging to this type
are: Condition Input, Irrigation Valve, Irrigation Program, Fertilizer Pump,
Water Source of Mixing Junction, Misting Valve, Filter Group, Drainage,
Heating, Fan, Cooling, Spray, CO2, General Output, Cyclic ventilation,
Special Ventilation and Alarm Input.
4.4.1.1.2 Element of Continuous Reading Type: Elements of this type have
a continuous reading. In the “Condition Type” column only “Above/Below”
must be defined. The elements belonging to this type are: Water Meter
(flow rate), General Meter (flow rate), Temperature Sensor, Humidity
Sensor and General Sensor.
4.4.1.1.3 Element From Communication: “Element Type” must be defined
as “Comm.” And the number of the element is the number of “Common
Variable” table (see “Communication Between Controllers” chapter).
These are other controller elements whose reading is transferred to
this controller. In this case the element type depends on the element
transferred from the other controller. Therefore the condition type also
depends on this.
4.4.1.2 GH No.: If the condition is for climate control the number of the greenhouse
(1-4) must be defined. For irrigation define zero.

4.4.1.3 Element No.: The number of the element selected – for example: water meter
number 3.
4.4.1.4 Condition Type: There are several options for condition type:

4.4.1.4.1 On/Off: A condition for elements of “On/Off” types (a definition of “Above/
Below” here will cause an alarm).
4.4.1.4.2 Above/Below: A condition for element type “Above/Below” (a definition
of “On/Off’ here will cause an alarm).

4.4.1.5 Operation/Stop Value: These two parameters define the start and stop
range for element type of “Above/Below”. The condition exists when the reading
is above/below this value according to the previous definition. For example: if a
condition is set to a “Water Meter”, the condition type is “Above”, the “Operation
Value” is 40 and the “Stop Value” is 35 then the condition exists when the water
flow rate is above 40 m3/h (GPM) but ceases to exist when the flow rate is
below 35 m3/h (GPM).
4.4.2 The “Then” Clause: In this section “the action to be carried” when the condition
exists is programmed.
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4.4.2.1 Action Type: There are several options:

4.4.2.1.1 Pause: Pauses the conditioned element when the condition exists. When
the condition ceases it resumes from the same point that it paused.
4.4.2.1.2 Start: Starts the conditioned element but does not stop it. For example:
if an irrigation program is programmed the irrigation program will start
when the condition exists but will not stop when the condition ceases.
The irrigation will stop when it has delivered its amount of water.
4.4.2.1.3 Stop: Stops the operation element. It will only start when a new start
condition occurs.
4.4.2.1.4 Operate: Starts and stops the conditioned element (as opposed to the
start condition that only starts the conditioned element). For example:
if an irrigation program is programmed the irrigation program will start
when the condition exists and will stop when the condition ceases even if
it has not delivered its amount of water.
4.4.2.2 Element Type and Number: The options are: Irrigation Valve, Irrigation
Program, Water Pump, Filter Group, Misting Valve, Drainage, Fan, Cooling,
CO2, General Output, Cyclic Ventilation and Alarm. It is possible to program
logical conditions without a conditioned element (the “Action Type” must be
defined). In this case the condition can be assigned to elements that have
“Logical Condition Number” in their properties.
4.4.3 Timing: It is possible to add timing to the condition:
4.4.3.1 Delay – Sec.: In order to stabilize the condition by preventing fluctuation
when the condition changes its status every short period of time, it is possible to
program a delay time. During this “Delay Time” the condition does not change its
status. For example: if the condition is too pause an irrigation program because
of strong winds the delay time serves to change the condition only when the
wind is stable at a certain position (will not react to gusts).
4.4.3.2 Start/End Time: Sometimes it is necessary to only operate the condition
during certain times of the day. The two parameters must be programmed.
4.4.4 Condition Link: It is possible to link one condition to another condition and only
when the combination of the conditions exist the condition will exist. The link is
always upward i.e. that if condition number 1 is linked to condition number 3, number
1 will depend on number 3 but number 3 will work independently. Several conditions
can be linked to one another like a chain. It is recommended to calculate all of the
possible scenarios.
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4.4.4.1 Link Type: The options are:

4.4.4.1.1 Or: If one of the conditions exists the first condition will exist. For example:
if condition number 1 is linked to condition number 3 and one of them
exists then condition number 1 exists (number 3 is independent)
4.4.4.1.2 And: Only if both conditions that are linked by “And” exist the first
condition will exist.
4.4.4.2 Linked Condition Number: With which condition to link this condition.
4.4.5 Condition Status: The status the condition is currently in. The following statuses
are possible:
4.4.5.1 Off: The condition doesn’t exist (if linked the linked condition may be off).
4.4.5.2 On: The condition exists and operates the conditioned element.
4.4.5.3 Timing: The current time is not in the defined time range.
4.4.5.4 Element Definition: (Red background) Definition error of the conditioning
element (the “If” clause).
4.4.5.5 Linkage: (Red background) Definition error in the linkage.
4.4.5.6 Timing: (Red background) Error defining the time range (for example: hours
out of range – time 35:23)
4.4.5.7 Element Type: (Red background) Definition error of the element type (the “If”
clause).
4.4.5.8 Operation Definition: (Red background) Definition error of the operation
type (the “Then” clause).
4.4.5.9 Conditioned Element: (Red background) Definition of the conditioned
element (the “Then” clause)
4.4.6 Condition Element Value: The value of the elements of type “Above/Below”.
4.5 Communication Between Controllers: When there are several controllers connected
to the same PC it is possible to share the data between the different controllers. For example:
one meteorological station can be installed and connected to one of the controllers and
the data of wind speed, wind direction, radiation, rainy status, temperature and humidity
can be read by the other controllers. The other controllers can operate the climate control
according to this data. The controller from which the data is transferred “sells” the data to a
table called “Common Variable Table” located in the PC. Each controller that “wants’ to use
this data, “buys” the data from the “Common Variable Table. In order to program the data
transfer between the controllers the following steps must be carried out:
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4.5.1 Sale Table: To access the following table click on the “Sale Table to Comm. Center”
button in the “System Setting” screen (Accessed by clicking “Elgal Service”):
Screen Explanation: In this table the
type of element and its number must be
programmed. For elements that have a
reading the reading is displayed in the right
hand column. For elements type: “Rainy
Status” and “Snow Status” the number of
the element is not programmed. Up to 50
elements can “sold” and the selling number
is the blue number on the left.

4.5.2 Common Variable Table: The
second stage in data transfer is
programming the “Common Variable
Table”. To access the following screen
click on the “Advanced Service”
button in the “System Setting” screen
(Accessed by clicking “Elgal Service”)
and then on the “Common Variable
Table” button:
Screen Explanation: In this
table it is possible to program
up to 100 common variables.
For each variable (every row)
the first column is the number
of the variable which is also
called “buy number”. In the
second column from the left
the number of the “selling”
controller is programmed. In the
third column the “sell” number is
entered (the blue number in the
“Sell” table. The fourth column
is for text remarks to explain the
variable.

4.5.3 Variable “Buying” by the controllers: The third of the data transfer process
is “buying” the variable from the “Common Variable Table”. It is possible to “buy”
different types of variables:
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4.5.3.1 Variables of Sensor Type: If the variable is of sensor type they must be
defined in the “Sensors From Common Variable Table”. To access this table
click on the “Sensor Name” button in the “System Screen” and then on the
“Sensors From Common Variable
Table” button. In this table the “buy”
number from the “Common Variable
Table” is programmed for each sensor
number (51-80) of this table.
4.5.3.2 Alarm Via Communication:
It is possible to transfer alarms via
communication. The type of the
variable in this case is discrete (On/
Off). To access this screen click on
the button with the same name in the
“System Settings” screen (Accessed
by clicking “Elgal Service”). In every
of the 10 rows in the table the “buy”
number” must be entered and next to
it the number of the alarm output and
timing must be defined (see “Alarm
Programming”).

4.5.3.3

U s i n g C o m m o n Variables in Logical Conditions: It is possible
to use the “Common Variables Table” as a conditioning element in the logical
conditions (in the “If” clause). Select “Comm.” for the element type and enter
the “buy” number (from the “Common Variable Table”) for the element number.
The “Condition Type” is
selected according to
the element transferred.
For element of “Sensor”
type or “Water Meter”
“Above/Below” must be
selected. For an element
of “Irrigation Program”,
“Irrigation Valve” or
one of the climate
components
“On/Off”
must
be
selected.
See more in the in the
“Logical
Conditions”
chapter.
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Main Menu 0
1 Manual Overriding
2 Irrigation System
3 Climate Controll
4 Misting
5 Logbooks
6 Alarms Menu
7 Technical Menu
8 General System
9 Reset Alarms
1 Manual Overriding
11 Manual Pause
12 Manual Irrigation
13 Oper/stop Mist
14 Oper/stop Drain
15 Manual Flushing
2 Irrigation System
21 Current Irrig.
22 Irrig. Programs
23 Fertilization
24 Irrig. Valves
25 Flushing
26 Wtr. Mix Junction
27 Drainage
28 Irrigation Genrl.
3 Climate Controll
31 Greenhouse
System
32 Meteorologic
33 Co2 Sampling
4 Misting
41 Misting Info
42 Misting Programs
43 Misting Alarms
44 Misting Setup
5 Logbooks
51 Events Diary
52 Alarms Diary
53 Reset Diaries

6 Alarms Menu
61 Controler Alarm
62 Irrigation Alarms
63 Climate Alarms
64 Double Out Info.
7 Technical Menu
71 Technical Info
72 Clock Adjust
73 Modem Initiation
74 Total Initiation
75 System Setup
76 System Security
8 General System
81 General Info
82 General Setup
83 Sterilization
9 Reset Alarms
#1 Alarm Reset *
11 Manual Pause
#1 Pause Irrigation*
#2 Cancel Pause *
#3 Change Wait Mnt.
12 Manual Irrigation
121 Oper/stop Irrig
122 Curr.prog Status
13 Oper/stop Mist
131 Operate Mist Now
132 Stop Misting Now
14 Oper/stop Drain
141 Operate Drain Now
142 Stop Curr. Drain
15 Manual Flushing
#1 Manual Flushing *
21 Current Irrig.
211 System Status
212 Current Activity.
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22 Irrig. Programs
221 Programs Info
222 Irrigat. Programs
223 Emptying Valves
23 Fertilization
231 Fertig. Programs
232 Auto-adjust Fert.
233 Fert.pumps Info
24 Irrig. Valves
241 Valve Information
242 Valve Irrig.today
243 Last Irrig. Day
244 Valve Accum. Info
25 Flushing
251 Flushing Info
252 Flushing Programs
26 Wtr. Mix Junction
261 Water Mixing Info
262 Wtr.mix. Programs
263 Wtr.src.accum.rst
27 Drainage
271 Drainage Info
272 Drainage Program
28 Irrigation Genrl.
281 Irr. Sys. Sensors
282 Irr. Daily Info
283 Irrig. Sys. Setup
31 Greenhouse System
311 Greenhouse Genrl.
312 Heating
313 Windows
314 Ventilation
315 Cooling
316 Spray
317 Co2
318 Screens
319 Free Out/air Circ
32 Meteorologic

321 Meteoroligic Info
322 Meteorolog. Setup

33 Co2 Sampling
331 Co2 Sampling Info
332 Co2 Sampling Prog
333 Co2 Sampl. Setup
41 Misting Info
#1 Misting Status
#2 Current Tmp.
#3 Current Hum.
#4 Current Gen. Sns.
#5 Next Cycle Sec.
#6 Time To End Sec.
#7 Daily Cycles
#8 Daily Time Mnt.
#9 Tmp. Oper. Cond.
#10 Hum. Oper. Cond.
#11 Log. Oper. Cond.
#12 Temp.setup-above
#13 Hum. Setup-below
#14 Pulse Time-sec.
#15 Wait Time -sec.
#16 Decr.wait Time
#17 Tmp. Stop Cond.
#18 Hum. Stop Cond.
#19 Gen.sns.st Cond.
#20 Log. Stop Cond.
#21 Current Timming
42 Misting Programs
421 Misting By Cond.
422 Mist By Time ‘A’
423 Mist By Time ‘B’
43 Misting Alarms
#1 Uncontroll Mist.
#2 No Mist Pulses
44 Misting Setup
441 Mistings Setup
442 Misting Groups

6. The Menus
0 Main Menu
1 Manual Overriding
2 Irrigation System
3 Climate Controll
4 Misting
5 Logbooks
6 Alarms Menu
7 Technical Menu
8 General System
9 Reset Alarms
1 Manual Overriding
11 Manual Pause
12 Manual Irrigation
13 Oper/stop Mist
14 Oper/stop Drain
15 Manual Flushing
2 Irrigation System
21 Current Irrig.
22 Irrig. Programs
23 Fertilization
24 Irrig. Valves
25 Flushing
26 Wtr. Mix Junction
27 Drainage
28 Irrigation Genrl.
3 Climate Controll
31 Greenhouse
System
32 Meteorologic
33 Co2 Sampling
4 Misting
41 Misting Info
42 Misting Programs
43 Misting Alarms
44 Misting Setup
5 Logbooks
51 Events Diary
52 Alarms Diary
53 Reset Diaries

6 Alarms Menu
61 Controler Alarm
62 Irrigation Alarms
63 Climate Alarms
64 Double Out Info.

22 Irrig. Programs
221 Programs Info
222 Irrigat. Programs
223 Emptying Valves
23 Fertilization
231 Fertig. Programs
232 Auto-adjust Fert.
233 Fert.pumps Info

7 Technical Menu
71 Technical Info
72 Clock Adjust
73 Modem Initiation
74 Total Initiation
75 System Setup
76 System Security

24 Irrig. Valves
241 Valve Information
242 Valve Irrig.today
243 Last Irrig. Day
244 Valve Accum. Info

8 General System
81 General Info
82 General Setup
83 Sterilization

25 Flushing
251 Flushing Info
252 Flushing Programs
26 Wtr. Mix Junction
261 Water Mixing Info
262 Wtr.mix. Programs
263 Wtr.src.accum.rst

9 Reset Alarms
#1 Alarm Reset *
11 Manual Pause
#1 Pause Irrigation*
#2 Cancel Pause *
#3 Change Wait Mnt.
12 Manual Irrigation
121 Oper/stop Irrig
122 Curr.prog Status
13 Oper/stop Mist
131 Operate Mist Now
132 Stop Misting Now
14 Oper/stop Drain
141 Operate Drain Now
142 Stop Curr. Drain
15 Manual Flushing
#1 Manual Flushing *
21 Current Irrig.
211 System Status
212 Current Activity.

27 Drainage
271 Drainage Info
272 Drainage Program
28 Irrigation Genrl.
281 Irr. Sys. Sensors
282 Irr. Daily Info
283 Irrig. Sys. Setup
31 Greenhouse System
311 Greenhouse Genrl.
312 Heating
313 Windows
314 Ventilation
315 Cooling
316 Spray
317 Co2
318 Screens
319 Free Out/air Circ
32 Meteorologic
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321 Meteoroligic Info
322 Meteorolog. Setup

33 Co2 Sampling
331 Co2 Sampling Info
332 Co2 Sampling Prog
333 Co2 Sampl. Setup
41 Misting Info
#1 Misting Status
#2 Current Tmp.
#3 Current Hum.
#4 Current Gen. Sns.
#5 Next Cycle Sec.
#6 Time To End Sec.
#7 Daily Cycles
#8 Daily Time Mnt.
#9 Tmp. Oper. Cond.
#10 Hum. Oper. Cond.
#11 Log. Oper. Cond.
#12 Temp.setup-above
#13 Hum. Setup-below
#14 Pulse Time-sec.
#15 Wait Time -sec.
#16 Decr.wait Time
#17 Tmp. Stop Cond.
#18 Hum. Stop Cond.
#19 Gen.sns.st Cond.
#20 Log. Stop Cond.
#21 Current Timming
42 Misting Programs
421 Misting By Cond.
422 Mist By Time ‘A’
423 Mist By Time ‘B’
43 Misting Alarms
#1 Uncontroll Mist.
#2 No Mist Pulses
44 Misting Setup
441 Mistings Setup
442 Misting Groups
61 Controler Alarm
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#1 Controler Alarm
#2 Climate Alarm
#3 Irrigation Alarm
#4 Alarm By Comm.
#5 Double Operation
#6 Io Card Fault
#7 Sterilization
#8 Misting Alarm
#9 Logic Cond.alarm
#10 Rtu Units Alarm
#11 Wind Stage
Setup
#12 Main Power Off
#13 Alarm Cancel *

62 Irrigation
Alarms
#1 Irrigation Alarm
#2 Irr.not Delivered
#3 Water Count Def.
#4 No Water Pulse
#5 Uncontrolled Wtr.
#6 Low Water Flow
#7 High Water Flow
#8 Low Wtr.pressure
#9 Water Pump Flt.
#10 Empt. Tank Flt.
#11 Filling Tank Flt.
#12 Tank Empty+full
#13 Irrigation Ec
#14 Irrigation Ph
#15 Ec Ph: Stop Irrig
#16 Ec-ph Sens.diff.
#17 Irrig.program Def
#18 Irr.cant Be Done
#19 Late Irrigations
#20 Fert. Pump Def.
#21 Fert Not Execute
#22 Uncontrol Fert.
#23 Main Fert Closed
#24 Flush Group Def.
#25 Flush Repeat Flt.

#26 Gen. :delay Irrig
#27 Drainage Ec
#28 Drainage Ph
#29 Water Mix Fault
#30 Memory Fault
#31 Alarm Reset *

63 Climate Alarms
631 Tmp. Fault
632 Hum. Fault
633 Gen. Sns.flt
634 Fault Input
635 General Fault
636 Reset Clim.alarms
64 Double Out Info.
#1 Double Oper. No.
71 Technical Info
711 Digital I/o Stat.
712 Sensors Status
713 I/o Card Status
714 Cable Rtu
715 Cntrl.value Info
716 Versions
75 System Setup
751 Controller Setup
752 Comm. Setup
753 I/o Cards Setup
754 Analog Inp. Setup
755 Sns.conect. Setup
756 Outputs Setup
757 Inputs Setup
81 General Info
811 Group Sens. Info
812 Gen.counters Info
813 Conditions Info
814 Sunrize(Set) Info

82 General Setup
821 Day-night Setup
822 Conditions Setup
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823 Import Table Prog
824 Alrm By Com.prog.

83 Sterilization
831 Steril. Info
832 Steril. Program
121 Oper/stop Irrig
1211 Oper.manual Irrig
1212 Stop Curr. Irrig.
122 Curr.prog Status
#1 Program Status
#2 Irrig. Now *
#3 Curr Quantity
#4 Mnt.to Next Cycle
#5 Days To Next Cycl
#6 Next Hourly Time
#7 Cancel Irr.today*
#8 Cancel Fert *
#9 Restart Program *
#10 Irr. ‘1’ Status *
#11 Irr. ‘2’ Status *
#12 Irr. ‘3’ Status *
#13 Irr. ‘4’ Status *
#14 Irr. ‘5’ Status *

#6 Water Multiply

212 Current Activity.
2121 Current Irrigat.
2122 Next Irrigation
2123 Mixer Info
221 Programs Info
2211 Prog.information
2212 Prog.irrig.today
2213 Prev. Irrig. Day
2214 Prog.accumulation
222 Irrigat. Programs
2221 Prog. Definitions
2222 Irrig. Conditions
2223 Frt Adjust By Rad
2224 Oper/adj.by-drain
2225 Water Multiply
223 Emptying Valves
2231 Empty Valves Data
2232 Empty Valves Prog

231 Fertig. Programs
#1 Fert. 1 Ltr./m3
#2 Fert. 2 Ltr./m3
131 Operate Mist Now #3 Fert. 3 Ltr./m3
#1 Oper. Mist. Num.
#4 Fert. 4 Ltr./m3
#2 Operat.time Sec.
#5 Fert. 5 Ltr./m3
132 Stop Misting Now #6 Fert. 6 Ltr./m3
#7 Fert. 7 Ltr./m3
#1 Stop Mist. Num.
#8 Fert. 8 Ltr./m3
141 Operate Drain Now #9 Water Before
#1 Oper. Drain. No.
#10 Water After
142 Stop Curr. Drain #11 Irrig. Ec Request
#12 Irrig. Ph Request
#1 Stop Curr.drain.*
#13 Fert.select Comb.
211 System Status
#14 Expec. Flow M3/h
#1 System Status
#15 Water Mix.prog *
#2 Irrigation Mode
232 Auto-adjust Fert.
#3 Irrig. In Stop
2321 Ec-ph Meas. Setup
#4 System In Stop
#5 System In Alarm
2322 Adjust Fert.pumps
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233 Fert.pumps Info
#1 Pump Status
#2 Automat Pump ?
#3 Request Fert.
#4 Programed Fert.
#5 Auto. Change %
#6 Wait Time Sec.
#7 Pulse Time Sec.
#8 Pulse Size Cm3
#9 Pulses To Do
#10 Water/fert Pulses
#11 Fert/water Pulses
#12 Wtr.pulses Count.
#13 Uncont.fert Pulse
#14 Uncontrol Fert
#15 No Fert Pulses
#16 Last Ltr.
#17 Daily Ltr.
#18 Season M3
241 Valve Information
#1 Valve Status
#2 Oper. By Prog No.
#3 Oper. By Prog No.
#4 Oper. By Prog No.
#5 Oper. By Prog No.
#6 Oper. By Prog No.
#7 Last Irr.status
#8 Days To Next Cycl
#9 Next Hourly Irig.
#10 Mnt.to Next Cycle
#11 Irrig. End Time
#12 Irrig. End Date
#13 Last M3
#14 Last Mnt
#15 Last Flow
#16 Last F1 L.
#17 Last F2 L.
#18 Last F3 L.
#19 Last F4 L.
#20 Last F5 L.
#21 Last F6 L.
#22 Last F7 L.

#23 Last F8 L.
#24 Last Irrig. Ec
#25 Last Irrig. Ph

242 Valve Irrig.today
#1 Irr. Cycles Today
#2 Quant. M3
#3 Time Mnt
#4 Fert 1 Ltr
#5 Fert 2 Ltr
#6 Fert 3 Ltr
#7 Fert 4 Ltr
#8 Fert 5 Ltr
#9 Fert 6 Ltr
#10 Fert 7 Ltr
#11 Fert 8 Ltr
243 Last Irrig. Day
#1 Date
#2 Quant. M3
#3 Time Min
244 Valve Accum. Info
2441 Valves Accum.
2442 Rst.all Vlv Accum
251 Flushing Info
#1 Group Status
#2 Start Inp.status
#3 Daily Flush Cycl.
#4 Wt.done M3
#5 From Flush Hour
#6 Filter Number
#7 Continuous Flush
#8 Pause Condition
#9 Start Condition
#10 End Condition
#11 Oper. Condition

#5 Max. Flush Repeat
#6 From Filt.number
#7 Until Filt.number
#8 Filter Time Sec
#9 Between Filt.sec
#10 Stop Irrigation *
#11 Manual Flushing *

261 Water Mixing Info
2611 Mix.junction Info
2612 Mix.programs Info
2613 Water Source Info
262 Wtr.mix. Programs
#1 Wtr.mix.method *
#2 Sweet Water Req.
#3 Salty Water Req.
#4 Required Ec
#5 Allow Priority *
#6 Bypass Frt Prg No
263 Wtr.src.accum.rst
#1 Reset
Accumulate*
271 Drainage Info
2711 Drainage Activity
2712 Drainages Info
272 Drainage Program
2721 Cycles Bef. Drain
2722 Auto Water Adjust
2723 Auto Fert. Adjust
2724 Emergenc.leaching
281 Irr. Sys. Sensors
2811 Irr. Sensors Info
2812 Irr. Sensors Prog
2813 Restart Irr. Sens

252 Flushing Programs
#1 Group Active *
#2 Qty. Between Fls
#3 Hours Between Fls
#4 Condit. Input No

2832 Water Sys. Setup
2833 Fertilize Setup
2834 Alarm&mess.setup
2835 Drainage Setup

311 Greenhouse Genrl.
3111 Gh General Info
3112 Greenhouse Setup
312 Heating
3121 Heating Info
3122 Heating Program
3123 Circulation Heat.
313 Windows
3131 Windows Info
3132 Windows Program
314 Ventilation
3141 Fans
3142 Cycle Ventilation
3143 Spec. Ventilation
3144 Natural Ventil.
315 Cooling
3151 Cooling Info
3152 Cooling Prog.
316 Spray
3161 Spray Information
3162 Spray Programming
317 Co2
3171 Co2 Information
3172 Co2 Programming
318 Screens
3181 Screens Info
3182 Screens Program

282 Irr. Daily Info
2821 Wtr. Daily Info
2822 Frt. Daily Info

319 Free Out/air Circ
3191 Free Output Info
3192 Free Output Prog.

283 Irrig. Sys. Setup
2831 Irrigation Setup

321 Meteoroligic Info
#1 External Tmp.
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#2 External Hum.
#3 External Radiat.
#4 Ext.joule
#5 Aver.ext Radiat.
#6 Wind Speed
#7 Wind Direction
#8 Wind Level
#9 Rain/snow Status
#10 Daily Rain Quant
#11 Daily Rad.
#12 Daily Joule
#13 Max.wnd.speed
#14 Time Of Max.wnd.
#15 Direc.of Max.wnd.
#16 Daily Rain Min.
#17 Daily Snow Min.

322 Meteorolog. Setup
3221 Wind Speed Levels
3222 Rain Setup
3223 Snow Setup
331 Co2 Sampling Info
3311 Current Sampling
3312 Last Co2 Value
332 Co2 Sampling Prog
#1 Sample Active *
#2 Reading Time Sec.
333 Co2 Sampl. Setup
#1 Active Sampling
#2 Co2 Gen. Sns. No.
#3 Sample Points No.
#4 Sample Start Time
#5 Sample End Time
421 Misting By Cond.
#1 Start Time
#2 End Time
#3 Tmp. To Oper.abv.
#4 Tmp.dif.to Cancel
#5 Hum. To Oper.blw.
#6 Hum.dif.to Cancel
#7 Mist.cond.setup*

#8 Dec.wait-tmp.abv
#9 Minimum Wait Sec.
#10 Tmp. To Stop Blw.
#11 Hum. To Stop Abv.
#12 Oper.time Sec.
#13 Wait Time Sec.
#14 Tmp. Sens. No.
#15 Hum. Sens. No.

422 Mist By Time ‘A’
#1 Start Time ‘A’
#2 End Time ‘A’
#3 Oper.time ‘A’ Sec
#4 Wait Time ‘A’ Sec
423 Mist By Time ‘B’
#1 Start Time ‘B’
#2 End Time ‘B’
#3 Oper.time ‘B’ Sec
#4 Wait Time ‘B’ Sec
441 Mistings Setup
#1 Gen. Sens. No.
#2 Gen.sns.-dly.blw.
#3 Gen.sns.-dly.abv.
#4 Mst.count Exist *
#5 Uncont.mist Pulse
#6 Unexec.mist Sec.
#7 Main Oper Time *
#8 Main Strt.dly-sec
#9 Main Stop Dly-sec
#10 Stop Irrigation *
#11 Oper.main Ir.vlv*
#12 Oper.water Pump *
#13 Dec.wait- %/1 Deg

633 Gen. Sns.flt
#1 Gen. Sensor
634 Fault Input
#1 Fault Input
635 General Fault
#1 Memory
#2 Openning Window
#3 Closing Window
#4 Window Located
#5 Heat Circuit
636 Reset Clim.alarms
#1 Alarm Reset *
711 Digital I/o Stat.
7111 16 I/o Status
7112 Outputs Status
7113 Inputs Status
712 Sensors Status
#1 Sensor Value
713 I/o Card Status
#1 Card Type
#2 Card Status
714 Cable Rtu
7141 Cable Rtu Status
7142 Cable Rtu Setup
715 Cntrl.value Info
7151 Ram Value Info
7152 Prog Value Info
7153 Flag Value Info

631 Tmp. Fault
#1 Tmperature

751 Controller Setup
#1 Controll.active *
#2 Info Cycle Mnt.
#3 Messages Format *
#4 Number Of G.h.
#5 Irr. Sys. Exist *
#6 Rtu Messages *

632 Hum. Fault
#1 Humidity

752 Comm. Setup
#1 Controller No.

442 Misting Groups
4421 Exist In Group No
4422 Max.mist.together
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#2 Comm. Baudrate *
#3 Comm. Methode *
#4 Radio Rtu Sys.no

753 I/o Cards Setup
#1 Card Type 01 : *
#2 Card Type 02 : *
#3 Card Type 03 : *
#4 Card Type 04 : *
#5 Card Type 05 : *
#6 Card Type 06 : *
#7 Card Type 07 : *
#8 Card Type 08 : *
#9 Card Type 09 : *
#10 Card Type 10 : *
#11 Card Type 11 : *
#12 Card Type 12 : *
#13 Card Type 13 : *
#14 Card Type 14 : *
#15 Card Type 15 : *
#16 Card Type 16 : *
754 Analog Inp. Setup
#1 Analog Type *
#2 Min. Value
#3 Max Value
#4 Calibration Value
#5 Alarm Value Blw.
#6 Alarm Value Abv.
755 Sns.conect. Setup
7551 Tmp. Sens. Setup
7552 Hum. Sens. Setup
7553 Gen. Sens. Setup
7554 Sns.group Program
7555 Spec. Sens. Setup
7556 Comm. Sens. Setup
7557 Meteor.sens.setup
756 Outputs Setup
7561 Irrig Outp.setup
7562 Clim. Outp.setup
7563 Misting Outputs
7564 Alarms Outp.setup
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7565 Co2 Main Outputs
7566 Snow Outp.setup
7567 Steril.outp.setup

757 Inputs Setup
7571 Cont. Input Setup
7572 Irrig.input Setup
7573 Clim. Inp Setup
811 Group Sens. Info
8111 Tmp. Sens. Group
8112 Hum. Sens. Group
8113 Gen. Sens. Group
812 Gen.counters Info
#1 Counter Status
#2 Flow Pulses/hour
#3 Curr.hour Pulses
#4 Prev.hour Pulses
#5 Curr.day Pulses
#6 Prev.day Pulses
#7 Accumul. Pulses
#8 Start Acumm. Date
#9 Restart Acumm. *
813 Conditions Info
8131 Cond. Inputs Info
8132 Logic Cond. Info
814 Sunrize(Set) Info
#1 Sunrize Time
#2 Sunset Time
#3 Start Day Time
#4 Start Night Time
821 Day-night Setup
8211 Day-night Default
8212 Sunrize/set Setup
8213 Day-night Shift
8214 Sunrize/set Table
822 Conditions Setup
8221 Cond.inputs Setup
8222 Logic Cond. Setup
823 Import Table Prog

#1 Element Type *
#2 Element No.

824 Alrm By Com.prog.
#1 Communic.value No
#2 When / Alarm No.
831 Steril. Info
8311 Ster. Information
8312 Ster. Faults
832 Steril. Program
8321 Ster. Proc. Setup
8322 Ster. Alarm Setup
1211 Oper.manual Irrig
12111 Prog. Manual Oper
12112 Valve Manual Oper
1212 Stop Curr. Irrig.
#1 Stop Curr. Irr *
2121 Current Irrigat.
#1 Water Multiply
#2 Adjust By Drain
#3 Rad. Fert Adjust
#4 Vlv.irrig. A No.
#5 Vlv.irrig. B No.
#6 Vlv.irrig. C No.
#7 Vlv.irriga D No.
#8 Irrig.program No.
#9 Fert. Program No.
#10 Irrigation Mode
#11 Wt.done M3
#12 Ti.pas.min
#13 Irrigation Units
#14 Irrig Req.
#15 Time Left
#16 Flow M3/h
#17 Req. Flow
#18 F.1 Done L
#19 Fert 1 Req. L/m3
#20 F.2 Done L
#21 Fert 2 Req. L/m3
#22 F.3 Done L

#23 Fert 3 Req. L/m3
#24 F.4 Done L
#25 Fert 4 Req. L/m3
#26 F.5 Done L
#27 Fert 5 Req. L/m3
#28 F.6 Done L
#29 Fert 6 Req. L/m3
#30 F.7 Done L
#31 Fert 7 Req. L/m3
#32 F.8 Done L
#33 Fert 8 Req. L/m3
#34 On Line Irr. Ec
#35 On Line Irr. Ph
#36 Current Avrg. Ec
#37 Current Avrg. Ph
#38 Irr.cycle Avrg.ec
#39 Irr.cycle Avrg.ph
#40 Ec Requested
#41 Ph Requested
#42 On Line Irr.ec 2
#43 On Line Irr.ph 2

2122 Next Irrigation
#1 Next Program No.
#2 Next Irrig.time
#3 Next Irrig.days
2123 Mixer Info
#1 Operation Stage
#2 Mixer Pump
#3 Water Filling
#4 Tank Is Empty
#5 Tank Is Full
#6 Level Sens. Value
2211 Prog.information
#1 Program Status
#2 Irrig. Status
#3 Irr.not Delivered
#4 Curr Quant
#5 Mnt.to Next Cycle
#6 Days To Next Cycl
#7 Next Hourly Irig.
#8 Irrig. End Time
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#9 Last M3
#10 Last Mnt
#11 Last Flow
#12 Expec.flow
#13 Accum.rad.
#14 Acc. Joule
#15 Start Condition
#16 Delay Condition
#17 End Condition
#18 Oper. Condition
#19 Cancel Irr.today
#20 Cancel Fert
#21 Irrig. Now
#22 Irr. ‘1’ Status
#23 Irr. ‘2’ Status
#24 Irr. ‘3’ Status
#25 Irr. ‘4’ Status
#26 Irr. ‘5’ Status
#27 Last.frt. 1 Ltr.
#28 Last.frt. 2 Ltr.
#29 Last.frt. 3 Ltr.
#30 Last.frt. 4 Ltr.
#31 Last.frt. 5 Ltr.
#32 Last.frt. 6 Ltr.
#33 Last.frt. 7 Ltr.
#34 Last.frt. 8 Ltr.
#35 Last Cycle - Ec
#36 Last Cycle - Ph

2212 Prog.irrig.today
#1 Cycles
#2 Quant. M3
#3 Time Mnt
#4 Fert 1 Ltr
#5 Fert 2 Ltr
#6 Fert 3 Ltr
#7 Fert 4 Ltr
#8 Fert 5 Ltr
#9 Fert 6 Ltr
#10 Fert 7 Ltr
#11 Fert 8 Ltr
2213 Prev. Irrig. Day
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22225 By Cond.cycl Time
22226 Cond.between Prog

2442 Rst.all Vlv Accum
#1 Reset Accumulate*

2223 Frt Adjust By Rad
2214 Prog.accumulation #1 Avrg. Radiat. Abv
#1 Start Accum Date
#2 Decr. Ec Pumps %
#2 Season M3
#3 Decr. Required Ec
#3 Season Hr
2224 Oper/adj.by-drain
#4 Seas. F1 L
#1 Adjust By-drn No.
#5 Seas. F2 L
#6 Seas. F3 L
2225 Water Multiply
#7 Seas. F4 L
22251 Permanent Wtr.mul
#8 Seas. F5 L
22252 Wtr Multipl.today
#9 Seas. F6 L
2231 Empty Valves Data
#10 Seas. F7 L
#1 Valve Status
#11 Seas. F8 L
#12 Restart Accum. * #2 Time To End Mnt.
#3 Oper.by Prog. No.
2221 Prog. Definitions
2232 Empty Valves Prog
#1 Vlv.irrig. A No.
22321 Oper By Program
#2 Vlv.irrig. B No.
22322 Empty Valvs Setup
#3 Vlv.irrig. C No.
22323 Man. Empty Valves
#4 Vlv.irriga D No.

2611 Mix.junction Info
#1 Process Status
#2 Mix. Program No.
#3 Salty Water %
#4 Req. Flow
#5 Mix Status
#6 Wtr.mix.method *
#7 On Line Ec
#8 Average Ec
#9 Required Ec
#10 Req.salty Change
#11 Ec Automation
#12 Ec Alarm
#13 Wtr.source Fault
#14 Mix. Available

#1 Date
#2 Quant. M3
#3 Time Mnt

#5 Priority *
#6 From Date
#7 Until Date
#8 Ir.days Interval
#9 Irrig. Units *
#10 Irrig Quantity
#11 Fert Program No.
#12 Start Time ‘1’
#13 Start Time ‘2’
#14 Start Time ‘3’
#15 Start Time ‘4’
#16 Start Time ‘5’
#17 Start Cyclic Irr.
#18 Stop Cyclic Irr.
#19 Cycle Time Mnt.

2222 Irrig. Conditions
22221 Radiat.start Cond
22222 Irig.by Cond.inp.
22223 Irig.by Gen.cond.
22224 Irr.by Logic.cond

2321 Ec-ph Meas. Setup
#1 Dly.at Start-sec.
#2 Chng.frt.dly-sec.
2322 Adjust Fert.pumps
#1 Max.fert Incr. %
#2 Max.fert Decr. %
2441 Valves Accum.
#1 Water M3
#2 Time Min
#3 Fert 1 Ltr
#4 Fert 2 Ltr
#5 Fert 3 Ltr
#6 Fert 4 Ltr
#7 Fert 5 Ltr
#8 Fert 6 Ltr
#9 Fert 7 Ltr
#10 Fert 8 Ltr
#11 Start Accum Date
#12 Reset Accumulate*
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2612 Mix.programs Info
#1 Prog.status Def.
#2 Last Ec Read
#3 Sweet Wtr Preset
#4 Salty Wtr Preset
2613 Water Source Info
#1 Source Status
#2 Water Request
#3 Curr. Flow
#4 Curr. M3
#5 Daily M3
#6 Seas. M3
#7 Wtr.src.delay-sec
#8 Water Pulse Fail
#9 Uncont.wtr. Fail
#10 Uncontrol Pulses
#11 Current Stage
#12 Required Stage
#13 Auto Corr. Stage
2711 Drainage Activity
#1 Drainage Number
#2 Curr.qty. Litre
#3 Current Drain Ec

#4 Current Drain Ph
#5 Average Drain Ec
#6 Average Drain Ph

2712 Drainages Info
#1 Drainage Status
#2 Min. After Irrig.
#3 Last Qty. Litre
#4 Last Ec
#5 Last Ph
#6 Daily Qty. Litre
#7 Cycles Before Dr.
#8 Ec Drain Fault
#9 Ph Drain Fault
#10 Opera.by Vlv. No
#11 Start Condition
#12 Pause Condition
#13 End Condition
#14 Oper. Condition
2721 Cycles Bef. Drain
#1 Oper.by Valve No.
#2 Ir.cycls To Start
2722 Auto Water Adjust
#1 High Ec Drain Abv
#2 Low Wtr.qnt. Ltr.
#3 Increase Water %
2723 Auto Fert. Adjust
27231 Fert Adjust By Ec
27232 Acid Adjust By Ph
2724 Emergenc.leaching
#1 High Ec Drain Abv
#2 Low Ph Drain Blw.
#3 Decr. Ec Pumps %
#4 Decr. Ph Pumps %
#5 Water For Leach %
#6 Min.cycle Hour
2811 Irr. Sensors Info
28111 Ir.tmp. Sns.info
28112 Ir.hum. Sns.info
28113 Ir.gen. Sns.info
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2812 Irr. Sensors Prog
28121 Ir.tmp.info Prog
28122 Ir.hum.info Prog
28123 Ir.gen.info Prog
2813 Restart Irr. Sens
#1 Restart Sns Info*
2821 Wtr. Daily Info
#1 Daily M3
#2 Daily Mnt
2822 Frt. Daily Info
#1 Daily Ltr
2831 Irrigation Setup
#1 System Setup *
#2 System Type *
#3 System Number
#4 Info Cycle Mnt.
#5 Max.prog. Number
#6 Wtr.count Exist *
#7 Wtr.pls.size Ltr
#8 Irig.ec Gen.sn.no
#9 Irig.ph Gen.sn.no
2832 Water Sys. Setup
28321 Main Valve Setup
28322 Water Pump Setup
28323 Mixer Setup
28324 Water Mix. Setup
28325 Valves Water Flow
2833 Fertilize Setup
28331 Fert Pumps Setup
28332 Automation Setup
2834 Alarm&mess.setup
28341 Irr. Faults Setup
28342 Irr.diaries Setup
2835 Drainage Setup
#1 First Pulse Sec.
#2 Last Pulse Sec.
#3 After Irrig. Mnt.
#4 Bef.measure Ltr

#5 High Ec For Alarm
#6 Low Ph For Alarm
#7 Separ.meas Ec-ph*
#8 Drain Pulse Cm3
#9 Stop Qty. Litre
#10 Drn.ec Gen.sns.no
#11 Drn.ph Gen.sns.no

3111 Gh General Info
31111 Greenhouse Activ.
31112 Greenhouse Sens.
3112 Greenhouse Setup
31121 Greenhouse Const
31122 Req. Values Setup
31123 Diaries Setup
31124 Alarms Setup

3121 Heating Info
31211 Heating Activity
31212 Heating Stop Cond
3122 Heating Program
31221 Operate Heating
31222 High Hum Heating
31223 Hea.aft.cycl.vent
31224 Stop Heating Cond
31225 Heating Setup
3123 Circulation Heat.
31231 Circ.heat. Activ.
31232 Circ.heat. Prog
3131 Windows Info
#1 Current Tmp.
#2 Current Hum.
#3 Window Locat.sns.
#4 Required Stage
#5 Window Stage
#6 Required Temp.
#7 Average Temp.
#8 Temp. Status
#9 Window Up Wind
#10 Window Delay Sec
#11 Min.stage To Open

#12 Max.stage To Open
#13 Min.stage Reason
#14 Max.stage Reason
#15 Low Hum.cond.
#16 High Hum.cond.
#17 Adjust Process
#18 Window Closed Inp
#19 Window Inp.alarm
#20 Window Pos.alarm
#21 Window Status

3132 Windows Program
31321 Window Temp Oper
31322 Window Conditions
31323 Window Hum. Cond
31324 Man. Open Window
31325 Stgs By Ext.cond.
31326 Windows Special
31327 Window Setup
31328 Windows Adjust
3141 Fans
31411 Fans Information
31412 Fans Programming
3142 Cycle Ventilation
31421 Cycle Vent. Info
31422 Cycle Vent. Prog.
3143 Spec. Ventilation
31431 Special Vent.info
31432 Special Vent.prog

31524 Cooling Queue
31525 Cool. Proc. Setup

3161 Spray Information
31611 Spray Activity
31612 Spray Stop Cond
3162 Spray Programming
31621 Spray Oper.proc.
31622 Spray Stop Proc.
31623 Vent.before Spray
31624 Vent.after Spray
31625 Spray Setup
3171 Co2 Information
31711 Co2 Activity
31712 Co2 Oper. Cond
31713 Co2 Pause Cond
31714 Co2 Stop Cond
3172 Co2 Programming
31721 Co2 Oper. Process
31722 Co2 Stop Cond.
31723 Co2 Delay Process
31724 Co2 Output Oper.
31725 Co2 Setup
3181 Screens Info
31811 Screen Activity
31812 Scr. Spread Cond
31813 Scr. Roll Up Cond

3151 Cooling Info
31511 Cooling Activity
31512 Cool. Stop Cond

3182 Screens Program
31821 Lay.shadowing
31822 Lay.by Time
31823 Rol.by Time
31824 Lay. For Heat
31825 Gnrl Cond.to Rol.
31826 Screen Setup
31827 Screen Adjust

3152 Cooling Prog.
31521 Cool. Oper.prog
31522 Cool. Stop Prog
31523 Cool. Cycl.prog

3192 Free Output Prog.

3144 Natural Ventil.
31441 Natural Vent Info
31442 Natural Vent Prog
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3191 Free Output Info
31911 Free Out Activity
31912 Free Out Stp.cond

31921 Free Out Cond.prg
31922 Paralel Oper Cond
31923 Paralel Stop Cond
31924 Free Out Queue
31925 Free Out Setup

7141 Cable Rtu Status
#1 Rtu Unit Status
7142 Cable Rtu Setup
#1 Rtu Unit Active*

3221 Wind Speed Levels
#1 Wnd.level 1 Abv.
#2 Wnd.level 2 Abv.
#3 Wnd.level 3 Abv.
#4 Wnd.level 4 Abv.
#5 Wnd.level 5 Abv.
#6 W.spd.delay Sec.
#7 Sec.in Wind Level
#8 W.dir.delay Sec.

7151 Ram Value Info
71511 Ram Values
71512 Long Ram Values

3222 Rain Setup
#1 Define Rain By *
#2 Rain Cond Com.no’
#3 Rain Time Mnt.

7551 Tmp. Sens. Setup
#1 Analog Input No.
#2 Current Value

3223 Snow Setup
#1 Define Snow By *
#2 Snow Cond Com.no’
#3 Low Ext.tmp Blw.
#4 Snow Time Mnt.
3311 Current Sampling
#1 Sampling Active
#2 Point Number
#3 Current Co2 Value
#4 Reading Time Sec.
3312 Last Co2 Value
#1 Last Co2 Value
4421 Exist In Group No
#1 Misting Group No.
4422 Max.mist.together
#1 Max.mist.together
7112 Outputs Status
#1 Status
7113 Inputs Status
#1 Status

7152 Prog Value Info
71521 Prog Value
71522 Long Prog Value
7153 Flag Value Info
#1 Flag Value

7552 Hum. Sens. Setup
#1 Analog Input No.
#2 Current Value
7553 Gen. Sens. Setup
#1 Analog Input No.
#2 Current Value
7554 Sns.group Program
75541 Tmp.group Program
75542 Hum.group Program
75543 Gen.group Program
7555 Spec. Sens. Setup
75551 Not Linear Sensor
75552 Not Linear Table
7556 Comm. Sens. Setup
#1 Communic.value No
#2 Current Value
7557 Meteor.sens.setup
#1 Tmp. Sensor No.
#2 Hum. Sensor No.
#3 Rad. Gen.sns.no.
#4 W.spd Gen.sns.no.
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#5 W.dir Gen.sns.no.

75714 Cond. Input Setup

7561 Irrig Outp.setup
75611 Valves Outputs
75612 Irr. Gen. Outputs
75613 Mixer Outputs
75614 F.select. Outputs
75615 Fer.pumps Outputs
75616 Filters Outputs
75617 Empty Plate Outp.
75618 Water Recycle Out
75619 Drainage Outputs

7572 Irrig.input Setup
75721 Misc.count.inputs
75722 Mixer Inputs
75723 Fert.count.inputs
75724 Water Mix. Inputs

7562 Clim. Outp.setup
75621 Windows Outputs
75622 Screen Outputs
75623 Vent. Outputs
75624 Cool. Outputs
75625 Heat. Outputs
75626 Co2 Outputs
75627 Spray Outputs
75628 Free Outputs
75629 Circ.heat. Output
7563 Misting Outputs
#1 Output No.
7564 Alarms Outp.setup
#1 Output No.
7565 Co2 Main Outputs
75651 Co2 Sampling Outp
75652 Co2 Mux.main Outp
7566 Snow Outp.setup
#1 Snow Cond Out No
7567 Steril.outp.setup
#1 Main Ster Out No
#2 Finish Ok Out No
#3 Ster Fail.out No
7571 Cont. Input Setup
75711 Main Power Setup
75712 Rain Input Setup
75713 Gen. Count. Setup

7573 Clim. Inp Setup
75731 Alarms Inputs
75732 Window Inputs
8111 Tmp. Sens. Group
#1 Current Value
8112 Hum. Sens. Group
#1 Current Value
8113 Gen. Sens. Group
#1 Current Value
8131 Cond. Inputs Info
#1 Cond. Inp Status
8132 Logic Cond.Info
#1 Current Status
#2 Element Value
#3 Condition Delay
8211 Day-night Default
#1 Day Start-time
#2 Night Start-time
8212 Sunrize/set Setup
#1 Sunrize/set Def.*
8213 Day-night Shift
#1 Sunrize Shift +/#2 Sunset Shift +/8214 Sunrize/set Table
#1 Sunrize Time
#2 Sunset Time
8221 Cond.inputs Setup
#1 Cond.inp. Type *
#2 Cond. Delay Sec.
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8222 Logic Cond. Setup
#1 Start Time Hh:mm
#2 End Time Hh:mm
#3 Cond. Element
#4 Element Of Gh.no.
#5 Element No.
#6 Condition Type *
#7 Oper.value
#8 Stop Value
#9 Link Type
#10 Linked Cond. No.
#11 Delay - Seconds
#12 Type Of Operat.*
#13 Opr.element Type*
#14 Oper At Gh. Num.
#15 Oper. Element No.
8311 Ster. Information
#1 Current Temp. 1
#2 Current Temp. 2
#3 Start Cond.input
#4 Temperature Ok
#5 Required Temp.
#6 Heat Oper Cond.
#7 Fail Low Tmp-min.
#8 Fail Hig Tmp-min.
#9 Bef.reach Tmp-min
#10 Aft.reach Tmp-min
#11 Process Init Time
#12 Process End Time
#13 Process End Date
#14 Process Status
#15 Restart Process*
8312 Ster. Faults
#1 Time To Reach Tmp
#2 Tmp Sensor Differ
#3 Start Cond. Def.
#4 Low Temp Alarm
#5 High Temp Alarm
8321 Ster. Proc. Setup
#1 Required Temp Abv
#2 Temp.dif.to Stop

#3 Ster Temp.ok Min.
#4 Max.below Tmp Min
#5 Start-int Cond.no
#6 Ster-temp.sns.no.
#7 Restart Process*

8322 Ster. Alarm Setup
#1 Time Blw Temp Min
#2 Second Tmp Sns No
#3 Max.sensor Diff.
#4 When / Alarm No.
12111 Prog. Manual Oper
#1 Oper. Program No.
#2 Irrig. Units *
#3 Curr Quantity
#4 Cancel Fert *
12112 Valve Manual Oper
#1 Program Status
#2 Irrig. Status
#3 Vlv.irrig. A No.
#4 Vlv.irrig. B No.
#5 Vlv.irrig. C No.
#6 Vlv.irrig. D No.
#7 Irrig. Units*
#8 Irrig Quantity
#9 Fert Program No.
22221 Radiat.start Cond
222211 Rad.accum.units
222212 Rad.start Condit.

#1 Logic.cond. A No.
#2 Logic.cond. B No.
#3 Logic.cond. C No.
#4 Logic.cond. D No.

22225 By Cond.cycl Time
#1 Min.cycl.time Mnt
#2 Max.cycl.time Mnt
22226 Cond.between Prog
#1 Delay Program No.
22251 Permanent Wtr.mul
#1 % From Programmed
22252 Wtr Multipl.today
#1 % From Programmed
22321 Oper By Program
#1 Opr.empty Vlv No.
22322 Empty Valvs Setup
#1 Wait Aft.irr Mnt
#2 Operat. Time Mnt
22323 Man. Empty Valves
#1 Valve Manual *
#2 Manual Time Mnt.
27231 Fert Adjust By Ec
#1 High Ec Drain Abv
#2 Decr. Ec Pumps %
27232 Acid Adjust By Ph
#1 Low Ph Drain Blw.
#2 Decr. Ph Pumps %

22222 Irig.by Cond.inp.
#1 Cond. Input A No.
28111 Ir.tmp. Sns.info
#2 Cond. Input B No.
#1 Current Tmp.
22223 Irig.by Gen.cond. #2 Minimum Tmp.
#1 Condition Type *
#3 Average Tmp.
#2 Element Type *
#4 Maximum Tmp.
#3 Element No.
28112 Ir.hum. Sns.info
#4 Oper.condition *
#1 Current Hum.
#5 Operation Value
#2 Minimum Hum.
22224 Irr.by Logic.cond #3 Average Hum.
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#4 Maximum Hum.

28113 Ir.gen. Sns.info
#1 Curr.gen. Value
#2 Min. Gen. Value
#3 Avrg.gen. Value
#4 Max. Gen. Value
28121 Ir.tmp.info Prog
#1 Tmp. For Info. No
28122 Ir.hum.info Prog
#1 Hum. For Info. No
28123 Ir.gen.info Prog
#1 Gen. For Info. No
28321 Main Valve Setup
283211 Valves Oper Order
283212 Operation At Mist
28322 Water Pump Setup
#1 Oper. At Irrig.*
#2 Oper. Method *
#3 Oper. At Mist. *
28323 Mixer Setup
#1 Tank Volume Ltr
#2 Max.emptying Sec.
#3 Restart.fil. Sec.
#4 Level Sens.type *
#5 Level Sens.flt. *
#6 Level. Gen.sns.no
#7 Stop W.pump Blw.
#8 Stop W.fill Abv.
#9 Opn.main.wtr Abv.
#10 Cls.main.wtr Blw.
28324 Water Mix. Setup
283241 Mix. Junction Stp
283242 Wtr.sources Setup
283243 Auto Src Controll
28325 Valves Water Flow
#1 Flow M3/h

28331 Fert Pumps Setup
#1 Fert.pump Type *
#2 Fert. Type *
#3 F.pump Flow L/h
#4 Pulse Time Sec.
#5 Strok Size Cm3
#6 Fert Count Exist*
#7 Pulse Size Cm3
#8 Continuous Oper.*
28332 Automation Setup
283321 Auto Method Def.
283322 Drip.measure Stp.
283323 Auto Ecph By Pid
283324 Auto Ecph No Pid
28341 Irr. Faults Setup
283411 Water Flow Fault
283412 Water&fert Fault
283413 Wtr.press. Fault
283414 Ec Ph Irr. Fault.
283415 Gen.sns For Pause
283416 Stop /reset Alarm
283417 Alarm No. / When
283418 Skip Irrig. Time
28342 Irr.diaries Setup
283421 Irr. Events Diary
283422 Irr. Faults Diary
31111 Greenhouse Activ.
#1 G.h Status
#2 G.h In Alarm
#3 Current Tmp.
#4 Current Hum.
#5 Current Radiation
#6 Current Co2 Value
#7 Ext.hum->int.tmp.
#8 Time Segment Num.
#9 Temp. Required
#10 Hum. Required
#11 Ext. Rad. Status
#12 Cycl.ventilation
#13 Spec.ventilation
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#14 Vacuum Process
#15 Fans For Cooling
#16 Fans For Spray
#17 Low Hum.cond.
#18 High Hum. Cond.
#19 Spray Process
#20 Co2 Process
#21 Free Out Operate
#22 Cooling Operate
#23 Natural Ventil.
#24 Sulfur Process
#25 Air Circulation
#26 Wind Level
#27 Rain/snow Cond
#28 Very Low Ext.tmp

31112 Greenhouse Sens.
311121 Gh. Sens Display
311122 Gh. Sens For Info
31121 Greenhouse Const
#1 G.house Active *
#2 G.h No. For Msg.
31122 Req. Values
Setup
311221 Req. Val. Default
311222 Req. Values Table
311223 Adjust By Rad-day
311224 Adj. By Rad-night
31123 Diaries Setup
#1 Info Cycle Mnt.
#2 Window Messages*
#3 Vnt.process Mes*
#4 Spray + Co2 Mes*
31124 Alarms Setup
311241 Tmp. Alarms Setup
311242 Hum. Alarms Setup
311243 Gen. Alarms Setup
311244 Alarm Inputs Stp
311245 Misc. Alarms Stp
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31211 Heating Activity
#1 Heater Status
#2 Current Tmp.
#3 Current Hum.
#4 Temp. Required
#5 Hum. Required
#6 Low Tmp. Cond.
#7 High Hum. Cond.
#8 After Vent.cond.
#9 Oper. Logic.cond.
#10 Daily Oper. Mnt.

31231 Circ.heat. Activ.
312311 Circ.heat. Info
312312 Heat Valv. Info
312313 Water Return Info

31232 Circ.heat. Prog
312321 Circ.heat. Define
312322 Regul.hea S.point
312323 Indep.hea.s.point
312324 Circ.heat. Const.
312325 Heat Valves Prog.
312326 Water Return Prog
31212 Heating Stop Cond 312327 Gh. Heating Setup
#1 Fans Operation
31321 Window Temp Oper
#2 Spray Operation
#1 Operation Setup*
#3 Window Is Open
#2 Stg.devid.method
#4 Pause Logic.cond.
#3 Day.temp.(Or Dif)
31221 Operate Heating #4 Nht.temp.(Or Dif)
#5 Temp.differential
#1 Tmp.(Dif.) - Day
#2 Tmp.(Dif.)-night
31322 Window Conditions
#3 Max.temp
313221 Oper.during Vent.
Setpoint
313222 Oper.during Cool.
#4 Tmp.dif. To Stop
31222 High Hum Heating
#1 Oper.hum.differ
#2 Temp Increase
31223 Hea.aft.cycl.
vent
#1 After Cycl.vnt No
#2 Heat.duration Mnt
#3 Temp Increase

31323 Window Hum. Cond
313231 Oper.at High Hum.
313232 Oper.at Low Hum.
31324 Man. Open Window
#1 Start Time
#2 End Time
#3 Minimum Stage

31325 Stgs By Ext.cond.
313251 Stage No Rain
313252 Stage Rainy
313253 Stage At Snow

31224 Stop Heating Cond
#1 Stop At Vent. No.
#2 Stop At Spray No.
31326 Windows Special
#3 St When Wnd.open*
313261 Decrease Dly.time
31225 Heating Setup 313262 Very Low Ext.temp
313263 Very Hig Int.temp
#1 Operation Setup*
313264 Window Pos.alarm
#2 Tmp. Sensor No.
313265 Max.stage-sulfur
#3 Hum. Sensor No.
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31327 Window Setup
313271 Motors Oper. Time
313272 Window Direction
313273 Sns.for Wndw Cont

#7 Start Delay- Mnt.
#8 Pause Delay- Mnt.
#9 Acc.for Data Mnt.
#10 Daily Accum.-hour

31328 Windows Adjust
313281 All Windows Adj
313282 Window Adjust

31442 Natural Vent Prog
314421 Start Natural Vnt
314422 No-cond Operation
314423 Manual Nat. Vent

31411 Fans Information
314111 Fans Activity
314112 Fans Stop Cond
31412 Fans Programming
314121 Fans Oper.tmp
314122 Fans At Process
314123 Fans Setup
31421 Cycle Vent. Info
314211 Cycl.vnt.activity
314212 Cycl.vnt.stp Cond
31422 Cycle Vent. Prog.
314221 Oper Cycle Proc.
314222 Opr.at Heat.fault
314223 Stop Cycle Proc.
314224 Adj.by Ext. Cond.
314225 Cycle Vent. Setup
31431 Special Vent.info
314311 Spec.vnt.activity
314312 Spec.vnt.stp Cond
31432 Special Vent.prog
314321 Oper Special Vent
314322 Stop Special Vent
314323 Spec. Vent. Setup
314324 Spec.vent. Manual
31441 Natural Vent Info
#1 Wind Speed
#2 Wind Direction
#3 Operation Time
#4 Vent. Required
#5 Oper-wind Speed
#6 Oper-wind Direc.

31511 Cooling Activity
#1 Cooling Status
#2 Current Tmp.
#3 Current Hum.
#4 Sec.to Next Cycle
#5 Temperature Setup
#6 Humidity Setup
#7 Oper.time Sec.
#8 Wait Time Sec.
#9 Chang.cycle Cond
#10 Without Cond.opr.
#11 High Tmp.
#12 Low Hum.
#13 Oper. Logic.cond.
#14 Daily Oper. Mnt.
31512 Cool. Stop Cond
#1 Out Of Oper.time
#2 Low Tmp.
#3 High Hum.
#4 High Tmp.
#5 Fault Input
#6 Co2 Process
#7 Spray Process
#8 Pause Logic.cond.
#9 Ext. Pause Cond.
#10 External Cond.dly
#11 Delay After Fault
31521 Cool. Oper.prog
#1 Operation Setup*
#2 Operat By Queue*
#3 Start Time
#4 End Time

#5 Tmp.(Dif.) - Day
#6 Tmp.(Dif.)-night
#7 Tmp.dif. To Stop
#8 Hum.(Dif.) - Day
#9 Hum.(Dif.)-night
#10 Hum.dif. To Stop
#11 Cool.conditions *

31522 Cool. Stop Prog
#1 Tmp. To Stop Blw.
#2 Hum. To Stop Abv.
#3 Very High Tmp.abv
#4 Low Ext.tmp. Blw.
#5 Hig.ext.hum. Abv.
#6 Alarm Input No.
#7 Stp While Co2 Pr.

#2 High Hum.
#3 Wind Speed
#4 Fault Input
#5 Delay After Fault

31621 Spray Oper.proc.
#1 Man.overriding *
#2 Operation Setup*
#3 Start Proc. Date
#4 End Proc. Date
#5 Start Proc. Time
#6 Start Outp. Time
#7 Stop Outp. Time
#8 End Air.mix.time
#9 End Proc. Time

31622 Spray Stop Proc.
31523 Cool. Cycl.prog #1 Tmp. To Stop Abv.
315231 Cool Proc. Cycle #2 Wind Lvl. To Stop
315232 Auto Adj.cool Cyc #3 Hum. To Stop Abv.
#4 Hum. Delay Mnt.
31524 Cooling Queue
#5 Fault Input No.
#1 Max.cool.together
31623 Vent.before Spray
31525 Cool. Proc. Setup
#1 Oper. Time Mnt
#1 Oper.cool Combin.
#2 Tmp. To Stop Blw.
#2 Oper.tmp. Sns.no.
#3 Oper.hum. Sns.no.
31624 Vent.after Spray
#4 Stop.tmp. Sns.no.
#1 Oper. Time Mnt
#5 Stop.hum. Sns.no.
#2 Tmp. To Stop Blw.
31611 Spray Activity
#1 Process Status
#2 Output Status
#3 Current Tmp.
#4 Current Hum.
#5 Spray Day
#6 Next Spray Date
#7 Next Spray Time
#8 Vent.before Spray
#9 Vent.after Spray
#10 Daily Oper. Mnt.
31612 Spray Stop Cond
#1 High Tmp.
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31625 Spray Setup
#1 Max.window Stage
#2 Tmp. Sensor No.
#3 Hum. Sensor No.
31711 Co2 Activity
#1 Process Status
#2 Co2 Out Status
#3 Current Tmp.
#4 Current Hum.
#5 Current Co2 Value
#6 Current Radiation
#7 Co2 Enrich. Flow
#8 Restart Delay Mnt
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#9 End Of Proces Mnt
#10 Wait On Queue
#11 Wait. Time Sec.
#12 Process Finished
#13 Daily Oper. Mnt.

31712 Co2 Oper. Cond
#1 Tmp. Condition
#2 Rad. Condition
#3 Ppm Condition
#4 Oper. Logic.cond.
31713 Co2 Pause Cond
#1 Hig.external Tmp.
#2 Rad. Pause Cond
#3 Pause Logic.cond.
#4 Windows Status
31714 Co2 Stop Cond
#1 Critical Tmp.
#2 High Wind Speed
#3 High Himidity
#4 Outp.stop.by Tmp.
#5 Out Of Proc.time
31721 Co2 Oper. Process
#1 Operation Setup*
#2 Start Time
#3 End Time
#4 Tmp.to Start Blw.
#5 Dif.to Stop Outp.
#6 Dif.to Stop Proc.
#7 Min. Oper.radiat.
#8 Co2.required Ppm.
#9 Co2.differ. Ppm
31722 Co2 Stop Cond.
#1 Hum. To Stop Abv
#2 Dly.bef.stop Mnt
31723 Co2 Delay Process
#1 High Ext.tmp. Abv
#2 High Ext.rad. Abv
31724 Co2 Output Oper.
317241 Co2 Output Cycle

317242 Co2 Adjust Cycle

31725 Co2 Setup
317251 Co2 Process Setup
317252 General Co2 Setup
317253 Co2 Queue Setup
31811 Screen Activity
#1 Screen Status
#2 Screen Stage
#3 Curr. Tmperature
#4 Current Radiation
#5 Screen Adjust
#6 Operation Delay
31812 Scr. Spread Cond
#1 High Tmp.
#2 High Radiation
#3 By Time
#4 Heat. Conserving
#5 Spread Temp.setup
#6 Spread Rad. Setup
#7 Spread Delay
31813 Scr. Roll Up Cond
#1 Low Tmp.
#2 Low Radiation
#3 By Time
#4 Spray Process
#5 Co2 Process
#6 Vent. Process
#7 Fan Operation
#8 Wind Speed
#9 Roll Up Tmp.setup
#10 Roll Up Rad.setup
#11 Roll Up Delay
31821 Lay.shadowing
#1 Spread According*
#2 Req.temp.defin *
#3 Tmp(Dif)t.lay Abv
#4 Temp.differential
#5 Rad. To Lay Abv.
#6 Rad. To Lay Blw.
#7 Cond. Delay Sec.
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31822 Lay.by Time
#1 Start Laying Time
#2 End Laying Time
31823 Rol.by Time
#1 Start Roll. Time
#2 End Roll. Time

#14 Co2 Process
#15 Cooling Oper.
#16 Vent. Proc. Oper
#17 Logic.oper.cond.
#18 By Time
#19 Daily Oper. Mnt.

31912 Free Out Stp.cond
#1 Fans Operation
#2 Heat.opearation
#3 Spray Process
#4 Co2 Process
#5 Cooling Oper.
31825 Gnrl Cond.to Rol. #6 Vent. Process
#7 Logic.oper.cond.
#1 At Spray Proc.no.
#8 Out Of Time
#2 At Co2 Proc. No.
31921 Free Out Cond.prg
#3 At Vent.process *
#1 Gen. Out Type *
#4 At Fan Oper. No.
#2 Start Time
#5 At Wnd.level Abv.
#3 End Time
31826 Screen Setup
#4 Tmp. To Oper.blw.
#1 Full Oper. Sec.
#5 Tmp. To Oper.abv.
#2 Full Oper. Stage
#6 Tmp.dif.to Cancel
#3 Oper. Delay Sec.
#7 Hum. To Oper.blw.
#4 Tmp. Sensor No.
#8 Hum. To Oper.abv.
#5 Radiat. Sensor *
#9 Hum.dif.to Cancel
#10 Gen.sns.oper.blw.
31827 Screen Adjust
#11 Gen.sns.oper.abv.
#1 Screen Adjust *
#12 Gen.dif.to Cancel
31911 Free Out Activity #13 Oper.time Sec.
#1 Free Out Status
#14 Wait Time Sec.
#2 Current Tmp.
31922 Paralel Oper Cond
#3 Current Hum.
#1 At Fan Oper. No.
#4 Current Gen. Sns.
#2 At Heat.oper. No.
#5 Temp. Low Cond.
#3 At Spray Proc.no.
#6 Hum. Low Cond.
#4 At Co2 Proc. No.
#7 Ge.sns.low Cond.
#5 At Cool.proc. No.
#8 Temp. High Cond.
#6 At Vent.process*
#9 Hum. High Cond.
#10 Ge.sns.high Cond.
31923 Paralel Stop Cond
#11 Fans Operation
#1 At Fan Oper. No.
#12 Heat.opearation
#2 At Heat.oper. No.
#3 At Spray Proc.no.
#13 Spray Process
31824 Lay. For Heat
#1 Sunrize/set Shift
#2 Start: Shift/time
#3 End : Shift/time
#4 Roll. Delay Sec.
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#4 At Co2 Proc. No.
#5 At Cool.proc. No.
#6 At Vent.process*

31924 Free Out Queue
#1 Max.out. Together
31925 Free Out Setup
#1 Queue Operation*
#2 Tmp. Sensor No.
#3 Hum. Sensor No.
#4 Gen. Sensor No.
71511 Ram Values
#1 Variable Value
71512 Long Ram Values
#1 Variable Value
71521 Prog Value
#1 Variable Value
71522 Long Prog Value
#1 Variable Value
75541 Tmp.group Program
#1 Sns.group Type *
#2 Tmp. Sensor No
#3 Tmp. Sensor No
#4 Tmp. Sensor No
#5 Tmp. Sensor No
#6 Current Value
75542 Hum.group Program
#1 Sns.group Type *
#2 Hum. Sensor No
#3 Hum. Sensor No
#4 Hum. Sensor No
#5 Hum. Sensor No
#6 Current Value
75543 Gen.group Program
#1 Sns.group Type *
#2 Gen. Sensor No
#3 Gen. Sensor No
#4 Gen. Sensor No

#5 Gen. Sensor No
#6 Current Value

75551 Not Linear Sensor
#1 Analog Input No.
#2 N.linear Tabl No.
#3 Current Value
75552 Not Linear Table
#1 Number Of Points
#2 Table Value Above
#3 Sensor Value
#4 Table Value Above
#5 Sensor Value
#6 Table Value Above
#7 Sensor Value
#8 Table Value Above
#9 Sensor Value
#10 Table Value Above
#11 Sensor Value
#12 Table Value Above
#13 Sensor Value
#14 Table Value Above
#15 Sensor Value
#16 Table Value Above
#17 Sensor Value
#18 Table Value Above
#19 Sensor Value
#20 Table Value Above
#21 Sensor Value
75611 Valves Outputs
#1 Output No.
75612 Irr. Gen. Outputs
#1 M.ir.valve Out No
#2 Water Pump Out No
#3 Main Flush Out No
#4 Main Mist. Out No
#5 Main Fert Out No
#6 Drain Pump Out No
#7 Stop Sign. Out No
#8 Mix Bypass Out No
75613 Mixer Outputs

#1 Mixer Pump Out No
#2 Fill. Tank Out No
#3 Empty Tank Out No

75614 F.select. Outputs
#1 Output No.
75615 Fer.pumps Outputs
#1 Output No.
75616 Filters Outputs
#1 Output No.
75617 Empty Plate Outp.
#1 Empty Vlv. Out No
75618 Water Recycle Out
756181 Water Mix.outputs
756182 Water Rec.outputs
75619 Drainage Outputs
#1 Output No.
75621 Windows Outputs
#1 Open Output No.
#2 Close Output No.
75622 Screen Outputs
#1 Roll Up Output No
#2 Spread Outout No
75623 Vent. Outputs
#1 Output No.
75624 Cool. Outputs
#1 Output No.
75625 Heat. Outputs
#1 Output No.
75626 Co2 Outputs
#1 Output No.

75629 Circ.heat. Output
#1 Open Valve Out No
#2 Clos Valve Out No
#3 Heat Pump Out No
75651 Co2 Sampling Outp
#1 Co2 Mux. Out No
75652 Co2 Mux.main Outp
#1 Main Mux Out No.
#2 Main Enr.out No.
75711 Main Power Setup
#1 M.power Input No
75712 Rain Input Setup
#1 Rain Input No
#2 Rain Detect.in.no
#3 Rain Detect Def.*
#4 Rain Pls.size Mil
75713 Gen. Count. Setup
#1 Input No.

75714 Cond. Input Setup
#1 Input No.

75721 Misc.count.inputs
#1 Water Count.in.no
#2 Pump. Fault In.no
#3 Water.pres. In.no
#4 Drain.count.in.no
#5 Mist. Count.in.no
75722 Mixer Inputs
#1 Low Level In.no
#2 High Level In.no
75723 Fert.count.inputs
#1 Fert. Count.in.no

75627 Spray Outputs
#1 Output No.

75724 Water Mix. Inputs
#1 Wtr Cnt.input No.
#2 Wtr Flt.input No.

75628 Free Outputs
#1 Output No.

75731 Alarms Inputs
#1 Real Input No.
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75732 Window Inputs
#1 Real Input No.

#1 Activate Pid *
#2 Change Time Of *

222211 Rad.accum.units
#1 Joule Factor
#2 Rad.accum.units*

283322 Drip.measure Stp.
#1 Dly.at Start-sec.
#2 Chng.frt.dly-sec.

222212 Rad.start Condit.
#1 Accum.radiat. Abv

283323 Auto Ecph By Pid
2833231 Ecph By Pid Info
2833232 Ecph By Pid Def.

283211 Valves Oper Order
#1 Main Valve Open *
#2 Del. At Open -sec
#3 Main Valve Close*
#4 Del. At Close-sec
283212 Operation At Mist
#1 Stp.irr. By Mist*
#2 Oper. At Mist. *
283241 Mix. Junction Stp
#1 Mix. Junction *
#2 Activate Pid *
#3 Ec Gen.sensor No.
#4 Precision
#5 Grade Delay-sec.
#6 Ec Dev. Alarm +#7 Ec Alarm Dly.sec
#8 At.mix.junc Flt.*
283242 Wtr.sources Setup
#1 Act.full Way Sec.
#2 Act.num.of Stages
#3 Max Wtr. Flow M3
#4 Pulse Volume-ltr
#5 Puls.fail Dly-sec
#6 Uncontrol Pulses
#7 Do At Src.fail *
#8 Stage At Mix.off
#9 Stage At Irr.off
283243 Auto Src Controll
2832431 Dif.sourc.control
2832432 Pid Sourc.control
283321 Auto Method Def.

283324 Auto Ecph No Pid
2833241 Ec Correction
2833242 Ph Correction
283411 Water Flow Fault
#1 Water Flow Dev. %
#2 Filling Delay Sec
283412 Water&fert Fault
#1 Uncont.water M3
#2 Unexec.irr. Sec.
#3 Uncont.fert.pulse
#4 Unexec.fert. Sec.
283413 Wtr.press. Fault
#1 Stop Irrigation *
#2 Stop Fert.pumps *
283414 Ec Ph Irr. Fault.
2834141 Ec Ph For Fault
2834142 Ec Ph To Stop Irr
2834143 Ec-ph Sns. Check
283415 Gen.sns For Pause
#0 Gen.sns.no
#1 Gen.sns.-dly. Blw
#2 Gen.sns.-dly. Abv
#3 Before Delay Sec.
283416 Stop /reset Alarm
#1 Stop Irrig. Mnt.
#2 Cancel Stop Mnt.
283417 Alarm No. / When
#1 Irr.not Delivered
#2 Water Count Def.
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#3 No Water Pulse
#4 Uncontrolled Wtr.
#5 Low Water Flow
#6 High Water Flow
#7 Low Wtr.pressure
#8 Water Pump Flt.
#9 Empt. Tank Flt.
#10 Filling Tank Flt.
#11 Tank Empty+full
#12 Irrigation Ec
#13 Irrigation Ph
#14 Ec-ph: Stop Irrig
#15 Ec-ph Sensors Dif
#16 Irrig.program Def
#17 Irr.cant Be Done
#18 Late Irrigations
#19 Fert. Pump Def.
#20 Fert Not Execute
#21 Uncontrol Fert.
#22 Main Fert Closed
#23 Flush Group Def.
#24 Flush Repeat Flt.
#25 Gen. delay Irrig
#26 Drainage Ec
#27 Drainage Ph
#28 Water Mix Fault
#29 Memory Fault

283418 Skip Irrig. Time
#1 Delay From Plan
283421 Irr. Events Diary
#1 Start Irr. Mes.*
#2 End Irr. Mes.*
#3 Ec-ph Irr. Mes.*
#4 Start Dra. Mes.*
#5 End Drain.mes.*
#6 Ec-ph Drain.mes.*
283422 Irr. Faults Diary
#1 Irrig.fault Mes.*
#2 Leak Water Mes.*
#3 Water Count Mes.*
#4 Low Wtr.flow Mes*

#5 Hig.wtr.flow Mes*
#6 Water Pres.mes.*
#7 Leak. Fert.mes.*
#8 Fert.count.mes.*
#9 Fert.flow Mes. *
#10 Ec Ph Fault Mes.*
#11 Drain.fault Mes.*
#12 Fill Mixer Mes.*
#13 Empty Mixer Mes.*

311121 Gh. Sens Display
3111211 Sens.display Info
3111212 Sns.display Setup
311122 Gh. Sens For Info
3111221 Sns.for Info Data
3111222 Sns.for Info Stp.
311221 Req. Val. Default
#1 Day - Temp. Req.
#2 Day - Hum. Req.
#3 Night - Temp.req.
#4 Night - Hum. Req.
311222 Req. Values Table
#1 Seg.1 Start Time
#2 S.1 Trns Time H:m
#3 Seg.1 Temp. Req.
#4 Seg.1 Hum. Req.
#5 S1.tmp.adj.by Rad
#6 Seg.2 Start Time
#7 S.2 Trns Time H:m
#8 Seg.2 Temp. Req.
#9 Seg.2 Hum. Req.
#10 S2.tmp.adj.by Rad
#11 Seg.3 Start Time
#12 S.3 Trns Time H:m
#13 Seg.3 Temp. Req.
#14 Seg.3 Hum. Req.
#15 S3.tmp.adj.by Rad
#16 Seg.4 Start Time
#17 S.4 Trns Time H:m
#18 Seg.4 Temp. Req.
#19 Seg.4 Hum. Req.
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#20 S4.tmp.adj.by Rad
#21 Seg.5 Start Time
#22 S.5 Trns Time H:m
#23 Seg.5 Temp. Req.
#24 Seg.5 Hum. Req.
#25 S5.tmp.adj.by Rad
#26 Seg.6 Start Time
#27 S.6 Trns Time H:m
#28 Seg.6 Temp. Req.
#29 Seg.6 Hum. Req.
#30 S6.tmp.adj.by Rad
#31 Seg.7 Start Time
#32 S.7 Trns Time H:m
#33 Seg.7 Temp. Req.
#34 Seg.7 Hum. Req.
#35 S7.tmp.adj.by Rad
#36 Seg.8 Start Time
#37 S.8 Trns Time H:m
#38 Seg.8 Temp. Req.
#39 Seg.8 Hum. Req.
#40 S8.tmp.adj.by Rad

311223 Adjust By Rad-day
#1 Low Radiat.-below
#2 Hig.radiat.-above
#3 Temp.adjust Deg.

311244 Alarm Inputs Stp
#1 Alarm.no / When
311245 Misc. Alarms Stp
#1 Memory:al.no/when
#2 Open.window:al/wn
#3 Clos.window:al/wn
#4 Wndw Locate:al/wn
#5 Heat Circul:al/wn
312311 Circ.heat. Info
#1 Circle Status
#2 Air Temp.
#3 Air Set Point
#4 Int.tmp To Pause
#5 Ext.rad To Pause
#6 Snow Condition
#7 High Humidity
#8 Circle Def Stat.
312312 Heat Valv. Info
#1 Water Temp.
#2 Water Set Point
#3 Actual Valve Step
#4 Valve Step Delay
#5 Valve Operation
#6 Pump On

311224 Adj. By Rad-night
#1 Low Radiat.-below
#2 Hig.radiat.-above
#3 Temp.adjust Deg.

312313 Water Return Info
#1 Water Return Temp
#2 Water Return Low
#3 Low.tmp.cls.valv.

311241 Tmp. Alarms Setup
#1 Low Tmp. Below
#2 High Tmp. Above
#3 Alarm.no / When

312321 Circ.heat. Define
#1 Operation Setup*

311242 Hum. Alarms Setup
#1 Low Hum. Below
#2 High Hum. Above
#3 Alarm.no / When
311243 Gen. Alarms Setup
#1 Low Gen.sns.below
#2 Hig.gen.sns.above
#3 Alarm.no / When

312322 Regul.hea S.point
#1 Seg.1 Start Time
#2 S.1 Trns Time H:m
#3 Seg.1 Temp. Req.
#4 Seg.1 Hum. Req.
#5 Seg.2 Start Time
#6 S.2 Trns Time H:m
#7 Seg.2 Temp. Req.
#8 Seg.2 Hum. Req.
#9 Seg.3 Start Time

#10 S.3 Trns Time H:m
#11 Seg.3 Temp. Req.
#12 Seg.3 Hum. Req.
#13 Seg.4 Start Time
#14 S.4 Trns Time H:m
#15 Seg.4 Temp. Req.
#16 Seg.4 Hum. Req.
#17 Seg.5 Start Time
#18 S.5 Trns Time H:m
#19 Seg.5 Temp. Req.
#20 Seg.5 Hum. Req.
#21 Seg.6 Start Time
#22 S.6 Trns Time H:m
#23 Seg.6 Temp. Req.
#24 Seg.6 Hum. Req.
#25 Seg.7 Start Time
#26 S.7 Trns Time H:m
#27 Seg.7 Temp. Req.
#28 Seg.7 Hum. Req.
#29 Seg.8 Start Time
#30 S.8 Trns Time H:m
#31 Seg.8 Temp. Req.
#32 Seg.8 Hum. Req.

312323 Indep.hea.s.point
#1 Air Temp.s.p Day
#2 Air Temp.s.p Nhgt
#3 Seg.a Start Time
#4 Seg.a End Time
#5 Seg.a Temp. S.p
#6 Seg.b Start Time
#7 Seg.b End Time
#8 Seg.b Temp. S.p
312324 Circ.heat. Const.
#1 Tmp Tolerance +#2 Heating % Of Gh.
#3 Snow Heat % Of Gh
#4 Min.water S.point
#5 Max.water S.point
#6 Snow Min.wtr S.p
#7 Wtr.tmp.sp Dly Sc
#8 Stop Totaly Dif.+
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#9 Ext.rad To Pause
#10 Stab.interval-mnt
#11 Propor.coef. Kp.
#12 Integral Coef.ki.
#13 Wtr.per 1 Air Deg
#14 Air Temp.sns.no.
#15 Humidity .sns.no.

312325 Heat Valves Prog.
#1 Full Opr.time-sec
#2 Steps Delay Sec.
#3 Propor.coef. Kp.
#4 Integral Coef.ki.
#5 Pipe Surf.area M2
#6 Pip.het Trns.w/m2
#7 Wtr.pmp.flow M3/h
#8 Water Tmp.sns.no.
312326 Water Return Prog
#1 L.tmp-dec Air S.p
#2 Dec.a.tmp.%/1.deg
#3 Max.tmp.decrease
#4 L.tmp-close Valve
#5 Wtr Rtrn.sns.no.
312327 Gh. Heating Setup
3123271 Circ.heat. Setup
3123272 Ext.tmp Stop Heat
3123273 Ext.cnd.stability
3123274 Valves Calibrat.
3123275 Humidity Controll
313221 Oper.during Vent.
#1 Oper.with Fans.no
#2 Stage During Fans
#3 Min.stg.at V.proc
#4 Oper At Nat.vnt*
313222 Oper.during Cool.
#1 Oper. At Cool.no
#2 Fix.stage At Cool
313231 Oper.at High Hum.
#1 Hum.day Dif.-abv.
#2 Hum.nig.dif.-abv.
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#3 Hum.dif To Cancel
#4 Minimum Stage
#5 Tmp Dif.to Cansel

313232 Oper.at Low Hum.
#1 Hum.day Dif.-blo.
#2 Hum.nig.dif.-blo.
#3 Hum.dif.to Cansel
#4 Add. To Open Tmp.
#5 Max.window Stage
#6 Tmp Dif.to Cansel
313251 Stage No Rain
3132511 Not.r Dn.wind
3132512 Not.r Up.wind
313252 Stage Rainy
3132521 Rain Dn.wind
3132522 Rain Up.wind
313253 Stage At Snow
#1 Close At Snow *
313261 Decrease Dly.time
#1 Sec Per 1.0 Dif.
#2 Min. Delay Time
313262 Very Low Ext.temp
#1 Close Window Blw.
#2 Tmp Dif.to Cancel
313263 Very Hig Int.temp
#1 Crit.hi Open Temp
313264 Window Pos.alarm
#1 Pos.deviat.def. %
#2 Pos.deviat.react*
313265 Max.stage-sulfur
#1 Max.stage-sulfur
313271 Motors Oper. Time
#1 Full Open Sec.
#2 Full Close Sec.
#3 No.of Wndw.stages
#4 1’st Stg.time Sec
#5 Oper. Delay Sec.

313272 Window Direction 314121 Fans Oper.tmp
#1 Up Wind From Deg.
3141211 Fans Oper. Temp.
#2 Up Wind To Deg.
3141212 Fans At Cooling
3141213 Reset Tmp. Cond
313273 Sns.for Wndw Cont
#1 Tmp. Sensor No.
314122 Fans At Process
#2 Hum. Sensor No.
3141221 Oper Fan At Proc.
#3 Located Sns. No.
3141222 Stop Fan At Proc.
313281 All Windows Adj
#1 Start Adjust.time
#2 End Adjust.time
#3 Adjust Cycle Mnt.
#4 Queue Or Paralel
#5 Calibrate Now *
313282 Window Adjust
#1 Adjust Window *
314111 Fans Activity
#1 Fan Status
#2 Current Temp.
#3 Tmp. To Oper.abv.
#4 Tmp. To Stop.blw.
#5 High Tmp.
#6 Cycl.ventilation
#7 Spec.ventilation
#8 Fans For Cool.
#9 Fans For Vacuum
#10 Vent.before Spray
#11 Vent.after Spray
#12 Oper. Logic.cond.
#13 Group Delay
#14 Daily Oper. Mnt.
314112 Fans Stop Cond
#1 Hig.external Tmp.
#2 Low External Hum.
#3 Spray Process
#4 Co2 Process
#5 Natural Ventil.
#6 Windows Status
#7 Screens Status
#8 Fault Input
#9 Pause Logic.cond.
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314123 Fans Setup
#1 Oper.fans Combin.
#2 Tmp. Sensor No.
314211 Cycl.vnt.activity
#1 Cycle Vnt Status
#2 Daily Cycles-done
#3 Current Tmp.
#4 Current Hum.
#5 Current Gen. Sns.
#6 Hum. To Oper Abv
#7 Hum. To Stop Blw
#8 Mnt.to End Cycle
#9 Mnt.to Next Cycle
#10 Actual Oper.time
#11 Actual Wait Time
#12 High Humidity
#13 Low Gen.sensor
#14 High Gen.sensor
#15 Heating Fault
#16 H.fault Delay-mnt
#17 Oper. Logic.cond.
#18 By Time
#19 By Windows Closed
#20 Cange Wait Time
314212 Cycl.vnt.stp Cond
#1 Low Internal Tmp.
#2 Low External Tmp.
#3 Cooling Oper.
#4 Spray Process
#5 Co2 Process
#6 Pause Logic.cond.
#7 Ext.sns.>int.sns.
#8 Ineffective Vent.

#9 Ext.hum->int.tmp.

314221 Oper Cycle Proc.
#1 Oper. Method *
#2 Start Time
#3 End Time
#4 Hum. To Oper.abv.
#5 Hum. Dif. To Stop
#6 Gen.sns-oper.blw.
#7 Gen.sns-oper.abv.
#8 Gen. Dif. To Stop
#9 Oper. Time Mnt.
#10 Wait Time Mnt.
#11 Min. Oper. Mnt.
314222 Opr.at Heat.fault
#1 Fault Input No.
#2 Tmp. To Oper.blw.
#3 Tmp. To Stop.blw.
#4 Oper. Time Mnt.
#5 Wait Time Mnt.
314223 Stop Cycle Proc.
#1 Low Int.tmp. Blw.
#2 Low Ext.tmp. Blw.
#3 Stop At Cool. No.
#4 Stop At Spray No.
#5 Stop At Co2 No.
314224 Adj.by Ext. Cond.
3142241 Adjust Wait Time
3142242 Pause Cycle Proc.
314225 Cycle Vent. Setup
#1 Temp.sensor No.
#2 Hum. Sensor No.
#3 Gen. Sensor No.
314311 Spec.vnt.activity
#1 Spec.vent.status
#2 Current Tmp.
#3 Current Gen. Sns.
#4 Mnt.to End Cycle
314312 Spec.vnt.stp Cond
#1 Low Internal Tmp.
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#2 Low External Tmp.
#3 Low Gen.sensor
#4 Hig Gen.sensor
#5 Cooling Process
#6 Co2 Process
#7 Spray Process

314321 Oper Special Vent
#1 Operation Setup*
#2 Start Time
#3 Oper. Time Mnt.
314322 Stop Special Vent
#1 Low Int.tmp. Blw.
#2 Low Ext.tmp. Blw.
#3 Low Gen.sns. Blw.
#4 Hig Gen.sns. Abv.
#5 Stop At Cool. No.
#6 Stop At Co2 No.
#7 Stop At Spray No.
314323 Spec. Vent. Setup
#1 Tmp. Sensor No.
#2 Gen. Sensor No.
314324 Spec.vent. Manual
#1 Man.overriding *
314421 Start Natural Vnt
#1 Start Time
#2 End Time
#3 Up Wind From Deg.
#4 Up Wind To Deg.
#5 Wind Speed- Above
#6 Wind Speed- Diff.
#7 Start Delay- Mnt.
#8 Stop Delay - Mnt.

315231 Cool Proc. Cycle
#1 Oper. Time Sec.
#2 Wait. Time Sec.
315232 Auto Adj.cool Cyc
#1 Tmp.diff.fr.setup
#2 Inc.oper. %/1 Deg
#3 Max.oper.time Sec
#4 Dec.wait. %/1 Deg
#5 Min.wait Time Sec
317241 Co2 Output Cycle
#1 Oper. Time Sec.
#2 Wait. Time Sec.
317242 Co2 Adjust Cycle
#1 Chng.wait Sec/10p
#2 Min.wait Time Sec
#3 Max.wait Time Sec
317251 Co2 Process Setup
#1 Singl/multi Proc*
#2 Wnd.opn.stop Out*
#3 Max.window Stage
#4 Open Wndw.dly Mnt
#5 Tmp. Sensor No.
#6 Hum. Sensor No.
#7 Co2 Gen.sns No.
317252 General Co2 Setup
#1 Radiat. Sensor *
#2 Refer To Rad.from
#3 Wind Lvl. To Stop
#4 Critic Tmp. Abv
#5 Restart Delay Mnt
317253 Co2 Queue Setup
#1 Max.co2 Together

314422 No-cond Operation
#1 Start Time
#2 End Time

756181 Water Mix.outputs
#1 Open Valv Out No
#2 Close Valv Out No
#3 Main
Out No

314423 Manual Nat. Vent
#1 Manual Nat.vent *

756182 Water Rec.outputs
#1 Drn.blead Out No.

#2 Drn.fill Out No.
#3 Drn.to Snt.out No
#4 Main Sanit.out No
#5 Rec.to Snt.out No
#6 Snt.to Rec.out No
#7 Snt.to Opr Out No
#8 Clean Snt.out No.
#9 Opr.to Snt.out No
#10 Rain To Opr. Out
#11 Wtr.to Opr.out No

2832431 Dif.sourc.control
#1 Maximal Change %
#2 Ec Chng For Grade
#3 Flow Chng F.grade
2832432 Pid Sourc.control
#1 Propor. Coeff.kp
#2 Integrl.coeff.ki
2833231 Ecph By Pid Info
#1 Pid Ec Prop. Out
#2 Pid Ec Intg. Out
#3 Pid Ec Deriv.out
#4 Pid Ec Output
#5 Auto Ec Correc.%
#6 Pid Ph Prop. Out
#7 Pid Ph Intg. Out
#8 Pid Ph Deriv.out
#9 Pid Ph Output
#10 Auto Ph Correc.%
2833232 Ecph By Pid Def.
#1 Activate Pid *
#2 Propor. Ec Coeff.
#3 Integrl.ec Coeff.
#4 Derivat.ec Coeff.
#5 Propor. Ph Coeff.
#6 Integrl.ph Coeff.
#7 Serivat.ph Coeff.
2833241 Ec Correction
#1 Deviation A
#2 Correction A %
#3 Deviation B
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#4 Correction B %
#5 Deviation C
#6 Correction C %
#7 Deviation D
#8 Correction D %
#9 Deviation E
#10 Correction E %
#11 Radical Correct.

2833242 Ph Correction
#1 Deviation A
#2 Correction A %
#3 Deviation B
#4 Correction B %
#5 Deviation C
#6 Correction C %
#7 Deviation D
#8 Correction D %
#9 Deviation E
#10 Correction E %
#11 Radical Correct.
2834141 Ec Ph For Fault
#1 Ec Deviation Blw.
#2 Ec Deviation Abv.
#3 Ph Deviation Blw.
#4 Ph Deviation Abv.
#5 Before Alarm Sec.
2834142 Ec Ph To Stop Irr
#1 Ec Deviation Blw.
#2 Ec Deviation Abv.
#3 Ph Deviation Blw
#4 Ph Deviation Abv
#5 Before Stop Sec.
#6 Cancel Frt Fault*
#7 Cancel”stop Irr”*
2834143 Ec-ph Sns. Check
#1 Ec-2 Gen.sn.no.
#2 Max Ec Sns Differ
#3 Ph-2 Gen.sn.no.
#4 Max Ph Sns Differ
3111211 Sens.display Info

The Menus .6
#1 Current Tmp.
#2 Current Hum.
#3 Current Radiation
#4 Current Co2 Value

3111212 Sns.display Setup
#1 Int.tmp.-tmp. No.
#2 Int.hum.-hum. No.
#3 Int.rad.-gen. No.
#4 Int.co2 -gen. No.
3111221 Sns.for Info Data
31112211 Gh. Tmp.sns.info
31112212 Gh. Hum.sns.info
31112213 Gh. Gen.sns.info
3111222 Sns.for Info Stp.
31112221 Tmp.for Info Stp.
31112222 Hum.for Info Stp.
31112223 Gen.for Info Stp.
31112224 Restart Info Sns.
3123271 Circ.heat. Setup
#1 System Active
#2 Surf.area 1000m2
#3 Surf.het Trn.w/m2
#4 Surf.infilt Fctor
#5 Wind Chill Factor
#6 Rad%for Heat Calc
#7 Dec By Light No.
#8 Dec By Light - %
#9 Activate Pid *
#10 S.p.dif.for Main+
3123272 Ext.tmp Stop Heat
#1 Ext.tmp Stop Heat
3123273 Ext.cnd.stability
#1 Temp.sign.change
#2 Rad. Sign.change
#3 Stabil.check Mnt.
3123274 Valves Calibrat.
#1 Calib. Start Time
#2 Calib. Cycle-days

#3 Queue Or Paralel

#5 Fan Group Dly-sec

3123275 Humidity Controll
#1 Proc. Start Time
#2 Proc. End Time
#3 Oper.hum.differ
#4 Hum.temp Increase
#5 Pr.work Time-mnt.
#6 Pr.wait Time-mnt.
#7 Pr.min. Time-mnt.
#8 Hum. Sensor No.

3141212 Fans At Cooling
#1 Oper. At Cool. No
#2 Cool-tmp.(Or Dif)

3132511 Not.r Dn.wind
#1 Max.stg/wnd.lvl.1
#2 Max.stg/wnd.lvl.2
#3 Max.stg/wnd.lvl.3
#4 Max.stg/wnd.lvl.4
#5 Max.stg/wnd.lvl.5
3132512 Not.r Up.wind
#1 Max.stg/wnd.lvl.1
#2 Max.stg/wnd.lvl.2
#3 Max.stg/wnd.lvl.3
#4 Max.stg/wnd.lvl.4
#5 Max.stg/wnd.lvl.5
3132521 Rain Dn.wind
#1 Max.stg/wnd.lvl.1
#2 Max.stg/wnd.lvl.2
#3 Max.stg/wnd.lvl.3
#4 Max.stg/wnd.lvl.4
#5 Max.stg/wnd.lvl.5
3132522 Rain Up.wind
#1 Max.stg/wnd.lvl.1
#2 Max.stg/wnd.lvl.2
#3 Max.stg/wnd.lvl.3
#4 Max.stg/wnd.lvl.4
#5 Max.stg/wnd.lvl.5
3141211 Fans Oper. Temp.
#1 Operation Setup*
#2 Day-tmp. (Or Dif)
#3 Night-tmp(Or Dif)
#4 Tmp.dif. To Stop
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#2 Minimum Gen.value
#3 Average Gen.value
#4 Maximum Gen.value

31112221 Tmp.for Info Stp.
#1 Tmp. For Info. No

3141213 Reset Tmp. Cond
#1 Dif. Ext>int Abv.
31112222 Hum.for Info Stp.
#2 Low Ext.hum. Blw.
#1 Hum. For Info. No
3141221 Oper Fan At Proc.
#1 At Cycl.vent. No.
#2 At Spec.vent. No.
#3 Before Spray No.
#4 After Spray No.
#5 Oper At Wind Stag
3141222 Stop Fan At Proc.
#1 At Spray Proc.no.
#2 At Co2 Process No
#3 At Natural Vent*
#4 Fault Input No.
3142241 Adjust Wait Time
#1 Hig.ext.tmp. Abv.
#2 Dec.wait Time Mnt
#3 Low Ext.tmp. Blw.
#4 Inc.wait Time Mnt.
3142242 Pause Cycle Proc.
31422421 Ext.sns.>int.sns.
31422422 Ineffective Vent.
31112211 Gh. Tmp.sns.info
#1 Current Tmp.
#2 Minimum Tmp.
#3 Average Tmp.
#4 Maximum Tmp.
31112212 Gh. Hum.sns.info
#1 Current Hum.
#2 Minimum Hum.
#3 Average Hum.
#4 Maximum Hum.
31112213 Gh. Gen.sns.info
#1 Current Gen.value

31112223 Gen.for Info Stp.
#1 Gen. For Info. No
31112224 Restart Info Sns.
#1 Restart Inf.sns.*
31422421 Ext.sns.>int.sns.
#1 Pause At Ext>int.
31422422 Ineffective Vent.
#1 Pause At N.efct*
#2 Calc.hum.>cur.hum

